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CITY OF DUBLIN Y-OCATIONAL 1<J)UC~ TION CO'M)'IfITTEE
COLLEGE .OF "T.ECHIDlOg±! KEVIN STREET
COLL....HGE ADVISORY, COMMITTEE FOR rID,T BUILDING
Min~tes.of 1st Meeting, 3.30 p.w.
T,Tednesda.y 6th January! 1960
Consequent on the receipt of thp news that the sketch plans for thp.
proposed new College of Technology at Kpvin Street had bepn apptovpd arrl that
working drawings could noTilr be'" preparpd,. a mpeting "ras held on thl'l above date.
Present ,,~re: Mr. R. Mayne (H~oper and Mayne, Architests) and Messrs Cranley
ani de Lacy of thf' College.
It was agreed that intprnaI staff committpes of tho College should bp
appointed to examine and report to the Principal on all matters on T-rhich the
Architects and thp Consulting Ehgineprs required information to ~nsure the~
speedy preparation of the working drawings. Since Mr •. Maynp believed that the
most urgent requirement ~~s information on the mechanical and electrical serVices
so that the consulting engineers could prepare draft plans, it TiI~S agreod that
this should be the first task of tho staff committAes.. The meeting then pre-
pared a list of qupstions rpgarding the mechaniaal ani Alpctrical services that
might be required in each laboratory and T~()rkshop unit in thp np", building for
circulation to, and consideration by, tho staff committeps., It 'lAras agreed that
classrooms, etc; could be dpalt 1,rith latAr.,
It was also agreed that any suggestpd altprations to or modification of
the sketch plans should be considered as soon as possible and dpcisions reaChed
on them so that if sanction were given for thpm these changes could bp incor-
poratpd in thp working draT,rings. Altprations suggested by Mr. CranlAy Mere:.-
L Rearrangement of thp administration offices on the 1st floor~
(a) moving out the Chaplains' Office.
(b) closer communication bf!tween the Principal's officp ani tl'P genAral
office vis small offices for a Chipf Clerk and Secretary to the
Principal.
(c) Principal's Office and Conference Room to bp adjacent and sharing
small ~iting room and cloakroom. (It was agreed that further
consideration bp given to this proposal).
2; That it would not be feasible to equip or, if pquipppd; obtain adequate
utilisation of Room No. 86 viz_ Flour Milling Laborato ry.. Consequf>ntly,
that this room should becomf> an ilexpansion laboratory".
This was agreed.
3. That, consequf!nt on recent technological developmPnts, it TiI~uld be i~
perative to provide a Mathematical Laboratory for calculating machinf>s,
etc'. Consideration was given as to r-rhether this TillQuld be best done by
utilising one of the "expansion" laboratories or one of the classrooms.•
On groun:is of ecommy it was agreed that one of the existing classrooms
should be provided for this purpose.
'4. That the provision of a High-Tension Laboratory, Room No,. 18 requirpd
further consideration ani decision at a highpr lpvpl.
Other suggested alterations ,,~rp deferrpd to a later meeting.
MARTIN J. CRr NIFY
Principal
Januar;v- 9th! 19to.
.QIIY_QY IElUBLIN VOC·,TIONi.L H.:DUC' TION COJVlJVfITTH'F
COLLEGE OF T4'CHf\DWGY I KFVIN STRFE!
COLLEGE @VISORY COMJVTITTEE FOR NEl-T BUIlDING
Minutf's o.f 2n:i Mf'pt:!:Dg. hpld at 3_p~JVTo.niil:Y 11th Jan. 1960
Present:- Mr. R. Mayne (Hoop~r and Mayn~, Architpcts), Mpssr~. B.
Reilly and J.~. Kinney (Varming ani ~ulcahy, Consulting
~nginAers), Mp$srs. CranlAy and dp Lacy (Collpgp of Tf'chnology).
Mr. Cranley supplir->d each pprson prespnt 1,rith a· copy of thp circular
~~ich he has issued that day to all mpmbprs of thp tpaching staff. A copy of
the circular is attachpd to thpsp minutAs. Thp circular appoint0d various
staff committees and sub-corrmittpps and includpd a qupstionnairp on mAchanical
ani f'lf'ctrical sprvice·s. Messrs. Reilly and Kinnpy pxprpsspd satisfaction
gpnera11y l.IJith thA tprms of thp qupstionnair.A. It was pointpd out that no
rAference was madp to (1) cold 1,ratpr supplips (2) sppcial 1,rastes (3) that
2(i) of the circular should includp audio-frAqupncy supplips (4) Aprials,
(5) screening and/or supprpssors. It l-.ras agrppd that an parly start should bp
made on preparing thp list of equip~nt (npw and pxisting) so that dpcisions
could be taken rpgarding thp siting of major pquipmf'nt. Thp qupstion of pro-
viding closed circuit T.V. for tpaching purposps or at lpast the provision of
wiring for it "ras raispd and it was dpcided that further considprEl.tion should
be given to thp suggestion. Mr. Cranley said that such a dpcis:ii.on 1,70Uld bp
of a policy naturA.
Mr. de Lacy suggestpd that thA siting of thp ~Nitch-room on thp grouni
noor near the rere entrance l..;as unsuitable and that it would bp bpttAr placC'd
in thp basemel'l.t. It lNas agreed that considAration would bp givAn to placing
it with the batteries and generator rooms in thp baspmpnt unipr thA main lecture
theatre bloek.
It was agreed that the b,70 classrooms nearest to the lpcturp theatre on
each floor should be equipped 1.rith lpcturp demonstration bAnches. ConsE:"qlif:>ntly,
the building would have 5 lecture theatrps ani 8 classrooms so equipped, (note
subsequently inserted by·JVf.J. Cranley - thp classroom demonstration benches 1.lQuld
for reasons of space and economy probably bp less gpnerously f'quippPd than thosp.
of the lecture theatres). It was agrped that early considpration should bp givpn
to the services required in the lpcture theatrp block, thp associated prpparation
rooms ani the 8 classrooms to bp provided ~~th demonstration bpnch~s.
Messrs. R,pilly and Kinnpy 1.rithdrev.r from thp meeting at this stagp.
Messrs. Cranley and de Lacy thpn raispd other asppcts of altArations in
or rrodifications 0 f thA sketch plans.
1. The provision 0 f additional 11 sparI" 11 officI" spaCe throughout thp building
for senior staff. The prf'spnt plans provided only sufficient officps for
the existing senior staff of thp Collegf'. It was likely that thp sf'nior
staff \</Ould be incrpaspd beforp thp npl~r building l'.1Ould bp -occupif'd. Cprtainly
an increase would occur shortly aftpr. 3 spare Staff Offices had been pro-
vided for (~~s. 122-124) in thp original schAdulp of accomrrodation. Possiblp
ways of providing additional office space l..rerp (a) byrroving thp sl,ritch-room
to the basement (see above) and utilising thp spac~ thus madp availa~le.
(b) re-siting of dry-goods storp at prpspnt npxt to sl,ritch-room.
(c) partial utilisation of store at rprp staircasp 2nd floor as office.
2. It was agreed that Room Nos. 114-116, 3 staff officps, should bp intpr-
changed 1,ri th Room ·No. 139, expansion classra,om•
.' 3. The provision of communal rooms for maintpnancp staff, Lp. portprs ani
labourers, laboratory tpchnicians and attendant st~ff, classroom attendant
staff, clAaners, permanent tradesmen 1,ras discusspd.
It appeared unnecessary to provide such facilitips pxcppt possibly a
small room in thp ba~mpnt for thp last category.
13th January, 1960
M~RTIN_ J. CR~NL~Y
,PrincipRl
CITY OF DUBLm VOCATIONAL EDUCATION COIIMITTEE
COLLEGE OF TECillTOLOGY
KEVIN STREET
COLLEGE L,DVIS ORY COH!'1ITTEE FOR THE NEW BUILD DTG
Minutes ef 3rd ~.fuetinl!: held on 15th January, 1960, at 3 p.mc
Present:- Hr" R. Mayne (Nessrs. Hooper 0; Mayne J Arohitects)
Mr. M.J. Cranley (Prinoipal)
Mr. Ho de Lacy (Assistant Frincipal\
A disuussion took plaoe (In the numbering system of the rooms as shC'WIl in
the approved sketch plans and the approved final schedule of acoommodation.
It was agreed that the existing ntLr;ilie~:ing system be Detained for the present
at least. Certain additional ntL"",'bers were added to UIDlumbered rooms both in
the sketoh plans and the sohedule anJ have been wArked on 1~. Cran1ey f s oopy
of each.
It was noted that certain mi;:; ea ... :ane ous 6iores had been provided by the
Architect. These are as follows :-
No Ti (;le or Location AJProx. area
Basement 145 Store at rere lift IO~ x 8 f
146 Sto...~e at Hale La....o. tory
at rere e.' x 6f
147 Store at Me~~anioal Plant 12'x 6'
148 Store at Male Lavatory 1 ~1
-
1~ r
at f on~v 6 f x 6'
Ground Floor 76a Chemioal Prooess Ste."re 6' x 15'
4a. Wooclwork Store 8' X 15'
2nd F10er l26b Teachers f Amenity S eotion 13' x 10'
3rd Floor 133a Students' Amenity Seotion 13' x 10'
A preliminary discu~~~on took plao6 rogarding internal and external phone
c omnunicat ion. It seemed. deE'ira1)le t:'lat ':;he funotion of S'1"".:tc"!1board operatil'tn
should be transferred from the PcrtD~~S o~fi~e to the genera~ office and that in
the day-time, a switch-board operator should be employed. In the evening, one
member of the office staff shou.::'d a:"'lays be on duty for general C'ffioe work and
this person could also attend to cvdtch-board.
A general disoussion took p:~03 rogarding the re-arrangement of the ~ffio~
suite. It was agreed tha;; it shou ....J b'3 based on a maximum staffing bas is 9 v~z
one Chief Clerk, 1 Principal's Secretary (?emale) 6 Clerk/Typists and 1 Telephonist
the first two to be prcvided with a s;r,all office eaoh between the Prinoipal's
Offioe and the General Offioeo fro. 1~ayne undertook to furnish a revised layout
vf the offiCe floor.
A general disoussion took place regarding the plcvision of Laboratory/Wnrk-
shop accommodation for"Junior Electronios lf • The rapidly inoreasing demand fClr
this type of instruction (since the original sohedule of aooC'mmodation was prepared)
seemed to indicate that special provision for this purpose should be made.
Various possible ways of doing so were oonsidered but no final deo-1sion was made.
It was agreed that storage spaoe for Teaohers should be oonsidered at a
later date in relation to the Tea~hers' Arr~nities seotion.
It was also agreed that the teaohing staff should give early oonsideration
to the quostion of whether provision should be made for radio is~tope work.
30th January 1960. 1.J. Cranloy
Prinoipal
CITY OF DUELJN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION COHl1ITTEE
COLLEGE OF TE('lFJWLCGY ICEYlll STREET - DUELJN
COLLEGE ;J)VISORY CfEHITT3Jt.:·.F:'Q.R THE NEW BUILD JNG
Hinutes of 4th Me oting he J ~ Oil I.iondn.y 1st February 1960 at 3 p.m.
Present:- Mr. R. Mayne (Messrs. r.Dopcr &, Mayne, Architoots)
Messrs. B. Reilly 2c J.C. l,inney (Varming &, Mulcahy, Consult-
ing Engineers)
Mr. E.J. Cranley (principal)
Mr. H. deLaoy (Assistant Prinoipal)
Mr. H. HodgEJns (Head of the Radio Dopartment)
Hr. J. Flynn (Acting Seoretary)
Mr. Cranley explained that this meeting had been called to oonsider Mr.Hodgens
proposals for the Radio section of the Now Building ·and that Mr. Hodgens had prepar-
od drawings of the different rooms in the Radie Departmont for the Committoes .
information. As a result of a rocent meeting with Hr. l\Iayno it was suggested and
SUbsequently agreod that:-
(1) beoause of likely overcrowding in the tvm Morso Reo:rr.s Nos. 42 and 43
eaoh room should be increased by 1 grid unit viz. 6' - e" eaoh.
(2) store-room No. 45 'bo reduced by 1 grid unit, 6' _ 811
(3) Post Office Engineering Room No. 39 be reduced by 1 grid unit, 6' _ 8"
M a result of (3) the Radio Service Workshop (Junior) No. 32 be us ed for Junior
Eleotronios in addition te its eriginal purposo.
Radar Reom 40. The equipment will consist of 2 Radar Sots, on of whioh
will be powered bv a motor generator set (5 K ;J output, 3 phase imput) situatod
in rocm 46. This gonerator is at present in uso and will be transferrod to the
neYl building. The other Radar set v.rill bo powered from the A.C. Mains 220 V
3.5 KW (allow for 5 IrJ'l.)
Thoro should be 4 A.C. IJ1ains Sockets in the room, 2 for tho equipIIJ£lnt and
2 for on the work benoh.
It was not envisaged that any diffioulty would bo onoountored in soreening
any of the rooms if requirod.
It was decided that tho follmling roo:rr$ would bo soreened - Nos. 32, 33, 34,
36. 38. 40 and 41.
Mr. Reilly thought tha.t it might bo advisable to instal 0. OonvQctor air hoat-
ing systom in room 46 to hoat roorr.s 40 and 41. This was agroed as being possiblo.
Room No. 41 Marconi Room: The povJOr for this room would como from a seoond
gonerator and the bu.i.tJrios to be s ituatod in room 46.
Mr. Kinney enquired about the intor-ocnnocting vdring of oquipment. Mr.doLaoy
explained that as it was neoessary to simulate actual sea-going oonditions tho
inter-oonnecting wiring would bo surface ,·.Tiring.
A diagram of tho Battery supply from room 46 to room 41 is to be propared
by Mr. Hodgons and forwarded to b~. Kinnoy.
It was notod that provision would have to bo mado for installation of wave
guides in room 40.
r~. Hodgens YffiS askod to preparo a sketoh of the Aorial layout he requirod.
No intor_oonnection botvToon room 41 and rOOIJ1$ 42-43 'Vnll bo roquired.
Aooess to roof would bo require for small groups of students.
lover
Room No... 46. Bo.ttery Room. :Mr. Kinney suggestod tho.t room 46 bo soreened
in o.ddition tJ the 'reoIT'.s o.lroo.dy decided on. This '"TUS o.groed.
It \fQ.S o.gre e d th:..t the mos t pro.ct io 0.1 method of s tor ing the bo.ttor ies "VJM
by moans ef ro.gks ro.ther than on benohes as previous ly suggested.
]!Ir. Reilly SUE;r;osted a. ventilo.ting fan in the T!indavr o.s oross ventila.tion
uould be irr.possible OVrL"YJ.b to the po.rtition. This mutter '.'o.s left in o.boyO-'1oo.
No Gc.s supply \Till be required.
A smulj. sink -~ith cold no.ter supply required. Genera.ters should be mounted
so as to minimize a.s muoh us possible noise ond vibr~tion.
Room No. 14 I..ir No.vigo.tion
•
Requiroments
No spooia.l servioos requirod for this room.
single pha.se ,"•• C, mains outlets 5 o.mps
6T. loco.l or oo~~on souroe for microphone oircuit
Clook
6
1
1
1 Leri[ 1 ko..d.
Room Ne. 34 T,V. Room
Re quirOIi'.onts
18 :'I':: 13 a.mp. s inglo-pha.se v.c.ins outlets .. one for eo.ch Yfork-plaoe
u1th Cl. 4 gClng s oolcet te e ':1.ch outlet.
2 Go.s Out lots
Fluoresoent Benoh lights uith individua.l oontrol
1 Clook
Provis ion for --erio.ls.
18 ~~.C. n1.':l.ins outlets situo.ted oonveniently for soldering irons - one
o.t ea~h 'VJork-plaoe.
Screoned Roem to bo moved to oorridor oorner.
The question of oonneoting the Television roon uith the variow, lecture
thea.tres T!US disoussed and deforred for considero.tion in conjunotion ~ith suggested
oloso circuit T,V.
It \TO.S c..greed to intorohonJo rooIP.B 03 Dlld 00 o.nd to oUmmo.to tho oommunioa:t-
ing door betucen these tYJO rooIT'.s,
Room No. 33. Sonior Radio ,Servioo Lo.boro..tory
Re quirommts
2 ga.s out lots
18 singlo pha.se muins outlots uith 4 points to oo.oh outlet o..nd
18 i_.C, outlets oonveniently p I 0.0od for solder ing irons,
3 12V and 36V outlets for oar radios eta., from loco.l rectifier
unit.
Fluorosoent bench lighting o.t o['.oh "rrork place ,rith individuo.l
control
Roor':B Tos. 42 t: 43. 110rse Roorr.s
Requirements
4 s inglo pho.se ._,C, muins outlets.
1 6V outlet from 1000.1 souroe far miorophone,
Provision for 2 ~eria.ls,
2 C10c1::s
/ovor
3/
Consideration of servioos to room N~. 32 v7US deferred duo to alteration
in utilisation of ro~m.
Mr, Hodgens Wo.s asked to prepara sehozr.etio vyiring diagrazr.B for 0.11 room:;
for submission to liIr. Kinnoy.
It vro$ deoided that all olooks should have swoep seoond hands.
Mr. Hodgens stated that no links 'would be require for any of the radio
rOO!l1B with any other part of the byilding.
It was deoided to have f), stenoilled questionaire 'V/ith spaoe for answers
prepared fer eaoh ro~m.
The question of oloakroem acoommodation for evening students v~s raised
and oonsideration of it deforred.
Tbo next meeting was fixed for Friday 5th Fobruary at 3 p.m.
The meoting then adjournod.
3rd Fabruary, 1~~. N,J, CPJJUEY
l'rinOi£al
,CITY OF .PUBLJN VOC.,TIONi.. L EDUC.:.TION COUHTTEE
COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY
KEVIN STREET
Collego ~·.dvisory Comnittoe for the NeyV' Building
~iinute.s of 5th lJeotinf1: he Id on Frida.y 5th Fobruary 1960 ut 3 p.m.
Presont:- Mr. R. No.y:ne (Hooper and Mo.y:ne, ;.rohitechs)
Ililossrs. B. Reilly and J.C. Kinney (Vc-rming &: Hulcnhy
ing Engineers)
Hr. M.J. Cranluy (Principo.l)
Mr. H. doLo.oy (Lssistant Principo.l)
~~. L. Trundlo (Heud of Eleotrico.l Installation Dopt.)
Illr. J .M. Forde (Honary Se cDeto.ry)
Tho minutes of the previous meeting on 1st Fobruary ho.d not boen stencillec,
in tiro for the moeting a:nd the draft Yfo.S reud by the Cho.irnan. .I·.ris ing out
of the minutes 1.~. doLgoy ugroed to obtain detailon infornmtion o.bout tho
screenu1g ef rooms. ;ho neod for a screened o.udie froquenoy lUDe frem room 41
to the Locture Theatre 'blook YrD..S mentioned but 0013 idorutioll 0 f this propos 0.1 V"'_~
doferrod until the question of olesed cQrcuit T.V. a.rises.
Electrical Installation Depurtment
}~. Trundle breught te the meeting the proposals regarding the Electrical
and l~fochonioal Servioes '.Thich \Iere prepared by the Sub-C onmittoe Tlerldng in hi:::
Departr:1Cnt. The meeting then COllS idered rooms nuniberod 5,6,8,9J~2,14,15 and
20, .
i ..t tho outset Ivir. Trundle reminded the rilcetinc; that roor,l No. 7, Electr:i"
Jlfotor Fitting 1Jorkshop and roon NO$ 6 Electrical Installation Stores ho.ve
boon intercho.nged, and thc.t room No. 11 Eleotrioo.l Equipment ~forkshop, slide::>
do,m. to the end 110.11 and room No. 6 comes aoross the oorridor to the position
pl1evioWlly occupiod by the top of roon No. 11. The reoms YlOrC then dea.lt
ylith in the orde!' givon a.bovo.
~oom No. 5 .. Elootrioal Ins to.l1ation Workshop
Meohanico.l Servioes
. 1 Gas outlet on oo.oh benoh - Total 1
2 H & C sinks in rooE ond
1 H at C 13 ink on demonstro.tion benoh .. Toto.l 3
Compressed i ... ir and other Speoial Services not required.
The question of uhethor forced extretct ventilation \lould be required
in the rooms of tho 13 ingle stery block wus deferred for further cons idoro.tiono
ElootricC\.l Servicos
2 13t.. 3~pin Sockets on ouch bonoh .. Toto.l 32
1· 13t~ 3--opin Socket on each 1']'('.11 ponel - Toto.l 10
3--ophase 4-wire supply to Test Board (w'ith is olo.ter switoh)
on domonstro.tion bonch
3 3-pho.se 13t~ Outlets for pernanent drilling and grinding
l'hchinos .. Totetl 3
1 Clook (seconds hand not roquired)
Provicion for tho isolation of 0.11 olootrical servioes of the room frnM
the demonst;t'o.tiol1 bench. The eXD.ct pos it ion of tho S ookets on the benoheB
+'0 be givon letter.
No othor spocial roquiremonts e
lowr
2/
Room NO. 6. Elootrical Installation Stores
1 13A 3-pm S ockot
1 Gas outlet for soldering etc.
Ftuue extraction may be necess ary
I H&Csmk
i~fter a d is OUS s ion on attendants not having ao 013 s s to the stores.. the
employment of full...time storekeepers> and the des iriability of having no
preparation Vlork done in stores, the Ohairmnn ruled that this was an
administrative difficulty and should be deferred.
Room No. 8. Cab le... jointi:r:g
Mechanical Servioes
1.ir ducts with a hood over both benches of 5 plaoos to each bench
Important for removal of various f'u:lnos.
3 Coal gas outlets on each sido ... Total 6
1 largo H & a sink preferably with foot operatod taps and foot
Operated s oap spray .
1 Comprossod air outlet (L.P.) ateaoh 000.1 gas outlet ... Total 6
2 .Kos ango.s Outlets on euoh s ido ... Total 4
Eleotrioal Servicos
2 13/l. 3"'pin Sockets on euoh benoh
2 131~ 3o-opin Sockets on Test Board
A 4/l6nun2 sup,!ly with cut-out head for
1 . Clock (seoonds hand not required.
... total 4
... total 2
Test Board (permanont)
Provision of duct along basement area betvlOon workshop . I block and main
building inoorporatinG two s ix-,vay section pillars (0:' differont makes) wi1ih
interconnecting ducts and throe 'lmderground boxes (also different make~) and
provided ,-vith rno.n-hole oovers and ducted into the Test Board. l~pproximatoly
150 amps inooming.
Room No. 9. Cablo....lointin,g Stores
Gas not requirod.
This room not to be used for prep!U"ation work. Covered bins to be used
for tCHJl:>orary storago of ~rognatod paper (fi:re..hazard) awaiting disposal at
furnaoo.
Roo1llG Nos. 1 and 2.
Heohonioo.l Sorvioes
Meohanioal ~-!orkshops
Tho disoussion of draft plan of the layout y~ deferred.
8
1
4
gas outlets at s oIde ring bonohos (pessib ly t"\ octagonal bonohos
with extraotor hood ovorhead - o~ in OD-oh sholV total 16
gM outlet on eaoh demonstration benoh total 2
gas outlots in forging bay total 4
1 d
1 Comprossod "~,ir (15 Ibs/in) outlet at eaoh outlet .. total 22
2 Meta.l H & C 's inks in forging bay
2 'Tot'al H &: C s inks in ..10 lding bay
A disoussion aroso on v/hothor ono or two s inlal should ba providod in oE'l.oh
unit ~d final dooision vvas ~~forred.
/CNor
E1eotrioal Services
,
10
1
2
8
2
2
13A
13A
13A.
13A
13A
13A
3-pin S ookots
3-pin Socket
3-pin Sockots
3-pin S ookots
3-pin Sockots
3-pin Sockets
n.r ound wall in e aoh works hop
on eaoh demonstration benoh
in forging bay
at eaoh soldering Uni"b
in Preparation Room
in Store~
\
total 20
11 2
If 2
" 16
" 2
11 2
20 Single-phase Outlets for fixed maohines (I~. 1 H.P. eaoh)
2 '3-"phase Outlets in forge for blowers
1 °3_phase Outlot in forge for extraotor
2' 3-phas e Out lets for lire lding (~OKVA)
1 3-pha6 e Outlet (15 amps) for S aVl (fixed)
2 Clooks (no seoonds hand required) ~-ein eaoh shop.
Room No. 14 Junior Nagnetism and Electrioity Labora.to;x
For 32 students worki.11.g in pairs l'"
12 students a.t 3 is land benohes ;. 2 single gas outlets per benoh
20 students around 'if9.ll benohes - 10 single gas outlets
1 double g as outlet at demonstration benoh
Total 17
2 H & C s inks in room
1 H (,; C s ink at demonstration benoh
1 Control Panel on demonstration bench to provide ••
(a) Low Voltage D.C. variable (6 - 24V)
2 lOA Outlets on each of 3 is land benohes
10 10~ Outlets on wall benohes
1 lOA Outlet on demonstration benoh
Cb) Variable Voltage 220 Max D.C. (20 amps tota.l)
2 lOA Outlets' on oaoh is land benoh
10 10~ Outlets on wall benohes
1 lOA Outlets on demonstration benoh
Total 17
Total 17
(0) Iov" Voltage variable frequenoy (6-14V; 30-60 o.p.s.)
2 lOA Outlets on eaoh of 3 island benohes
10 10~ Outlets on wall benohes
2 1011. Outlets on demonstration benoh Tota.l 19
1 l3A 3-pin Socke·i., on demonstration benoh
1 Clock vrith s eo ends hand
The type of Control Panel and the question of fixing it in the Preparation
Room to feed both Rooms 14 and 15 and tho provia ion of le ad~ to the Mo..ohines
Laboratory are to be taken up later with Y'Q', Kinney.
Room No. 15. ~unior Hagnetism and Electrioity Laborator'y
S ervioes as shovm fd!" Room No. 14
Room No. 20. Preparation Room
It was agre ed that a central charging room should be provided for oharging
0.11 batteries excluding those in the Ra.dio Department.
The work benoh in Room No. 20 to be provided with the follov'ring servioe:!.-
1 Gas Out; let
1 Compressed ldr Outlet (for clea.}-ing)
1 H & C sink
2 13A 3-p in S ookets
1 Variable Voltage 220V. Ho.x. D.C. Outlet
1 Lm" Voltage D.C. Variable (6-24V) Outlet
1 Low Voltage Variable frequenoy (6-l4VS 30-60 C.P .s.)Outlet
1 The~most~tica.llY oontrolled,heatiUg o~binet for Eleotrostatio
equ1.pment, say Outlet for 3 tubuH5r hea.ter.
8th Februo.ry 1960. }f.J. CRhNIEY
Prinoipa~
CITY OF DUBLIN VOCATI01\I,'\L EDUCfTION C01\~ITTEE
COLLEGE OF TECH~DLOGY, KEVIN STREET
College ~dvisory Committee for the New Building.
¥iputes of. 6th Meeting held on T.red ne sday I lOth Februar.v,196O at 3 p. JTl.
Present:- flll'r. R.' Mayne (Hooper and Mayne, ,Architects)
Mr. J. C.' Kinney (Varming an::l. lVIulcahy, ,Consulting Engineers)
Mr. P. G. McNamara (Electricity Supply Board) ,
flll'r. M~ J. Cranley (Principal)
Mr. H-. de Lacy (Assistant Principal.)
Mr. L. T'run::l.le (Head of Electrical Installation DepartJTlent)
¥r. J. M. Forde (Honorary Secretary).
Site for E.S.B.:T~ansformerSub Station:
This matter ",ras discussed T.rith l\f:."., ;McNamara am it ,.ras agreed that the
site should be on the eastern boundary against the graveyard l.rall an::l. at a
suitable distance from ROOJTl 76. The E.S.B.is to be provided ~Qth a separate
entrance to the sub-station from Carrden ROT.r. The L. T. supply to the College
from the sub-station will be taken around the outside of the building to the
re-sited ST,ritch room position in the basement of the Lecture Theatre block.
It l.ras anticipated that in the circumstances the E.S.B. l,rill bear the cost of
cabling from the sub-station to the sMitch room. The internal dimensions of
the sub-station to be: 20' x 20' X 11' (approximateJ,y) or 25' x l2!611 x 11'
approximately, and the transformer rating, 640 K.V.A.
l\'Ir. McNamara then 1.rithdre",r from the meeting.
Copies of the ,3rd, 4th and 5th meetings 1,rere then distributed.
flll'r." de Lacy stated that the best regulation 10rhich can be expected at the main
S1.ritch board would be arouni '+ #,z.. Jl'Tr. Kinney added that the regulation ,.rithin
the building should be, by careful design, satisfactory. It was agreed that
any special requirements in the matter of voltage regulation in the various
Laboratories ani workshops should be ascertained.
The meeting then resumed the consideration ofJl'Tr. Trun::l.le's proposals
and dealt l,ri th Room No .. 11 ..
Room No. 11 - Electri~al EguiRment Laboratory
Mr. Trundle stressed the need for a gantry or SOMe method of moving
heavy equipment in order to prevent damage to the equipment ani injury to
students. An overhead gantry, mobile lift, fork-lift truck am pcJttable
miniature gantry were all considered. In order to avoid lifting the equipment
stepped benches, cradles, rotating scre"r platforms, ani fixed plinths of con-
venient height with rubber tops were suggested. It ",~s agreed that an over-
head gantry "l'()uld not be nec'essary and that the other suggestions l.l'()uld be
considered in due course. It was also agreed that suitable trolleys ~l'()uld
be provided throughout the building.
~~echanical Services:-
10 gas outlets along the main bench
4 compressed air outlets adjacent to four of the gas outlets
1 H ani C sink.
No special services.
Mr. Mayne thoughtthat convection heating would be required.
lover
2Electrical Services:-
Five robust iron pillars fixed along the centre of the room to house
certain electrical outlets as detailed belo~.r..
10 13A 3-pin sockftts along main bench
2 13A 3-pin sockets on each pillar-. Total 10
2 3-phase and neutral 3Ofl. key type s1.Titch fuse outlets ,.Tith
pilot lights on each pillar. Total 10.
1 }'faster control for the 1.rhole room.
1 Test Board to include:-
1 3-phase and neutral 30A switch fuse outlet,
3 13A 3-pin Sockets,
1 3OA. 180-250V Variable D.C~ supply from Electrical rvrachines
Laboratory bv means of a 4-1.Tire link 1.rhich could also be used
to provide a Variable frequency supply ~illen required~
1 Clock with seconds harrl~
( Mr.. Trurrlle to provide Mr~ Kinney lArith details of the Test Board~)
4- Single -phase s'IATitch fuse lOA outlets for lighting section on
corridor lA~ll. Control gear for sodium ~apour and similar
lighting equipment to be mounted on this lATall. Transformer
for neon lighting to be enclosed in a cage provided IN'ith an inter-
locking "S1.ritch.
Provision for earthing of all equipment.
MARTIN J. CRANLEY
Principal
11th February, 1960.
CITY OF DUBLIN \TOCA.TraWL EDUCt,TIOT\T COJIIMITTEE
COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY,
KEVIN STREET, DUBLIN.
COLLEGE '.DVlSORY COMMITTEE FOR NEr·T BUIID IN}.
Minutes of 7th Meeting held at 3 p.T"'.
on Friday, 12th Fe~ruary 1960
Present:- ~r. R. Mayne (Hooper and ~ayne, frchitects)
Mr. J. C. Kinney (Varming and ~ulcahy, Consulting Engineers)
Mr. M. J. Cranley, (Principal)
Mr. H. de Lacy (~ssistant Principal)
Mr. L. Trurrlle (Head of Electrical Installation Department)
Mr. J. M. Forde (Honorary Secretary).
Copies of the minutes of the previous meeting "rere distributed. The
meeting then heard ~r. Trundle's proposals regarding the Electrical and
Mechanical Services to Rooms 6, 10 and 4.
Room No. 7 - ~otor Fitting '.Torkshop
- This room is no"r adjacent to Room No .10 (see minutes of
Mechanical Services: 5th ~eeting) •
It ~~s agreed that an electrically operated overhead gantry to lift 5 cv~.
should be provided in Room No. 10 and that this gA.ntry should be available for
use in Room No. 7 also. I\'ccordingly, it "ras decided that A. continuous track
should be provided in Rooms 7 ani 10, a pass door bet"reen the t.,1O rooms ,,1Ould
have aF,ranged above it a pair of doors to gantry level to allo"r the rrechanism
to pass through·.
6 gas outlets around benches.
4. compressed air outlets around benches.
1 Hand C sink.
Electrical Services:
6 lY, 3-pin sockets around benches.
1 3-phase 4-"rire 60i. service to suppl,Y 6 outlets each ?/J,'\.. fused s"ritch
(T.P.N.) on benches.
1 Test Board.
Variable D. c. 250V, 15t, supply to Test Board from Electrical ]VIachines
Laboratory.
Variable D.C. (6-12-24V) supply to Test Board from a 20A Rectifier unit
in this r~om, ~~ich should also supply 10 12V D.C. terminals around
benches in Room No.lO.
1 Clock.
All services to be isolated from a central position.
Mr. Trundle is to provide a revised draft layout plan of this Room.
Room No .10 - Armature Mindin,g ',Torkshop
i"\greed that the size 0 f this room be increased by' 6
'
8" at the expense of
Room 21 "rhich would become a 6'8" "Tide store to serve Rooms 7, 10 and 11.
Mechanical Services:
Provision of gantry (see Rool!1 No. 7)
6 gas outlets around benches.
6 compressed air outlets around benches.
1 H and C sink.
I, decision on the provision of Kosangas "raS deferred.
'lover
2Electrical Services:
6 131, 3-pin sockets arouni benches.
10 12V D.C. outlets arouni benches, by local supply from Rectifier
in Room No. 7._ (See Room No.?).
25QV Variable D.C. Supply to Test Board, from a motor-generator set
located in the Machines Laboratory.
It ~s agreed that this set ani all local rectifier units would be dealt
l,rith by Mr. Kinney.
1 3-phase 4 wire 30~ supply to Test Board. (probably back-to-b~ck ~Qth
test board in Room No.?).
The question WetS raised as to 1,rhether a Test Board lv(1S really necessary
at all. Mr. de Lacy stated that the Test Board in room No.? should be sufficient
ani that armatures could be moved there for test Ani this l,ras agreed.
5 3-phase s~Qtch fuse outlets for fixed machines (vacuum impregnating
machine, Baking oven (20k"r) to be provided l,rith a flue, coild
",rirrl ing machine, taping machine am Balancing Machine) .
Mr. Trumle agreed to get details of these units.
1 clock ri't.hout secoms he-m.
Room No. 4 - T.Tood'.lOrk am Plastics 1oTorkshop
Mechanical Services
8 gas outlets around benches.
4 compressed air outlets convenient to gas ott lets.
1 H and C sink
Special consideration to be given to the ventilation and the possible
clanger to health of dust from plAstics.
Electrical Services
8 131- 3-pin sockets on benches.
1 13}, 3-pin socket on demonstration bench.
6 3-phase outlets for fixed machines (max. 1 H.P.)
(Saw, planing machine, 2 lathes, buffing-machine And a
linishing machine).
Island benches to be provided for the machines.
1 131, 3pin outlet for therrrostatically controlled tank "rith H and. C.
Information is requirdd on H.F. heating eqUipment for plastics.
1 Clock.
Isolated master s1,ritch for all services.
Room No. 41, - T·1QodT'"iork and Plastics T.Torkshop Stores
1 131, 3-pin socket.
I~ preliminary discussion regarding Rooms 23, 23', ani 24A folloT.red Rnd
it ras decided that a full discussion should be deferred until j;!fr. de Lacy had
an opportunity to see Mr. Farrell, the Instrument Repair j;!fechanic.
M'.RTIN J. CR:.NLEY
Princip::ll
15th February, 1960
CITY OF DUBLIN VOC"TIOw'.L EDUC'\TION COlV''''ITTEE
COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY
Iili'. IN STREET, DUBLIN
COLLEGE ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR THE NE".T BUILDING
Minutes of 8th Meeting held at 3.00 p. m.
on Monday, 15th February, 1960.
Present:- Mr. R. Mayne, (Hooper and Mayne, Architects),
Messrs. B. Reilly and J:C. Kinney (Varming and ~ulcahy,
Consulting Engineers),
Mr. M. J. Cranley (Principal),
Mr. de Lacy, (Assistant Principal),
Messrs. Broderick and Rothery. (Chemistry Department)
Mr. J. M. Forde (Honorary Secretary)
The meeting considered the proposals regarding the Services to Rooms
68, 69, 70, 72, 73, 74 and 75 in the Chemistry Department, "rhich 1,rere put
forward by Mr. Broderick and Mr. Rothery. The Chemistry Sub-Committee is
to report later on sources of ice.
Junior Chemical Laboratory - Room No.68
Each of the four central benches to be fitted Nith a central trough ani
provided l.vith a laboratory sink at one end. The trough should be bridged by
shelving to carry services and reagent bottles.
10 special heating or cooling.
Ventilation: 10 changes per hour.
2 7 I ride fume cupboards adjacent to one another on the corridor 1.rail
at the south em of No. 68 and ~Torth end of No. 69.
It ..ras thought that these, together "rith the·1.rindoMs, should provide
adequate ventilation. It 'WOuld be better to have the fume cupboards
fitted one at each end of the laboratory, but this may not be feasible.
The final decision on the siting of the fume cupboards ,,,as deferred.
It was noted that the glazing of the fume cupboards must be
lass ani it "ras agreed t.hat comercie.lly made fume cupboards should be
fitted.
~echanical Services:
4 double gas outlets on each side of central benches -
1 double gas out!J.et per 5' of 1.rall space (approx.)
2 double gas outlets in each fume cupboard
2 single gas outlets on demonstration bench
total 32
total 10
total 4
total 2
~r. Mayne was not happy about the number of pillars required in centre
of central benches and thought 4-1.ray gas taps l.rQuld be better; the matter l,ras
deferred.
1 Large H. and C. sink.
4 small laboratory si"nks (15" x 12" x 9") on side bench.
1 small laboratory sink on demonstration bench.
4 cold ,.rater outlets on side bench.
4 cold ~rater outlets on each side of central benches - total 32
1 double cold water outlet at end of each central bench - total 4
1 double cold l.vater outlet on the demonstration bench.
It ,.vas agreed that ""ater pressure ,,~uld be used, rather than :racuum pumps,
for fl~tra~ion. A pressure of 10 Ibs./in could be expected, assumlng a 20ft.
head. A shower for the treatment of accident cases ",as suggested, but Nas not
considered to be essential.
1 eye fountain at large H. and C. Sink.
lover
2Electrical Services:
Mr. Broderick to obtain further information about an Electric Still
(for distilled water) and Electric Oven.
2 l3A 3-pin sockets on each side of central benches
6 13A 3-pin sockets on side benches
Lighting: "Natural" fluorescent lighting - Dra",ring Office
1 clock.
1 single-phase outlet for fixed dryin~ oven
1 douole socket on derronstration oench.
Junior Chemical Laboratory - Room Nb.69
Services as shown for Room No.68
Junior Balance Room - Room No.?O
total 16,
total 6,
~tandard.
total 32
total 10
total 2
Good general lighting, shadow-free at balances,
l.Tarm air bl01,rers, if used, preferred in laboratory rather than Balance
Room.
Inorganic Chemistry Laboratory - ~oom No.?2
Each of the four central benches to be fitted with a central trough
ani provided with a laboratory sink at one end. The trough should be bridged
by shelving to carry services and reagent bottles.
1 ?' "ride fume cupboard.
Mechanical Servioes
4 double gas outlets on each side of central benches
10 single gas outlets on side benches
2 double gas outlets in the fume cupboard
1 Large H. ani C. sink
1 Eye fountain
1 1,rater deioniser to supply distilled rater.
Cold ~rater taps as in Room No.68. (but no demonstration bench here).
High pressure "rater for filter pumps.
Electrical Services
4 13A 3-pin sockets at each side of central benches
10 13A 3-pin sockets along side benches.
2 13A outlets for two fixed drying ovens.
Mr. Broderick to check loading of these ovens.
1 clock without seconds hand.
Drawing office lighting.
- Total 32
Organic Chemistry Laboratory - Room Nb·?3
Each of the four central benches to be fitted "rith a central trough
and provided \oTith a laboratory sink at one eni. The trough should be bridged
by shelving to carry services ani reagent bottles.
1 ?' 1,ride fume cupboard.
Mechanical Services
4 double gas outlets on each side of central benches.
10 single gas outlets along side benches.
2 double gas outlets in fume cupboard.
1 H. ani C. sink.
1 eye fountain
4 double cold \orater jets on each side of central benches - Total 32
4 laboratory sinks with double jets on side benches.
1 double water jet to each end sink on central benches.
1 water deioniser to supply distilled water. lover
3Electrical Services
4 l3A 3-pin sockets on each side of central benches
10 l3A 3-pin sockets along side benches
2 l3A outlets for drying ovens.
1 clock without secorrls haOO.
I /m~Iw~.
Physico-Chemical Laboratory - Room No.?4
- Total 32
- Total 10
No central trough in benches.
Mechanical Services:
2 sets of 4-way gas outlets on each central bench.
5 single gas outlets along ~~li benches.
1 H aOO C sink.
High pressure water for filter purops
1 small deionizer for distilled water.
1 covered laboratory sink (~Qth cold tap) inset at each eOO of
each central bench.
2 laboratory sinks on outer 1.rall bench.
Electrical Services:
3 double 13A outlets on each central bench (raised to prevent liquids
entering)
4 13A 3-pin sockets on each errl bench.
B l3A 3-pin sockets on wall benches.
1 clock with secorrls harrl.
Drawing Office lighting.
Consideration of D.C. supply arrl other special electrical services
def~rred .....
Senior Balance Room - Room No.?5
15 13A 3-pin sockets (one at each ordinary analytical balance)
1 13A 3-pin socket at rllicro-Balance. The Micro-Balance to be pro-
vided 'l.-rith a cubical (approx.dimensions, 4'x4 1xlO r) fitted l.rith
a door ani a vibration-free 1.ork bench.
1 single-phase outlet for therrrostaticRlly controlled tubular heater
in the cubical.
Chemical Research Laboratory - Room No.??
1 ?' wide fume cupboard.
Central trough on each of the tl,JO central benches 1,rith laboratory sink
at one end; the trough to be bridged by shelving to carry services
and reagent bottles.
Mechanical Services:
4 double gas outlets on each side of central benches total 16
10 single gas outlets along side benches.
2 double gas outlets in fume ·cupboard..
4 single water taps on each side of each central bench - total 16
1 single water tap at end sink to central benches total 2
1 double water tap to each covered-in 1~9oratory sin~, fixed one
at each wall. - Total 2
1 small deioniser.
High pressure water for filter pumps.
1 H and C Sink
lover
4Electrical Services:
4 13A 3-pin sockets on each side of central benches
8 13A 3-pin sockets around side benches.
1 clo ck l-,ith se condsham.
Consideration of 110V D.C. supply deferred.
Dra1.ring Office lighting.
total 16.
Glassbl01,ring Room Room No.79
To accomrrodate 16 students at central benches and 4 at side benches.
A 2 :" main am ~" to 1" ring supply pipe for constant gas pressure to
benchea..
15 lbs/ sq.in. air pressure from local compressor. Consideration of type
of compr'essor de ferred.
20 gas outlets around benches.
20 compressed air outlets convenient to above.
1 H. and C. sink
Consideration of the method of supplying oxygen 1,ras defllrred. The details
of the Electrical supplies l-rere referred back to the Sub. -Committee for further
consideration.
-----000-----
CITY OF DUBLIN VOCt,TIOh,AL bDUCA.TWN COMJVlIT'T'EE
COLLEGE OF TECH~DLOGY
COLLEGE
KEVIN STREEr ,
ADVISORY COMMITTEE
DUBLIN
FOR NE).r BUILD IN:;.
Present: -
Minutes of 9th Meeting held at 3 p.m.
on Friday, 19th Februarv, 1960
Mr. R. Mayne (Hooper and May~e, Architects),
Messrs. J. C. Kinney.and B. Reilly (Varming and ~ulcahy,
Consulting Enr,ineers) ,
Mr. M. J. Cranley~ (F~in~ipal),
Mr. H. de Lacy (Af3istnr.t ~rincipal),
Mr. F. Nolan (Head of Department of Department of Pure and
Applied Science) ,
~r. Rothery (Higher 'lechr~logicalTeacher) ,
Dr, B. Sca.ife (Higher Technological Teacher),
Mr. J. M. Forde, (~o_ ,.)rllX'y- Se~l·ctar'y).
Before proceeding to the consi~erationof the services for the Physics
Department the meeting corrple~pd the rle:ai.ls 0: the Services for the Chemistry
Department by dealing Nith Roo'lis 80'" se ani 80':).
Preparation Room - Room ~o.80a
1 i- t wide fume cupboarc.
No special heating or c00~ing,
4 single gas outlets, positions not given.
1 double gas outlet in the f~me cupboard.
1 H. and C. sink.
3 l3A 3-pin sockets on i.rall benches.
1 l3A outlet for fixed drYlt~ oven.
1 clock
The blower unit for heating Room 69 may be sited here.
~I. Mayne agreed to prepare a draft layout plan of this room.
Central Stores - Room No. 80
No Electrical or Mechancial Services.
Locked presses to be fitted around the "all for dangerous chemicals,
BOrne highly inflammable.
The dangers inherent in the storing of highly inflammable chemiQals
were stated and special mention ,,,,as made of i.rinchesters of ether ani the risk
of an explosion by the action of direct sunlight.
It was agreed that the storage of all such materials should be con-
sidered at a future meeting.
Organic Chemistry Store - Room No.80b
No Electrical or MechanicRl Services required.
At this stage Mr. Rothery i.rHhdrew, ~:-ri Mr. Na..1.an and Dr.'Scaife
presented the draft proposals regarding the Services to Rooms 56, 57, 5e, 60,
61, am 62 in the Physics Departl(l8nt.
Junior Physics Laboratory - Room No~.
It was maintained by ]V!'r. Nolan that
would waste space and Mr. Mayne, in rep- y,
heating ;,.rould be rrore suitable, the bloi,er
or possibly in the Preparation Room.
conventional hot 1.rater radiators
agreed that forced convection
unit being located in the laboratory
lover
lover
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Mechanical Services
3 double gas outlets on each central bench located on the top
of the bench and along the centre line - total 12
4 Single gas outlets along the side 1.rall - total 4
2 single gas outlets along each end ~ll - total 4
2 laboratory sinks on side bench
1 laboratory sink recessed at the centre of each central bench - total 4
1 H and C sink at each end 1~rall total 2
Electrical Services
8 13A 3-pin Sockets along side benches
1 novo D.C. 30 A F.S. Outlet on each em Mall (supply from Central
Battery) - total 2.
A O-14V Variable A.C.-D.C. supply to 16 outlets.
Three circuits to be arranged to give lovr voltage A.C. am D.C. at each
. t, outlet.
2 such outlets on each central bench total 8
8 such outlets along side ~~ns.
Mr, Kinney to consider the method of fusing these L.V. circuits.
The terminals raised above the top of the benches.
1 outlet by twin screened leads from Preparation Room (See Room No. 61)
Illumination of all laboratories: 30 ft.-camles.
1 clock, sweep secoms hand.
Accessible Earthing Line.
It was decided to raise this matter 1.rith all the other Committees.
Venetiam Blims for dim-out"
Junior Physics Laboratory - Room No.57
As for Room No.56, but dim-out not required.
Junior Physics Laboratory - Room No.58
Same as for Room No. 57
Intermediate Physics Laboratory - Room No.60
As for Room No.56, but ~4th additional Electrical Supplies which
Mr. Nolan and Dr. Scaife are considering ..
Preparation Room - Room No.61
Mechanical Services:
5 gas outlets on wall benches.
1 gas outlet on central bench .
..1 larger gas outlet for glassblo1.ring on central bench.
1 laboratory sink recessed in the central bench with:
1 H. and C. sink (large)
1 compressed air outlet for glassblo1,ring on central bench.
1 compressed air outlet else~~ere in room.
Electrical Services:
8 13A 3-pin sockets.
3 1).4 outlets for fixed machines. (Laj:,he, drill and grimer).
1 15A 3-phase outlet.
1 15A llOV D. C. outlet (from Central Battery).
2 O-14V A.C.-D~C. outlets.
1 clock
Accessible Earthing Line.
•3
A discussion arose as to ~illether the L.V. Supplies here and to the
associated laboratories should be taken from a centr3.1 unit or Mhether separate
units should be installed. It was agreed that separate units, located in the
laboratories, should be provided.
Mr. Nblan to prepare a draft layout plan of this room.
Special Electrical Services
(at Co-axial cable to Electronics Laboratory, Room No.38 to supply standard
audio - frequenc ie s. .
(b) Co-axial cable to Radio Receiver Room, Room No. 41 to supply standard
time signals.
Twin screened leads to be taken to laboratories 56,57, 58,60,63,
65 and 141 (i.e. all except 59, 62 am 64) providing one outlet in
each room, to connect 1,rith either (a) or (b)
(c) Cable to Machines Laboratory, Room No.17. This cable terminated in the
Prepcyation Room.
It wad decided bot to provide special heating of the cupboard used for the
storage of Electrostatic Equipment since chemical'drying of the air should be
satisfactory.
Advanced Physics Laboratory - Room No.62
Mechanical Services
2 double gas outlets on e~ch central bench - total 4
1 single gas outlet per 4' (approx.) of 1.-rall bench - tots.l 20.
1 laboratory sink recessed in side bench.
1 cold water tap for ~ame
1 large H. am C. .ink
2 Anti-vibration shelves (approx. 15" square), 2'-3' above bench leveL
Electrical Services
1 double 13A ~-pin socket every 8' (approx) 0 f 1.rall bench - total 10.
2 double 1% 3-pin sockets on each central bench - total 4
1 14 110V D.C •• outlet from Central Bat-tery on each em bench am on
side bench :.." total 4. •
o -14 V. [L.C.-D.C. from tHO unit using three circuits (central am side
benches) providlmg;,-
2 outlets on each cehtkal bench - total 4
1 outlet per 8' (approx.) wall bench. - total 10
Accessible Earthing Line.
1 clock vrith secooos ham.
Special Electrical Services
Panel with imepement supplies (a), (b) and (c). (See Room No.61)
terminated at wall b~nch•
•
The m9.tter of the plumbing of gas 3.nd 1,rater supplied am 1.-raste and electrical
services to a pedestal in the clear floor space 1,ras referred back to Mr. de L~cy,
Mr. Nolan am Dr. Scaife f'or consideration.
It was decided to ask the Sub-Coml')1ittee for Chemistry to g et full informa-
tion about filter pumps as there appeared to be considerable doubt that the
10 lbs/ ir+ ,ater pressure ~vailable on the Chemistry Department floor 1..ould be
sufficient to operate these pumps satisfactorily.
22nd February, 1960
M~RTIN J. CR4NLEY
Principal
Electrical Services:
~echanical Services:
CITY OF _.DUBLIN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION CO~}TITTEE
Minutes of lOth Meeting held at 3p. m.
fl'Tomay, February 22m, 1960.
Iv'Ir-. R. Mayne (Hooper am Mayne, Architects) ,
Messrs. J.C. Kinney and B. Reilly (Varming am Mulcahy,
Consulting Engineers) ,
Mr. M. J. Cranley (Principal),
Mr. H. de Lacy (Assistant Principal),
Mr. F. Nolan (Head of Department of Pure am Applied
Science) ,
~iss F. Doherty (Higher Technological Teacher) ,
Mr. J. M. Forde (Honorary Secretary).
Present:-
~ 4-way gas outlets on each central bench - total 16,
1 single gas outlet per 5' wall bench - total 16 (approx.)
1 2-way gas outlet on derr:onstration bench.
1 concealec! laboratory sink ,.rith;
cold water outlet to each central bench - total 4
1 Large H am C sink near entrance to Preparation Room.
COLLEGE ADVISORY CO MITTEE FOR !'ID.r BUIID INJ
Mr. Nolan was asked for the proposals regarding the Preparation Room
No.65 in the Physics Department am then the meeting considered Rooms 81, 8lA,
82, 84 am 83 in the Biology am Bacteriology Department.
During the discussion regarding these rooms ~iss Doherty was called to
the meeting to clarify some points 1rJhich arose and to give her views on pro-
posed changes in the original layout.
Preparation am Store Room - Room No.65
1 :i' wide fume cupboard to contain:
1 cold water outlet,
1 double gas outlet1
3 single gas outlets
1 H ani C Sink,
1 small ionizer for distilled water.
3 l3A. 3-pil'} so cket s ,
1 15A 110V D. C. outlet from central battery.
Connection from Room 62 for L. v. O-14V, A. C, am D. C.
1 clock.
COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY,
KEVIN STREET, DUBLIN.
Biology Laboratory - Room No.81
2 13A 3-pin sockets on each em wall
12 13A 3-pin sockets on side bench,
2 l3A 3-pin sockets on derronstration bench,
4 2-way sockets on each central bench for microscope lamps. These
sockets are not to be flush 1rJith the top of the bench.
Mr. Nolan was a8ked to check 1Jhether mains voltages lamps are standard
for use "rith micro.scopes.
shadow-free drawing office lighting.
1 clock.
lover
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Biology Laboratory - Roo~ Nb.8lA
Services as shown for Room No.81 except that
4 13A 3-pin so ckets are to be provided at each errl l,rall, instead of tw.
It y~S agreed that the size of the Sterilizing Room (Roo~ 0.84) be
increased by reducing the size of the Bacteriology Laboratory (Roo~ Nb.82) by
one grid unit. This would allol'" only three central benches instead of four in
the Laboratory. It was agreed further that the size of the Incubator Room
(Room No.83) be similarly increased by reducing the size of the adjoining Ex-
pansion Classroom (Room No.139) by one grid unit •. [This space was previously
occupied by three staff offices - see ~inutes of 2nd Meeting].
Mr. Mayne agreed to prepare a draft layout 0 n these line s ...
Bacteriology Laboratory - Room No.82
4 4-way gas outlets on each central bench
1 single gas outlet per 5' .,.rall bench
No H ani C sink
4 2-"ray f •C. outlets on each central bench
12 13A. 3-pin sockets along side "rall.
Shadow free drawing office lighting.
1 clock, Sl-reep secorrl5 hani.
Sterilizing Room - Room No.84
total 12
total 7 (appro~.)
total 12
To be provided "rith JlINJI am JlOUT tJ do'" rs from the laboratory.·
Ventilation: Quantity of steam to be removed, possibly by hood ~dth
extracto r fan.
The walls should be tiled.
2 gas-operated autoclave units (approx. 18" diam. am 3' long), one
at entrance for used glasS1,rare ani other at the exit for final
sterilization.
2 electrically operated Dry-Sterilizing Units (approx. 24"x16tJ xl4 tJ ).
2 gas outlets for auto claves.
3 double gas outlets.
2 Large Hand C sinks.
1 small deionizer for distilled lArRter.
7 13h 3-pin sockets.
1 clock.. .
Incubator 'Room - Roo~ No.S3
1 cabinet (6'x4' x height of room) at one end of room as a Refrigerator.
1 cabinet (similar) t other end of room as an InCUbator (3~C)
~ 13f~ 3-pin outlet for small incubator ..
Miss Doherty to decide if a refrigerator is required in Roo~s 81 and 8lA.
MI\RT IN J •. CR -, ~TLEY
Principal
1st March, 19f:IJ
CITY OF DUBLIN VOCATIONAL EDUC4.TIOI\T COMriTITTEE
COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY
KEVIN STREET, DUBLIN
COLLEGE ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR NE'" BUIID IN}
Minutes of llth Meeting held at 3 p.rTI.
Med ne sday,2 March 1960
Present:- Mr. R. Mayne (Hooper and Mayne, Architects)
Messrs. J. C. Kinney arrl B. Reilly (Varming and Mulcahy,
Consulting Engineers) , .
Mr. M. J. Cranley (Principal),
Mr. H. de Lacy (Assistant Principal),
Mr. J. M. Forde (Honorary Secretary)
The meeting dealt ',rith the Mechanical and Electrical Services to
Rooms 16, 23, 24, 23A, 19, 17A, 17B, 17C and 59.
Advanced Mechanics Laboratory - Room No.16
A reinforced pillar is required to carry a fl,y't.rheel (max.,.reight 5 c"rt)
and an overhead beam (max. loadi ton) which runs the length of the labot'atory.
The beam to be clear of the ceiling and to be directly over the benches.
Mechanical Services:
2 double gas outlets on each 'NOrking bench - total 6.1____
1 single gas outlet on demonstration bench.
2 recessed .laboratory sinks,on2 at each end of the end ',raIl bench.1 compressed air (15-20 Ibs/in ) outlet, if available.
The matter of the proposed Hydraulics Tank l.rR.S deferred to t-Tr. de Lacy
and the Sub-Committee concerned.
Electrical Services:
2 13A 3-pin sockets fixed at ems of each bench - total 6
1 13A 3-pin socket fixed at end of derronstration bench.
1 15A 3-phase outlet on "rall at door em.
1 15A 3-phase supply for fixed balancing machine.
1 39A llOV. D.C. outlet on wall at door end.
Dr~w~ng Office lighting.
1 clock sweep secorrls hand.
Instrument Repair ~brkshop - Room No.23
~entilation: Hood (approx.4') and extractor fan over bench.
8 single gas outlets· arourrl ~~ll benches.
1 small H. and C. sink.
~l compressed air (15 Ibs./in2 ) outlet for brazing, etc.
8 13A 3-pin sockets around wall benches.
1 15A 3-phase outlet on each bench - total 2
3 15h 3-phase outlets for fixed machines (2 lathes arrl 1 ~illing Machine)
2 13h outlets for fixed Il"8.chines (coil wirrler and grinder)
4 30A 110V. D.C. outlets around benches.
2 6 - 12-24V A.C. and D.C. supplies to 6-terminal blocks (one on e~ch
bench) from local rectifier unit (20 amps)
2 0-250V Variable A.C. outlets (1 Kw. local).
1 4-wire connection 1,rith Machines Laeoratory Room 17.
Lightirg: better than average; daylight for colour ,~rk.
2 A.C. outlets for h70 "angle poise" type lamps on each bench - total 4
1 clock, 1tJ'ith secorrls ham.
lover
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Instrument Repair Stores - Rjom Nj.24
The door between Room No .24 and Room .No. 231\ to be omitted.-
2 l3f.. outlets for small po l€r saws.
Instrument Calibration Room No.23A
The door bet1'.1€en Room No ..2311. ani Room T\To .24 to be omitted.,
The temperature of the room is to be maintained at 2OoC. It wa~
decided that tubular electric heating provided with a local therrrostat should
be adequate. Permanent Ventilation to be provided from Room 24 ani a small
wirrlo>-r fan to the outside.-
The partition 1.,all between Room 23 am Room 24 to be glazed about 6'.
1 single gas outlet on bench.
2 1311. 3-pin sockets on bench.
1 3 K1,r 3-phase outlet on bench.
2 2Kw 110V D.C. outlets on bench.
1 6-l2-24V {.... C. ani D.C. -terminal block (20 amps)
~ -1 0-250V Variable A.C. outlet (2 KV\, local)
4 wire inter connection 1.,ith Room No •.23.
Lighting: good artificial daylight of high intensity 1.rith local
lighting from"angl&-paia ell type lamps.
Black-out blinis for complete darkness~ \
Servo-Mechanisms Laboratory - Room No.19
Mechanical Services:
2 single gas outlets
1 small H and C sink
2 compressed air outlets
It was agreed that H.P. water, if required, 1~uld be supplied from a
local unit.
The room to be provided with 13 M)rking places.
Electrical Services:
1 4-gang l~~ 3-pin socket at each 1~rking place - total 13·[i Kw (max,) each 4-gang unit]
1 151-.. 3-phase outlet at each 1.JOrking place - total 13
1 clock
Distribution Board lorith the fol101,ring supplies:
(a) 30A 1l0V. D.C.
(b) 60A 24V D.C.
(c) 101-.. 100V 1000 c.p.s.
(d) 101-.. lOOV 400 c. p. s.
The decision to obtain (c) and (d) from the central Panel in the
Machines Laboratory £!:. from a local source was deferred.-
3 pairs 0 f terminals at each 1,oJOrking place connected separately to the
Distribution Board. Provision for interconnecting any two pairs
at the Distribution Board.
An 8-1,rire interconnection between the Distribution Board in this room
and that in Room No.17
All Electrical supplies should be fused in the laboratory.
Electrical Measurements L~boratory - Room No.17A
4 Vibration-free slabs for Galvanometers.
Mechanical Services
1 single gas outlet on each side ,,~ll bench
1 slT'all Hand C sink
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1 8-lead (401. max. per lead) outlet
frofYl Distribution Board in Room 17',.
3
Electrical Services:
All A.C.supplies to be stabilised, suppressed and free of waveform
distortion. All fuses in Room 17\.'
2 groups of 4 13A 3-pin sockets on each central bench - total 4
,2 groups of 4l3A 3-pin sockets on end' 1Nall bench - total 2
'3 groups of 4 l3A 3-pin sockets on corridor 1.rall bench 3.nd opposite
bench - total 6
1 6Kw. 3-phase and neutral switch fuse socket and terminals on each
bench - total 5
2 ?:DI:" 1l0V D. C. s1.ritch fuse and terminals on corridor 1.rall bench - total 2
1 ?:DA llOV D.e. S1.ritch fuse aal ter1l1inals on the other benches - total 4
1 lK1.r. 50V. 400 or 1000 c.-p.s. supply frol1" Machines Laboratory.
1 Co-axial cable to Electronics Laboratory, Room No ..38.
1 screened pair to Electronics Laboratory, Room lIJo .,38
8 leads (4D/" max. per lead) to Machines Laboratory.
The internal distribution of these 8 leads via a plugboard to:-
1 outlet on each central bench - total 2
1 outlet on end ~ll bench
2 outlets on ee.ch side bench - total 4
1 outlet in Room No .17B
1 outlet in Ro01l1 No.17C
An earthing strip separate fro m the main earth 0 f the building, available
at all outlet points.
1 clock, sweep seconds hand.
The question of intercommunication bet,,,,een laboratories "ras deferred un-
til consideration can be given to Inter-communic~tionSystems for the ,,~ole
building.
Standards Laboratory - Room No .17B
Tubular electric heating with Thermostatic control (200 C).
The partition wall bet~~en 17A and 17B to be glazed.
1 vibration-free slab for galvanometers.
2 single gas outlets on bench.
All A. C. supplies to be stabilised, suppressed and free frol1" 1,rave-form
distortion.
All fuses in Roo1l1 17
3 groups of 4 1311. 3-pin sockets on bench.
1 6Kw. 3-phase and neutral switch fuse socket and terminals on bench.
2 ?:DJ... 1l0V. D. C. s1A1'itch fuse ter1l1inals on bench.
1 lK1.r. r:;JV. 408 or 1000 s.p.s. supply.
1 co-axial cable from Distribution Board in Room l7A..
Earthing Strip separate fro m the main earth 0 f the building available
at all outlet points.
1 clock, sweep seconds hand.
1 screened palr from 17;,;
Illumination Laboratorv - Room 0.17C
Ventilation to be light prrrf and should be sufficient to allow use
of electric arcs in room.
1 vibration-free slab for Galvanometers.
1 Laborator-y sink.
All A~C. supplies to be stabilised, suppressed and free of "raveform
distortion. All fuses in Room 17A.
2 group~ of 4 13A 3-pin sockets on bench.
2 ?:D~ llOV. D.C. switch fuse terminals on bench.
1 8-lead (40;, max. per lead) outlet from Distribution Board in Rool1" 17t>,.·.
Earthing Strip separate from ~in earth of the building available at all
outlet points.
Normal lighting together 1.rith low-level lighting (dark room standard).
Master control for lighting from door.
lover
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Junior Mechanics Laboratory - Room No.59
A. beam (max. loadtton) is to fixed -'3.cross the room at the em farthest
from the door. !, fl,Y1Nheel (max. "reight,incluiing rrounting, 5 6WtS.) is to be
mounted at a height of 4' at this cm wall, and in addition, brackets to carry
two 5'long 1" diam. pflrallel steel bat's in the srtrne horizontal plane at a height
of 4'. One pemulum bracket is to be fixed at height of 6' on this em lATall and
t,~ others on the opposite v~ll.
;... s many double Drrtl,ring Desks as possible (say 5) to be arrrtnged along
the glazed 1",all.
2 double gas outlets on each bench - tot-'3.l 8
1 recessed labontory sink on ei3.ch bench.
1 13j, 3-pin sockGt .qt side of each bench - tot'3.1 4
1 3Oh. 110i[. D.e. outlet at em "r-'3.11 (opposite fl,Y1,rheel)
Drawing Office lighting.
1 clock, "rith secorrls h·':md.
W.RTIN J. eR'lITLEY
Principal
4th March, 1960
CITY OF DUBLIN VOCt,TIONAL EDUCr,.TIOf-T COMMITTEE
COLLEGE OF TECHIDLOGY I
KEVIN STREET, DUBLIN
COLLEGE ADViSORY COMMITTEE FOR NE).T BUIlDING
Minutes of 12th Meeting held at 3 p.m.
Friday 4th March, 1960.
Present:- Mr. R. Mayne (Hooper and Mayne, Architects) ,
Mr. J. e. Kinney (Var~ing and'Mulcahy, Consulting Engineers) I
Mr. M. J. Granley (Principal),
Mr. H. de Lacy (Assistant Principal),
Mr. B. J, O'eonnor (Higher Technological Teacher),
Mr. J. M. Forde (Honorary Secretary).
The meeting l,raS concerned Mith Rooms 36, 35 and 38 in the Radio Engineering
and Electronics Department. TOl,rards the errl of the rr:eeting 1"T.r. O'Connor "ras
called in and after further discussion agreement was reached on the layout of
these three rooms am on the special Electrical Services to be provided.
Radio Engineering Laboratory - Room No. 36
The layout of this room is not as shown in the sketch plans. It l,ras aereed
that there should be three central benches, each 5' '.ride arrl 12 r long; one long
bench 2' 9" !3.1ong the glazed 'Nall; a similar bench, broken by double doors to
the corridor and by the Screened Room, ("rhich occupies part of Room No. 35 am
part of Room No. 36) along the opposite 'Nall; a cupboard to occupy one end wall
and the opposite wall to have an extension of the bench on the glazed "rall, a
blackboard and a single door to Room 35. The bench on the glazed "rall to hold
a Model Transmission Line which can be concealed by means of a "piano lid"
arrangement.
Mechanical Services:-
1 gas outlet near sink
1 recessed laboratory sink 2' from end of bench on the partition wall.
Each central bench to be provided "rith an Instrument Shelf along the centre
of the bench arrl 181i above it. The shelf to be 20" -2411 l,oride and 2" deep an::J.
the 4--wire and coaxial outlets to be on the vertical faces of it. A box 611 ,.ride
and i-II deep to run along and urrlerneath the shelf arrl the 13A !I.. C. sockets should
be fixed along the two vertical faces of it.
It was suggested that the vertical faces and the Instrument top be covered
in P. V•C. All ;,rall benche s to be provided ',rith a 1011 shelf 18 11 above the bench
top and all electrical outlets to be fitted on a channel at back of bench top.
Electrical Services:-
8 4-gang 13A 3-pin sockets on each central bench - total 24·
1 4-gang 13A 3-pin socket e-"ery 5' of ,.,all bench - say 14
2 4-gang 13A 3-pin sockets in Screened RooITY
1 lOKVA 3-phase outlet near blackboard
2 double 15A llOV. D.e. outlets (sl.ritch, fuse and terminals), on each
central bench - total 6
3 single l5A llOV D. e. outlets (switch, fuse ani terminals), along side
benches.
1 single 15A 110V D.C. outlet (sl.ritch, fuse and terminals) in Screened Room.
Single phase A.C. to be stabilised at 230V and free from 1Naveform distortion.
All A.C. supply fuses to be in fuse box in Room 35. All supplies to the
Screened ,Room to be filtered.
A local battery po ssibly rrounted on a trolley for transport to the Radio
Department for charging, located at the Distribution Board, in Room 35, to
supply 6-12-24 V D.C. at 30A through a 4-"rire distribution system.
lover
2Electrical Services (Contd.)
2 :DA 4-terminal blocks (,.rired in parallel) on e"ch central bench - total 6
(i..e •. only 4 v.rires go back in conduit from eA-ch central bench to Distribu-
tion Board)
5 JOt 4-terminal blocks on side benches.
1 :DA 4-terminal block in Screened Room.
Al] t...six......l4.-,.rires. go. back s.eparately (in conduit) to the Distribution Board.
-EaCll lU.J.lVldua.l 1.rlrc lS lusea.
Lighting:- it was stated that fluorescent lighting l~uld cause H.F.
interference ,.rhich 'toiOuld be troublesome occasionally A-nd that an
alternative, though less intense light, ~ould be needed. It l~S
agreed to provide fluorescent lighting 25 lurr.ens/ ft2 and tungsten
lighting of 12 lumens/ ft2 .
Other Sub-Committees to be reminded of this possible trouble 1.rith
fluorescent lighting.
1 clock 1.rith secorrls hand.
4 Coaxial sockets on each central bench total 12.
10 coaxial sockets along side benches.
2 coaxial sockets in Screened Room.
Each of the above 24 sockets to be returned separately to the Distribution
Board in Room 35, using low loss high frequency 70 ohm cable throughout.
Mr. de Lacy to supply Mr. Kinney ~ath exact specification of this coaxial
cable ar:d to check ,.rith Mr. Kinney the total number of incorring coaxial and other
cables from other laboratories.
Radio Engineering T.Torkshop - Room No. 35
A shelf to be provided around the 1~11 benches (as in Room 36) but a
shelf is ~ required on the central bench.
Mechanical Services:-
3 gas outlet s arourrl the l..rall benche s.
1 H and C sink near door to Room No. 36.
Electri.el Services:-
2 4-gang 131 3-pin so cket son central bench.
5 4-gang 13~ 3-pin sockets around ~~ll benches.
2 10KVh 3-phase outlets on central bench.
1 15/;" 110V D.C. outlet (sl.ritch, fuse ani terminals) on partition wall
bench.
1 :Df... 4-torminal block on each 1.rall bench separately brought b:>.ck in
conduit total 2.
Single-phase r•• C. to be stabilised at 2:DV and free from loTaveform dis-
tortion. All A.C. supply fuses to be in fuse box in Room 35. All supplies
to the Screened Room to be filtered.
Battery to supply 6-12-24 V D.C. through the 4-1.rire system (See Room 36)
2 coaxial SJckets (each returned to Distribution Board) on glazed l.rall.
Lighting: as in Room 36
Aerial Distribution:- Aerial feed through ceiling duct in Room 35.
Mr. OIConnor to provide aerial diagram and five details of coaxial and
T"rin leads. Consideration of thE: method of distributing the twin screened con-
nections 'torith laboratories in other departrrents 1.ras deferred.
-----000-----
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Electronics Measurements Laboratory - Room No.38
A shelf to be fitted arourd the ,,,all benches and. on the central bench
as in Roo~ No.36.
Mechanical Services:
I
1 gas outlet near sink
1 recessed labor8.tory sink 2' frot'" em of bench, on the partition
1,rall to Room 35. '
Electrical Services:
8 4-gang l3A 3-pin sockets on central bench.
4 4-gang l3A 3-pin sockets on, glazed 1,rall bench.
3 4-gang l).t. 3-pin sockets on partition 1,rall bench to Room 35.
6 4-gang 13;\ 3-pin sockets on opposite Nall bench.
1 10KV~ 3-phase outlet on partition wall bench to Room 35.
2 l5A 110V D.C. outlets (sHitch, fuse and. terminals) on central bench.
4- l5A 110V. D.e. outlets (ST,ritch, fuse and. terminals) around 1,rall
benches.'
Single phase A,C. to be stabilised at 230V and free from ~~veform dis-
tortion, All 'A.C. supply fuses to be in fuse box in RoolT' 35. Battery
in Room 35 to supply 301\ 6-12-24V D.C. through the 4-1,rire distribution
system.
2 30/. 4-terminal blocks (1.rired in parallel) I3.t each end. of central
bench - total 4
(i,e. t",70 sets of 4-1",ires go back in conduit to the Distribution
Board from the central bench)
1 30A 4 terminal blocks on each side bench - total 3.
all three 4-1,rires go back separately, in corrlu1t to D.B.
Each iniividual 1,rire is fused.
1 clock, 1~rith secoms ham
Lighting:- as in Roams 35 and 36.
4 coaxial sockets on central bench.
1 coaxial socket on partition 1,rl3.11 bench to Room 35
6 coaxial sockets on oppo site 1,r811 bench
3 cOl3.xial sockets on glazed ~Bll bench.
Each of the above 14 sockets to be returned separately to the
Distribution B08.rd in Room 35, using 10M loss high frequency 70 ohm
cable throughout.
Consideration of the method of distributing the hrin screened connections
Mith lp..boratories in other depC'rtments 1.ras deferred.
M'RTIN J. CR' LEY
PrincipAl
8th March, 1960
i
CITY OF DUBLIN VOCATIONAL ~DUCATION CO}1MITTEE
COLLEGE OF TECHNOlOGY,
KEVIN STREET·, DUBLIN.
COLLEGE ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR ND·T BUIID.ING
Minutes of 13th Meeting held at
7.45 p.ll1. ~onda.v 7th March, '60
Present: - Mr. R. Mayne, (Hooper and Mayne, Architects),
Mr. J.C. Kinney (Var~ing and Mulcahy, Consulting Engineers),
Mr. M. J. Cranley (Principal),
Mr. H. de Lacy (Assistant Principal),
Mr. T. S. Mason (Part-time teacher of Ophthalll1ic Optics),
Mr. K. Culliton (Part-time Teacher of Ophthalll1ic Optics).
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The Meeting dealt T,rith Rooms 107 and 87.
Ophthalmic Opticians T,Torkshop - Rooll1 No .107
,
As a result of the discussions it T!IT8S decided to change cOll1pletely
the layout of this Room as shown on the draft plans presented to the ll1eeting.
11.1'. Culliton T.raS asked to l"'ake a sketch of the revised layout shoT.ring;-
Along the glazed wall, a continuous bench for the folloT,ring ll1achine s: Lens
Cutter, Drills(2), Saw, Grindstone, Polishing Mops (2) Profiler and
Shell Shaper. This bench to accommodate also t~o soldering places and
one glazing place.
Along the corridor wall, a continuous bench froll1 the door to within 3' of
the end "raIl. This bench to be used for Lens Surfacing and Lens EdgLng.
At End T,rall adjoining Room 112.
Handwork Bench, say l~' long.
At opposite End T.Tall
Small bench for surfacing tools and a blackboard.
In the Centre Flat Mork Bench,
Lens Marking and Checking Bench,
Desk.
Mr. Culliton was also requested to get information about (i) the use
of refrigerator for cooling lenses mounted ~~th pitch and (ii) the use of
portable and semi-portable vacuum units.
Mechanical Services
Extractor fans (or local vacuum unit), over four Trechines f.orking on
plastic frames: Grindstone, Polishing Mops (2) ani Saf,r.
1 gas outlet at each soldering place - total 2
1 gas outlet at Glazing bench
1 gas outlet at Lens S~rfacing bench.
1 large H ani C sink, position not ill1portant.
Cold "rater outlets to Lens Surfacing and Lens Edging Bench. The dis-
charge being charged v.rith glass particles a continuous floT;r wOuld be
necessary through an open v.raste.
Electrical Services:-
4 i h.p. 3-phase outlets for fixed JT1achines (Lens Edgeing)
4 l-phase outlets for fixed Machines (Lens Surfacing)
9 t H.P. 3-phase outlets for fixed Machines (Drills(2), SaT,r, Grim-
stone, Polishing Mops(2), Profiler, Shell Shaper am on~ spare outlet).
1 13A 3-pin socket at each soldering place - total 2
4 13A 3-pin sockets on G~.szingB ;Jnch
2 2-gang 13A 3-pin sockets on Hand l,Tork Bench.
2 2-gang 13A 3-pin sockets on Lens Marking anqChecking Bench
2 13A 3-pin sockets on Flat Mork Bench
1 clock .
Master switch and pilot light for all services,
Lighting: Twin-tube fluorescent and shadoT,~free
2The meeting considered individual tungsten lamps, adjacent to moving
machines, as a means of preventing stroboscopic effect but ~r. Mayne considered
that these 1AlOuld not be necessary and that the phased fluorescent lighting 1,lOuld
be satisfactory.
Ophthalmic Opticians ~~Laboratory- Room No.8?
(1)
(2)
3.
It 1,ras agreed that the foll01<ring changes should be made in the layout.
The door from the MaitinlZ Room, (Room ll?) , to be changed to the
corridor side 0 f the room so as to give an extra cubicle at this e rrl -
total 3.
The central cubicles to run to the glazed .··all to give two extra
cubicles, - total 6. (all 6' [min.] ~Qde).
A single door froIT' 1,Taiting Room to corridor.
It 1,ras decided that the six central cubicles and the three at the
'.raiting Room ern should all be ? I high a.nd open at the top. If this does
not prove satisfactory lids ~lOuld be added later. The three larger cubicles
at the other end to run to ceiling and be provided with black-out facilities
involving a 2 f 6" opening covered by heavy curtains and the relT'airrler of the
frontage to be solid.
Thick insulation (say 1" cork) on the back ',rall of all central cubicles.
Mechanical Services:
1 gas outlet at locker bench.
1 H. and C. hand basin.
Electrical Services:
1 13A 3-pin socket at locker bench.
1 2-gang 13A 3-pin socket in each small cubicle - total 9
2 2-gang 13A 3-pin sockets in each large cubicle - total 6
All services at table level.
1 small 220V tapped transfol'mer and rheo stat unit to give,
4-6-8 volts (15-20T,r) in each cubicle - total 12.
Mr. Culliton to obtain specification of these units for Mr. Kinney.
Lighting;
General: Illuminated ceiling using fluorescent tubes and dimming arrangement
for the whole room. venetian Blirrls for dim-out of 1A7hole room.
In Cubicles; Strip lighting arrl t"rin directional spot lamps (s1,ritch incorporated)
fixed at the sides above, but directed to ards, the patient.
MARTIN J,. CRANLEY
Principal
lOth March, 1960
CITY JF DUBLIN V.)C'_TIYJ';L EDUC'_TION Cm'1MITTEE
COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY
KEVIN STREET, DUBLIN
COLLEGE ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR NE1it BUILDING
Minutes of the 14th Meeting held at 3 p.m.
on Friday, 11th March, 1960
Present:- Mr. R. Mayne (Hooper and Mayne, Architects)
Mr. J.C. Kinney (Ver~ing and Mulcahy, Consulting Engineers)
Mr. M.J. Craniey (Principal)
Mr. H.• deLacy (Assistant Principal)
Mr. F..J. Nolan
Mr. S. Anthony (Staff Teacher, Bakery School)
Mr. J.M. Forde (Honor~ry Secretary).
) • '""1
The meeting first considered Rooms 109, 110, and 1l0A in the Bakery School,
and then returned to the Physics Departmenn~Rooms 64 and 66.
Bread Bakery - Room No.109
Good Ventilation from opening v.rindo1,rs. Hood over tM) ovens 1,rith duct
ani extractor fan. The gas fixed oven provided 1,rith asbestos flue carried in
a duct. The second oven is electric.
Mechanical Services:
It" gas main for Oven.
1 gas outlet for hot plate on each side of gas oven - total 2
4 gas outlets on each side 1",all bench for bunsens - total e
1 gas outlet for local steam producing unit behreen the t1,o ovens
1 gas ring in Prover
1 large (say 6 I long) H. and C. stainle ss steel ho-level sink 1,rith
hot ~~ter boosted locally by gas or electricity•.
It V.ras decided to move the ovens to leave 3 1 6" 1,orking space on the
gll&zed 1ATall side and then bring the t1,1O H. and C. ',rash hand basins together
on the corridor wall to form a personal 1,rash up unit to be provided 1,rith an air
ham drier.
Cold water supply from Rising Main to Tempering Tank for Dough Mixer.
Electrical Services:
4 13A 3-pin sockets on each side bench - total e
1 3-phase 30 K1,r outlet for oven.
1 3-phase supply for 70 lb. Mixer and heater in Tempering Tank Unit.
Lighting: Natural Daylight Fluorescent.
1 clock.
Confectionery Bakery - Room No.110
Good ventilation from opening 1,rinio1,rs.
Hood over hlO oven 1,rith duct and extractor fan.
provided ~dth asbestos flue carried in a duct.
is electric.
Mechanical Services:
The gas fired oven
The seco rrl oven
It'' gas main for oven
4 gas outlets for rings on each side bench ) - total e
4 gas outlets on each side bench for bunsens - total e
1 gas outlet for local stealT' producing unit bet1.,een ovens
2 large (say 6' long) H. arrl C. stainless steel ho-level sinks 1,rith
hot 1,rater boosted locally by gas or electricity
Personal·v.~sh-up unit as in Room 109.
Cold ~~ter supply from Rising Main.
lover
2Electrical Service~:-
4 l~ 3-pin sockets on each side bench - total 8
4 13A 3-pin sockets on each side bench - total 8
(for 8 10-quart Mixers)
4 4K1,r outlets for Hot plates on each side bench - total 8
1 3-phase 3OK1,r outlet for oven
Lighting: Natural Daylight Fluorescent,
1 clock
4 1.orking-place units to be provided on each 1.rall bench - total 8
Each such unit to be approximately 6' 1,ride made up as foll01,rS:-
lit for Mixing Machine on bench top
2l' for Hotplate belo"r bench top level
2 1 for gas ring on level 1.rith Hotplate.
The Hotplate and gas ring compartment to be provided 1,rith a lid
so as to give a continuous bench top hen these units are not in use. This
lid to incorporate a s~fety device to ensure that the gas cannet be left on
or the Hotplate Rlive while the lid is closed.
Bakery Stores - Room No.llOA
No heating whatever required,
1 ga~ outlet on table in centre
1 1).4 3-pin socket on table in centre
1 single-~hase outlet for Deep Freeze (-lOOC)
[outside dimensions 50 ft3 ]
1 13A 3-pin outlet for Refrigerator (say 8 ft 3)
Mr. Anthony then 1,vithdre1,r from the meeting.
Light Laboratory - Room No.64
Effective dim-out rather than bl~ck-out required
Black-out ~Qth6€xtractoT fan for cubicle.
Mechanical Services:-
1 gas outlet at each end of each central bench - total 16
[fitted on vertical face under bench]
1 gas outlet in cubicle
1 Recessed laboratory sink on each of the bo benches nearest
cubicle - total 2
1 Recessed 'laboratory sink in cubicle
1 H. and C. sink
Electrical Services:-
1 13A 3-pin socket at each end of each central bench - total 16
2 13A 3-pin sockets in cubicle.
1 lOA 3-phase s1.ritched fuse outlet on each of the bo ben ches
nearest cubicle - total 2
1 10~ 3-phase switched fuse outlet in cubicle.
1 30A llOV D.C. s1Nitch, fuse outlet on each central bencll - total 8
1 3OfI..llOV D.C. s~ritch fuse outlet in cubicle.
1 0-14V "variable AC-DC outlet (from local unit) at each errl of each
central bench - total 16 [using four circuit s]
1 0-14V Variable Ac-DC outlet in cUbicle--fseparate circuit]
Lighting: .?JJ lumens/ ft? •
1 clock.
S" re l' t . n labora ory ani cubicle.
3Dark Room - RoofYl No. 66
Tubular he~ters and therrrostatic control (laPC)
f-l.dequ~te light-proo f vontilatio n.
Tiled Nails 1,r6re considered but dacision 1,r8S deferred.
Filters on all taps.
1 H. and C. sink in each cubicle - total 3
3 H. ~nd C. sinks in Dark RoofYl
2 13-1',. 3-pin sockets in each cubicle - total 6
6 2-gang 3-pin sockets in Dark Room (2 of these 2-gang outlets voltage
stabilised for color 1.lQrk)
1 25 11'!att light (off-red-l,rhite) 1.rith s1,ritch in each cubicle and in
Dark Room - total 4.
MARTIN J. CR1NLEY
Principal
14th March, 1960.
CITY OF. DUBLIN YOCA.TroN.A.L EDUCATION COII"MITTEE
COLLEGE OF. TECHNOLOGY,
KEVIN STREET, DUBLIN
COLLEGE IiDYISORY COMMITTEE FOR NEr.T BUIIDING
Minutes of 15th Meeting held at 3.30 p.m.
on fJfomay 14th March, 1960
Present: - I'Dr. R. Mayne, (Hooper and'Mayne, Architects)
Mr. M. J. Cranley (Principal),
Mr. H. de Lacy (Assistant Principal),
Mr. J. M. Forde (Honorary Secretary).
Since the Mechanical and Electrical Services to almost all laboratories
and r,rorkshops have been considered at previous meetings, this meeting r,ras held
to review the progress ~de am to decide on immediate and future action.
It ",as mted that in the b,JO lists [C.A.C. F3 ani F4J there is a total
of 74 "Deferred Items" and it r,ras decided that vigorous efforts be made to
clear these matters as soon as possible. Further, all sketch plans of
laboratories am "JOrkshops prepared by Sub-Committees ani individuals be brought
up to date, checked against the Minutes ani duplicate copies given to the Secre-
tary at the earliest possible date.
It 1,ras found that the Preparation Room behreen Room 44 and Roo"" 33 (nor,r
ROOTTl 32) had no number assigned to it ani it ..,as decided to call it "Room 32A".
It "as agreed to interchange Rooms 49 and 104, and also to use Room 104 (Mathe-
matics ClassrooTTl) as the ~athematics Laboratory.
Hith regard to the next stages of the ',JOrk, the fol101 tVing decisions "rere
taken:
(1) Mechanical and Electrical Services to
(a) Lecture Theatres and Associated Preparation Rooms,
(b) Assembly Hall,
(c) T""JO DeTTlOnstration Class Rooms on each noor,
(d) Expansion Laboratories
- to be dealt ,,,,,ith by the College Staff.
Siting of Offices, Stores, or re6iting same- to be treated by Architects.
H. T. Laboratory; Closed Circuit Television; Communication, etc.
- policy decisions to be sought.
(2)
(3)
(4)
Classrooms - to be treated by Architects.
(6)
Fittings and Furniture and Finishes - Draft Questionnaire for circulation
to Sub Committees to be prepared by fJfr. Mayne.
Equipment - Questionnaire for circulation to Sub Committees to be
prepared by Mr. Cranley and Mr. de Lacy.
MARTIN J. CRA~rrEY
Principal
Date: 19th March, 1960
CITY OF DUBLIN VOCATIONAL EDUCA.TION COMMITTEE
COLlEGE OF TECHNOIffiY,
KEVIN STREEr, DUBLIN
COLlEGE ADVISORY COD'ITTEE FOR NE'f.T BUIIDIN}.
Minutes of 16th Meeting held at 3.3J pm
on Friday, 18th March, 1960.
Present: - Mr. R. Mayne (Hooper and Mayne; Architects) I
Mr. M. J. Cranley (Principal),
Mr.H. de Lacy (~ssistant Principal) J
Mr. J. M. Forde (Honorary Secretary).
It 1,ras decided to provide four Derr:onstration Classrooms on the
First Floo r.
Tl-JO circulars Here drafted:
(1) To Chairman, and Secretary of each of the Staff Committees,
S.I, El, E.E.I. and RI. (C.A.C. L.l)
(2) To all individuals mentioned in lists of deferred items F3 and F4
(C.A.C. L.2)
}~l\RTIN J. CRA,ILEY
Principal
Date: 19th :f'Iarch, 1960
CITY OF DUBLIN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION COMMITTEE
Chief Execulive Officer: MARTIN M. GLEESON. M.A.. B.Comm.
COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY - KEVIN STREET - DUBLIN
Printipal: MARTIN J. CRANLEY. M.Se.. F.I.C.I.. F.R.I.C.
Phone
51801
19th March, 1960.
Dear Sir
Consequent on recent discussions "rith the Architects and. Consult-
ing Engineers, I should be obliged if you 'NOuld arrange to have the
follo"ring matters discussed ',rith your Committee and. appropriate Sub-
Committee.
~Quld the Radio Interference from Fluorescent Lighting be a
eource of trouble to experiTTl8ntal JOrk in Laboratories and.
. T,rorkshops?
"'hat are the viev.rs of your Committee am Sub-Committee on the
advantages of local metering of gas or electrical supplies.
(1)
(2)
(3)
Is an Earthing Line Required? If so, give reasons.
(4) Is voltage stabiliz:ation of the A.C. Mains necessary in any of
the Laboratories or ',rorkshops? If so, ,.vhat percentage regulation
is required?
Meetings will shortly commence "rith the Architects am Consulting
Engineers regarding Mechanical and. Electrical Services to Lecture Theatres
am Classrooms. It has been decided that the t,,1O nearest adjacent class-
rooms to the Lecture Theatre be fitted v.rith a Demonstration Bench, on all
floors except the first T.here four such classrooms ',rill be provided. You
are requested, therefore, to complete the Questionnaire (Form S.l) for
each of the following rooms:-
(a) Lecture Theatre and adjacent Preparation Room
Nos.
(b) Classrooms "rith Demonstration Bench
Nos.
Yours faithfully,
M'RTIN J, CRA.NLEY
Principal
C.A.C. L I
CITY OF DUBLIN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION COMMITTEE
Chief Executive Officer: MARTIN M. GLEESON. M.A.. B.Comm.
COLLEGE OF TEOHNOLOGY - KEVIN STREET - DUBLIN
Pritlcipal: MARTIN J. CRANLEY. M.Se.. F.I.C.I.. F.R.I.C.
Phone
51801
19th March, 1960.
Dear Mr.
The greater a~ount of the Mechanical and Electrical Se~ices to
the Laboratories and 1,rorkshops of the Ne',T Building has been discusse:i and.
agreed ,.rith the Architects and Consulting Engineers. However, there is
a considerable number 0 f imividual items ..rhich have been deferred for
further inforwation or discussion. It is imperative that these be dealt
"rith as soon as possible and accordingly, you are requested to give urgent
consideration to the items listed below and to submit a "Tritten report to
Mr. Forde before Saturday 26th Marc~.
Layout sketches of all laboratories, "JOrkshops, preparation rooms
Bm store-rooms should also be submitted in duplicate to Mr. Forde ,if this
has not already been done. All such sketches should be checked "rith the
decisions regarding services ..rhich have been recorded in the various minutes.
MARTIN J. CRANLEY
Principal
C.A.C. 12
CITY OF DUBLIN VOC \TIONAL EDUCATION CONI'1ITTEE
COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY,
KEVIN STREET, DUBLIN
COLLEGE I\DVlSORY COMMITTEE FOR NEW BUIID IN}.
Minutes of 17th Meeting held at
3 p.m. on }"onda.v, 21st March, 1960
Present:- Mr. R. May.ne, (Hooper and Mayne, Architects),
Mr. M. J. Cranley (Principal),
Mr. H. de Lacy (Assistant Principal),
Mr. J. M. Forde (Honorary secretary).
The meeting dealt with the Heating, Ventilation, Lighting, ~echanical
and Electrical Services of the Assembly Hall.
It was considered that the Assembly Hall would function as;-
(1) Examination Hall,
(2) Assembly Hall for major College functions, e.g. Lectures, Prize-
giving, FilT'1 Shows, Concerts, Senior Student Union Dances am
the celebration of Mass.
0) Concert Hall for Dramatic and Musical Functions of other schools.
(4) Assembly Hall for Public or Semi-public (e.g. Learned Bodies)
Functions.
In connection with (4) ~r. Cranley agreed to get clarification of
the position regarding the leasing of the Hall for outside functions and
in particular the possibility of making charges to cover Heating, Lighting
etc., ani the matter of Insurance Cover for public (as distinct from Corn-
mittee) functions.
Heating and Ventilation
Plenum System using the main boilers and in addition a low-pressure
water system to provide low level background heating when the Plenum System
is not in use.
Lighting; Normal theatre lighting on full (zero to maximum) dimmer control,
supplemented by means of additiollCil fittings (without dilm!'er) to give Examina-
tion Hall lighting. ETTlergency lighting from irrleperrlent battery blackout;
all drapes fire-proofed. Full Stage Lighting with floods ani spots. The
platform for the control of lighting may be unified with the Projection Box
for Directional Projection.
Directional Projection from side of stage to be investigated.
Accoustics; Hall to be treated accoustically. Amplification required.
A Demountable Demonstration Bench (12' x 3') approx. is to be pro-
vided for the stage. Gas, H. arrl C. and waste outlets are to be available
on this Bench by means 0 f detachable connections made through a trap in the
floor of the stage. The Bench to consist, of say, three units each 4' long.
Mechanical Services to Derrnnstration Bench
I H. arrl C. laboratory sink in centre unit.
1 4-way gas outlet on centre unit.
lover
2Electrical Services to Derronstration Bench
2 4-gang 131-i. 3-pin sockets on vertical face of one eni unit.
1 3phase outlet (with ~.C.B.) on sa~e unit.
2 '3/)1.... 110V. D.C. outlets (with M.C.Bs.) on same unit.
h local Rectifier Unit for 0-24V AC-DC supply built in to the other
end unit, with terminals on vertical face of that unit.
1 4-wire interconnection from this same unit to a 4-terminal outlet
in Machines Laboratory.
A method of projecting a view of the experiments carried out on the
Demonstration Bench, so as to be visible to a large audience, is required.
The balcony to be provided with a co-axial outlet for closed-circuit
television. This is to be considered in relation to closed circuit Television
generally. The balcony to have fixed seating. Difficulties in haniling ani
storing chairs ani desks, when the Hall is converted from Examination Hall to
Concert Hall and vice versa, were envisaged. It was decided that some
mechanical method should be devised to enable this furniture to be moved safely
from the Hall to the Store below.
MART L J. CR:,1\ILEY
Principal
24th March, 1960
I· .. ·' •
CITY OF DUBLIN VOC.',TION~L EDUC'!TION COIYJMl'ITEE
OOLLEGE OF TECHWLOGY
KEVIN STREET', DUBLIN
COLLEGE ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR 1'&1 BUILDINJ
Minutes of IBth Meeting held A.t
1 p.·m. on. F.riCia.V, ,25th D"arch, 1960
Present;- Mr. R. Mayne (Hooper and Mayne, ~rchitects),
Mr. R. R. Patterson 4'
Mr'. M.J. Cranley (Principal),
Mr~ H~ de Lacy (Assistant Principal)
Mr. H'. Hodgens (Head of Dept. of TelecoJ1'l.l'T1Unications Engineering)
Mr~ J.M. Forde (Honorary Secretary)
It was agreed that the function of Room 4"4, !\.ircraft Dispatch .be now included
in Room 13, Senior Drawing Office ani that Room 44 becoTl"8 a Junior Electronics
Laboratory. Further, Room 13 is to be equipped 'for occasional use for Practical
Examinations in Morse Code seniing ani receiving ani Telephony.
Senior DrawiM Office - Room No. 13
As a Senior Drawing Office the roOfl1 should accoT'T'TrOdate 20 sttrlents at ~
central tables each 3' high. The method 0 f storitig drawing boards, paper am
charts (possibly under the tables) is to be considered later. Six colJapsible
~oree tables are to be provided along the corridor wall A.rrl each is to be
equipped with a Morse key rr.ounted on a fixed ledge approxifl1ate1y 12" deep, the
remairrler of the table being in the form of a hinged flat. A TT'ains operated
oscillator unit :':'15 '7.-.:' ':')"J built in' fl.rrl wired to the keys. The 'door to b~ tr"Jns-
feTrad t, the .blqckboard end of the roo~. A sifl1ilar sized exafl1iners' table to
be provirled. at the blackboard end, end fitted with ~rse key am facility for
listening to any pair of examinees. The two extreme exafl1ination desks to be
wired for simple two-way telephony ani connected to examiners' desk.
The position regarding Staff Offices was then reviewed and the total
number foum to be eleven.
Details: -
Floor
-
Grouni
1st
200
3rd
4th
No. of Staff Offices
2
3
1 (+ Opticians Waiting Room)
3
2
-II
-
Mr. Mayne showed that there was no spRce available in the basement which
might allow the transfer 0 f a store frofl1 elsewhere am so provide an additional
office. Mr. Cranley stated that he would look into this matter of staff offices.
CoTT.municat io n
Mr. de Lacy outlined the draft propo sals under the following headings.
(i) INTER~~L AUTOMATIC EXCH\NGE with phones tn each Staff Office, Depart-
ment and Sub-Department Preparation Room, ani Lecture Theatre PrepA.ration Room.
Details:-
Floor
-
4th
Location of Phone
32A Radio Service Prep. Room
35 Radio Eng. Workshop ani Prep.
4?A Lecture Theatre Prep.
134 Cafeteria
Staff Offices (2)
total N~mbo[
of Phones
6
Floor
.- 2
Location 0 f Phone Total Number of Phones
3rd
2nd
1st
Grourrl
Basement and
Roof
Not Included
above
SOh Junior Chemistry PrefRration.
78 Expansion Pre~ration.
89A Chemistry Lecture Theatre
Prep.
128/.,. Library Office
Staff Offices (3)
85 Biology Preparation
117 Ophthalmic Opticians i~aiting
Room
110A Bakery Stores
90A Bacteriology Lecture Theatre
Prep. Room
126 Staff Comrron Room
Staff Office
61 Junior Physics Preparation
65 Senior Physics Prep,
130A Gym. Stores
88.'\ Physics Lecture Theatre Prep.
120 General 0 ffice (2)
118 Principal's Office
119 t.,. ssistant Principal's Office
118A Senior Clerk's Office
1100 Secretary's Office
Staff Offices (3)
20 Junior r-ag. and Elec. Prep.
25A Lecture Theatre Pre~ration
130C P.T. Instructor
lA lJorkshop Office
76 Chemical Process Laboratory
17 ~achir.8s Laboratory
17h. Heasul'en:ents Laboratory
23h Instrument Calibration
7 J.~otor Fitting Workshop
5 Installation \'Jorkshop
129 Assem".Jlv --H~_ll ~Stage, Balcony,
Foyer/ l3J
Porters Off::.ces (2)
staff Offi.ces (2)
Roof
Heating Plant
Switch Room
Maintenar.ce Workshop
Ven~ilation Plant
Filtration Plant
Building Superintendent
Chaplains Offices (2)
7
6
13
17
7
2
Total 58~--
(ii) PUBLIC COIN BOX TELEPHONES
Students I Comrron Room, 132
Staff Common Room suite, 126
Entrance Hall
Back Entrance
Total
These were agreed to,in principle
28th March, 1960.
1
1
2
1
L
MART IN J. CRr, NLEY
Principal
CITY OF DUBLIN VOC4.TIONAL EDUCATION COM'1ITTEE
COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY,
KEVIN STREET', DUBLIN
COLLEGE ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR NEW BUIIDIN:i
Minutes of 19th Meeting held at
3 p.~. on ~onday, 28th March, 1960
Present:, - Mr. R. Mayne (Hooper and Mayne, Architects),
Mr. J. C. Kinney (Varming am ~"ulcahy, Consulting
Engineers),
Mr. M. J. Cranley (Principa~),
Mr. H. de Lacy (Assistant Principal),
Mr. J. M. Forde (Honorary Secretary).
Communication - was the subject for consideration at this meeting. The
previous meeting dealt with (i) Internal Automatic Exchange and
(ii) Public Coin Box Telephones.
Referring to (i) Mr. Kinney thoufht it desirable that the Exchange should
be capable of taking 80 phones and that an efficient Auto Telephone System
would eliminate the need for an Inter-Co~unicationSystem. Mr. Kinney was
asked to consider and report back on a Magnetic Loop Call System for about
20 imividuals. Mr. de Lacy then resumed his presentation of the draft
proposals: -
(iii) Buzzer Call System
In general a bell push would be provided ih all laboratories to operate
a buzzer in the Preparation Room which servies them, but this facility would
not be provided in cases where the laboratory and Prep aration RooT'" were ad-
jacent and separated only by a doorway. Mr. Kinney suggested key-switches to
prevent students interfering but it was decided that simple pushes would be
sufficient. Mr,. de Lacy stated that a Two-way call System should be provided,
i. e. a lamp at the bell push should indicate if the call was be ing answered,
Bell pushes would also be required in all Lecture Theatres am Derronstration
Classrooms to connect with the Lecture Theatre Preparation Rooms.
Details:-
4th Floor
3rd Floor
2nd Floor
1st Floor
Ground Floor
Push buttons in Rooms No. Call Imicator in Room No.
39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 13 32a
32, 33, 34,
50, 51 47a
68, 69, 72, 73, 74, 77, 79. 80a
142, 143 78
94 95 89a
82, 86 85
ill, 112 110a
97, 113 90a
58, 59 61
60, 63, 141 65
29, 91, 92, 93, 88 88a
10, 11 20
18, 17, 19, 17.<3.,16, 25 25a
lover
(a)
(b)
2
The details listed were agreed to in principle •
Two matters were ~entioned, but deferred for consideration later:-
AutoTT1atie- "School Bell" ,
location of Corridor Clocks.
MART IN J. CRA.NLEY
Principal
r
1st April, 1960
CITY OF DUBLm VOC;.TIOrh..L EDUC!'_TION COHMITTEE
COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY
KEvn~ STREET
COLLEGE i.DVISORY COMMITTEE FOR NEIT BUILDING
Minutos of tho 20th Mo oting ho Id on Friday 1st ;..prn 1960
Prosont:- R. 11n.yno (Hooper and Hayno, i.rchiteots)
M.J. CroJ.110y (Principal)
H. doLaoy (~ssistant Princinal)
L. Trur. dIo
P. Conne 11
N. Goulding
D. Nnossons
J .11. Fordo (Honorary S ocreto.ry)
Tho rr..eetinl; first considorod 0. couplo of IT.o.ttors in rolation to tho 1 ssorrbly
Hall and thon Er. Trundlo and tho threo Toachors of 1:etal -Iforkshop Practico joined
tho mo oting for a din ouss ion on the lJIochanical iTorkshops Roor..s I o..nd 2.
As s 000 ly Hall
It VTas decidod that bocause directional projection froEl. tho side of the stago
would not bo praoticablo due to senior technical difficulties, and sinco the depth
of tho stago is inadoquato for back projection, front projection nust be provided.
Tho Projection ROOD would be situated over the Balcony Exit staircase if this
is nocopta.ble to tho Corpora.tion. Tho technico..l difficultios of using an anglo of
projoction of somo 170 off the norno..l to be investigatod by tho Consulting Engineors.
The other problom that TIas discussed arisos whon a function is held in tho
~'_ssoll'bly Hall and tho Colloge is not in uso. Tho problom is to prov~nt ~op16 gaining
access to the Collego but at tho SOJ:O tin:o permitting thorn tho use of toilots in
the basement and in addition giving the VIP's in the baloony access to the suite
of rooms in tho !'.dministrative group.
It was agreed that the bost solution would be to provido isolating doors at
the ontranco to~ T'!uin corridor which could bo locked on such occns ions.
Tho isolating doors in the; b'sen:ont corridor 'would be just beyond tho Mule
Toilets.
Mr. ihyno a.ssurod the IT.Ooting that the height of tho stago (only 31 above floor
lovol) would be satisfactory.
Mechanical ~orkshops R0 m.s Ncs. I nnd 2
Tho rr.ootine; Cons idorod tho layout dravm up by tho Hechanioal :-,-orkshops Sub-
Committeo (E.I. ,:) in rolation to tho oriGinal layout o.s sho,'m on tho skotch plnns •
.'-fter 0. longtry and full discussion it uas ap'ood tho.t thc Bub-Com1"1.itteo should
draft o.nothor lo..yout in 'which tho Forging Bay, -,foldinG Bay, Tools Storo, Ho..torio..ls
Storo and Offioe should all form tho divis ion botucen tho two :.-crkshops. J.. littlo
spaco could be savod by putting tho Office above tho l.hterials Store.
l1artin J. Cranloy,
4th l..pr!l, 1960 Principal
CITY OF DUBLIN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION COMVlmEE
COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY,
KEVIN STREET, DUBLIN
COLLEGE ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR NEW BUILDING
Minutes of the 21st Meeting held
at 3.00 p. rn. on ~onia.v 4th April
1960
Present:- Mr. R. Mayne (Hooper and Mayne, Architects)
Mr. M. M. Cranley (Principal),
Mr. de Lacy (Assistant Principal),
Mr. J. C. Kinney (Varming and r'ulcahy, Consulting
Engineers) ,
IVtr. L. Trunile.
Mr. J. M. Forde (Honorary Secretary)
The meeting considered the drawings and wiring diagrams in respect
of Rooms, 14, 15, 7, 11 ani 8, prepared by the Electrical Installation Co~mittee
and presented by 1'1r. Trunile.
Junior Magnetism am Electricity Laboratories, Rooms 14_ and ,15
(See minutes of 5th ~eeting)
The rostrums not required.
Control Panel in this laboratory and another in Room 15 or one e30ntrol
Panel in Preparation Room to serve both laboratories. (decision deferred).
The clearance between the derronstr~tion bench and the adjacent central bench
was increased. The question of the number of circuits to be used to distribute
the D.C. and A.C. L.V. was referred back to the Electrical Installation Com-
mitteE3 for consideration.
Motor Fitting Workshop - Room No.7
(See Minutes of 7th l'1eeing)
The ll'atter of providing sliding doors waa deferred. Autotransformers
to be replaced by Variacs (60A). The 3-phase Circuit Breaker in panel C of
Test Board to be replaced by three single-phase Circuit Dreakers.
Electrical Eguipment Laboratory - Room No.ll (d.u...H~~!otf.~r)
The 3-phase 4-wire section on Test Board to be replaced by 3 single
phase outlets.
D.P. change-over switch for pillars to be replaced by two separate
circuits ~ach with D.P.S.T. switch.
Cable Jointing Workshops - Room No. 8
(See Minutes of 5th Meeting)
The wash-hand basin is to be rrovBd to ~ position beside the tool pr~ss,
the coat rack removed entirely and the Test Board is to be erected on the site
of the coat rack beside the door. The Test Board to be 6" clear above the
bench and not TT'Ore than 2' 6" in from the edge 0 f the bench.
MARTIN J. CRANLEY
Principal
7th April! 1960
KEVTN STREET ,-
DUBLIN
COLLEG"Z fJ)V ISOB:.:C_COI'1YI_I_T_T.;::E=E---=FO~R:...-..:.::!\TE1=.::...N--::B:.;:;U..=I:I.D::;.;I:=.:N.:.:;::G
Presen:t: -
~~~~te""~_0J:__th~22nq_ Mee~ing held
on Frida] 8t:1 AoC'il, 1960 at 3.00 p •.m..
Mr. R. Mayne (Hooper and Mayne, Architects)
Mr. M. J. Cranley (Principal),
Mr. H. de Lacy (Assistan~ Principal),
Mr. L. Trurrlle
Mr. J. ~. ?orde (Honorary Secretary) ..
Arising out of the Minutes of the 21st Meeting it was agreed that sliding
doors should not be provided in Room 7. Following a short preliminary dis-
cussion ~~. Mayne agreed to prepare a sketch of the layout of the office suite.
It was stated that a mee~ing between Mr. Mayne, Mr. Trundle and the Teachers
of Metalwork had taken place and that agreement had been reached on the lay-
out 0 f the vJorkshops.
Junior Magnetism and Electricity Laboratories - Room Nos. 14 and 15
The wiring diagram of these laboratories was produced and agreed with
the following amendments:-
(1) Mr. Trundle to discuss with Mr. Kinney the details of the switching
system,
(2) The Terll"iml Panels on the 3 islam benches to be provided with 2 outlets
of each type of service.
Electrical Installation Worksh?p - RoolT' No.5
Each of the 15 work benches to be fitted with two drawers suitably
designed to hold ham tools. In addition 4 tool lockers \\Ould be required
on each side wall. (one for each hinged working cubicle).
~he set of wash-ham basins to be replaced by 2 H. and C. sinks with
multiple taps and 1 laboratory sink in the demonstration bench.
Electrical Installation Stores - Room No.6
The work bench is to be replaced by a wall bench along the gla~ed wall.
Pidgeon holes reaching fro~ ~I to 7 1 over cupboards providing a table
ledge at 3'.
J.... pair of Open racks each 10" deep to be arranged in the centre of the
room. Cable to be stored on spools mounted on the main corridor wall
and arrqnged in 3 rows of 6 axles (Overall dimensions approx. ~'x6').
The details of axles sizes etc. to be considered with "Fittin,f!s and
Furnishings".
Woodwork am Plastics Workshop - Room No.4
The Engraving Machine to be replaced by a Planning Machine.
The number of single phase outlets to be increased:-
6 on central benches,
4 on wall bench; 1 on demonstration bench.
Junior Electronics - Room No.44
The door should be moved to the storage cupboard end and so provide
a continuous bench along the corridor wall. A single door would suffice.
The spacing of the benches to be uniform. (5' increased to 6' and
6 7' reduced to 6 1 )
Mr. O'Connor to prepare sketch layout (in duplicate) incorporating
these modifications.
A decision to prov-ide soldering facilities or not was deferred.
9th Ma,V, 1960 W..RTIN J. CR!.NLEY
Principal
CITY uF DUBLIN VOCf:..TDl\l f..L EDUCATION COHlv ITTEE
COLLEGE OF TECHIDLOGY
KEVIN STREET,DUBLIN
COLLEGE ADVISORY cor 'lITTEE FOR NEvl BUIlDING
Minutes 0 f the 23rd },Ieeting held
at 3.0J p.m. on Morrlay 11th April, 1960
Present:- iVr. R. Hayne (Hooper ani &~yne, Architects)
Mr. . J. Cranley, (Principal)
Mr. H. de Lacy, (Assistant Principal)
Mr. J. M. Forde (Honorary Secretary).
The meeting considered the report of the Science Co~mittee on Items
40-52 am 57-60 in the second List of Deferred IteJ1'ls (C.A..C. F. 4). The
following decisions were taken.
40. An Ice-making Machine is to be installed in the Chemistry Preparation
Room, No. 8oA.
41. Mr. Mayne to consider at the drawing stage if the fume cupboards can
be fitted at opposite ends of the laboratory. Mr. Forde to check with
Mr. Broderick the size of these fume cupboards (double ~I?)
42 Central trough rright prohibit use of 4-way gas taps A two-way top
on each side of each pillar on island benches would suffice. This led-
to a long discussion on overbench shelves along centre of benches and it
was decided to take this up again under "Furniture and Fittings". The
Science Committee recommended the use of proper laboratory taps with
corregated and tapered outlets and lever handles in both physics and
chemistry laboratories.
43· Science Committee recommend one local :low voltage Ac/DC unit A.ni two
leads to Machine s Laboratory (;DA; 250V.). This viaS referred back for
~.ore details, e.g., number of outlets and their location
44. As Item 43·
45 Centrifugal Compressor with ballast tank. Referred back to Science
Committee for details of type and capacity.
46. Cylinders of oxygen.
47. Electrical Services to Room 79:
2 131\. 3-pin sockets on each central bench - total 4
2 l}h 3-pin sockets on wall bench.
1 3-phase or single phase outlet for compressor
(see 45)
48. The bulk storage of inflammable chemicals to be provided in a special
roOl'P, with 2 r concrete ceiling, in the basement. C::trboys of acid would
also be stored here.
49. The minimum water pressure in all chemical laboratories with all taps
full on to be 15 Ibs./ in2•
50, 51, 52 Referred to Mr. Broderick.
lover
57. Electrical Services to Intermediate Physics Laboratory - Room Nb.60.
3 1}A. 3pin sockets on e::tch central bench - total 12.
18 13A epin sockets along side benches.
The matter of the llOV D.C. outlets was referred bA.ck (why 13 outlets?)
1 6 Kw 3-phase sWitch, fuse outlets at each end of laboratory - total 2.
Low Voltage Services as in Room 56 and 57.
1 outlet fro~ 4-way cable to Preparation Room (Room 61) to interconnect
with leads frol'P Machines La,boratory.
- 2
58. Layout sketch of Room 61 referred to Mr. Nolan.
59. l"lains Voltage for lViicroscope Lamps.
60. Matt black tiled walls in Dark Room - Room 66.
9th May I 19.0.
W.RTIN J. CRM~LEY
Pr~ncipal
CITY OF DUBLIN VOC/.TIONAL EDUCA.TION COMMITrEE
COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY!
KEVIN STREEI' ,DUBLIN
COLLEGE ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR NEw BUIID ING
Minutes 0 f 24th Meeting held at II a.m.
on Saturday, 24th September 1960
Present:- Mr. R.· Mayne (Hooper and Mayne), Mr. B. Reilly (Varming
and Mulcahy, Consulting Engineers). Mr. J. C. Kinney
(Varming and Mulcahy) 1 Mr. M. J. Cranley (Principal),
Mr. H. de Lacy (Assistant Principal), Mr. J. M. Forde
(Secretary), Mr. L. Trundle (Head of Department of
Electrical Installation ~·lork).
The meeting was called to consider a draft of the Preliminary
Report of the Consulting Engineers. The Report was read and discussed
and certain minor amendments were agreed to. A copy of the revised
Preliminary Report would be sent to the Principal as soon as it was
available.
MART IN J. CRA. LEY
Principal
llth October, 1960.
CITY OF! DUBLIN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION COMMITTEE
COLLEGE OF TECHOOLOGY!
KEVIN STREEI'
COLLEGE ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR NEw BUIID ING
Minutes of 2 th Meeting held at 2. 5 .m.
on Friday, 5th October 19 0
It was decided to resume regular meetings to which the Architect,
Consulting Engineers am Heads of Departments would be invited from time
to time as may be necessary. The matters for consideration to include:-
(1) Deferred Items 1 - 106 [C.A.C. F3, F4, F5J.
(2) Mechanical and Electrical Services to a few laboratories not yet
dealt with.
Present:- Mr. M. J. Cranley (Principal)
Mr. H. de Lacy (Assistant Principal)
Mr. J. M. Forde (Secretary).
,
(3) Mechanical and Electrical Services to Lecture Theatres, Demonstration
Classrooms, Classrooms am Non-teaching Units.
(4) Questionnaire re Furniture and Fittings.
(5) TemRooms~1";i::2",~~~~~~;,;:;;~~;...::::~.;:.:.;;.t;:-~~=;..:c~c:;..;;.;:-::r:;:=.;~
Workshop, Chaplain's Office, Caretaker's Flat and Bicycle Yard.
space for such temporary
"Maguiresl1 property.
In view of the imminence of the loss of the above accoIlmJdat ion , immediate
legal and other necessary action should be taken to obtain vacant possession
of all College property am to provide alternative accommodation, where
necessary, for the Caretaker, Attendant and other tsnants.
(6) Temporary Accommodation in the New Building when the present structure
is demolished and the froft is being constructed.
During this difficult (two year?) period, special and research
laboratories may not be required as such and these and other rooms will be
required temporarily for essential purposes. A detailed plan of this
stage must be developed. Important that the Building Contract should in-
clude all work necessary to provide such temporary use of a room and its
later conversion to its intended purpo se.•
(7) Equipment
Some heavy equipment, e.f.. Machines and Ovens (ordered 12-24 months
in advance) should be installed in the New Building before transfer takes
place. Does this affect the Building Contract? A special Equipment
Committee consisting of those present and the Heads of Departments might
monsider the difficulties and measures to be taken to overcome them.
It was agreed that (i) a chart should be drawn up showing all rooms
and indicating under such headings as services, Finishes, etc. the rooms
that have been considered, (ii) the Secretary write to all Sub-Committees
to expedite the return of the completed Questionnaire re Finishes(Form S2)
MARTIN J. CRI\NLEY
Principal
11th October, 1960.
CITY OF DUBLIN VOCI\.TIONAL EDUC,~.TION COMMITTEE
COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY
KEVIN SI'REET,
DUBLIN
COLLEGE ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR NEW BUIIDING
Minutes of the 26th Meeting held at 4 p.m.
on Friday, 14th October 1960
Present:- Mr. M. J. Cranley (Principal)
Mr. H. de Lacy (Assistant Principal)
Mr. J. M. Forde (Honorary Secretary)~
The meeting considered item (5) in the Minutes of the'25th Meeting, viz.
Temporary Accoirunodation during Building Operations due to the loss of Rooms 12,
12A, 25, 26, 3, 18, half the Mechanical Workshop, Instrument Repair Workshop,
Chaplain I s Office, Caretaker's Flat and Bicycle Yard. It was decided that
a total minimum floor area of 4,000 sq. ft.(and preferably up to 5,000 s.ft)
should be sought elsewhere in the neighbourhood to provide:-
A Mechanical Workshop
2 Lecture Rooms, each 1,000
st. ft.
2,000
2,000
sq. ft.
"
Total: 4,000
It would be desirable to have Toilet Accommodation and one or two Small
Rooms would be useful. The above areas are net and do not allow for circula-
tion space or any amenities. hll equip~ent in the present Mechanical Work-
shops to be transferred to this New temporary Workshop and the old part of
the existing Workshops to be converted into a classroom - laboratory to replace
Room 3. All fittings in Room 3 to be used for this purpo se. The Forging
Bay and stores to become the Instrument Repair Workshop. A door to be made
in the West end wall of Room 6 with access to "Maguires" where the Electrical
Measurements Laboratory (Room 18) could be accommodated.
By closing off the corridor (leading to Rooms 25 and 26) on the top floor
and fitting shelves, a store could be provided to replace, at least partially,
Room 26. Similarly, by closing off the corridor and removing the steps
outside Room 12 a store could be constructed to partailly replace Room 12A.
It would also be po ssible to make a small office for the Chaplain in the
corridor? adjacent to Rooms 3 and 4.
The Bicycles might be accommodated in Maguires Yard.
SUMMARY:
Accommodation lost
Mechanical Workshops
700 + 1050 + 220 ;: 19'70 sq. ft.
Room 18 350 sq. ft.
Room 3 600 sq. ft.
Instrument Repair, 195 sq. ft.
Chaplain, 108 sq. ft.
Provision proposed
New 2,000 sq. ft.
Room 12,
Room 25
Room 12A,
Room 26 ,
920 sq. ft.
820 sq. ft.
280 sq. ft.,
23J sq. ft •.
2Caretaker's Flat:-
It was noted that Mr. C. OIBrien, Caretaker and Porter of the College,
occupies a fiat on the 2nd Fllor. This fiat would also be demolished at the
commencement of building. Consequently, arrangements will have to be made
regarding alternative accommodation for Mr. 01Brien. In this regard, the
date of Mr. 01Brien 1s retirement from the Committee's service should also be
taken into account.
MARTIN J. CRANLEY
Principal
17th October, 1960.
CITY Of' iJUbLIN VOCI,'l'IJNAL EDUC,~TION COMl':IITTEE
COLLEGE OF TECHIDWGY
KEVIN STREEt', DUBLIN
l
COLLEGE ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR NE\\f BUILDING
Minutes of 27th Meeting held on Monday
17th October, 1960 at 3.30 p.m.
Present~- Mr. M. J. Cranley (Principal)
Mr. H. de Lacy (Assistant Principal)
Mr. J f M, Forde (Honorary secretary)
The meeting heard a report from Mr. Cranley on the meeting held that morning
between Mr. M. O'Brien, Town Planning Officer, Dublin and Mr~ H. Healy, deputising
for Mr. M. M. Glee son , Chief Executive Officer, Mr. M. J. Cranley and Mr. R. Mayne,
and noted the intention of Dublin Corporation to clear the area from the Moravian
Church opposite the College to the corner of Cross Kevin Street in the near future.
Mr. O'Brien thought that it should be possible to make available some 5,000 sq. ft.
of this cleared ~ite for the erection of temporary single-storey buildings to
provide the Mechanical Workshops, and two Lecture Rooms, as detailed in the
minutes of the 26th Meeting.
The following Time-Table was then drawn up as a proposed programme for ob-
taitaing the site and erecting the temporary building~i
June 1961
31st December 1960
1st March! 1961
1st September 1961
1961
November 1961
1st March 1962
Working Drawing for Contract (Mr. Mayne)
It is assumed that all necessary sanctions will be obtained not
later than
Contract signed and building commences
By this date, the rere wing of the present College must be
demlished, if this has not already been done. It would then
appear that the alternative temporary accommodation must be
ready for occupation before this date. Since the furnishing
and fitting of these temporary premises 'cannot be undertaken
during the College session
Transfer to the Temporary Premises must be completed by
To make this possible, classes in the rooms affected would
terminate and
!Ql Contents of these rooms be ready for tranfer to the Temporary
Premises by Early June
Allowing 3 m:mths to erect the Temporary buildingsrequires
that the
Building of the Temporary Structures to commence by
The cleered site must be ready at this date and allowing 2
months for the clearance of the site, it would be necessary
for
All Buildings on the site to be vacated by
Services to Temporary Accommodation:
Male and Female Toilets
The Lecture Theatres to be arranged with both demonstration benches con-
venient to a common Preparation Room and provided with facilities for 16 m.m.
film pro ject ion.
One or two additional, but very small, classrooms (say 200 - 250 sq. ft. each)
for srna,J.l advanced classes would very considerably relieve pressure in the
main building.
Water, gas and Electricity.
Telephone extension.
Adequate Heating to be provided.
Porter: - a porter or labourer-i3-ttendant will be needed for opening and closing
and generally maintaining the premises. This man or the Porter in the main building
to open and close the Electrical Installation Workshop entrances at "Maguires", which
will have to be opened up due to ,the closing off of the rere of the building.
Cleaners: Nb additional cleaning staff should be necessary. Due to, the loss of
rooms 'in the main building, it was agreed that after a re-arrangement ~f duties, one
cleaner could be released for the temporary buildings~ lover
2It was noted that the site to be cleared is extensive and that in
addition to the 5,000 sq. ft. required it may be possible to get some additional
grourrl for parking bicycles and cars belonging to members 0 f the teaching staff.
Other Matters
The equipment in the small store adjacent to Room 3, which will be lost,
should be stored in the classroom which shall be located in Room 1.
The need for accommodation for internal and external examinations when
the New Building is first occupied was stressed. It was assumed th~t the
Gymnasium (capacity 60-70 candidates) would be available and the Expansion
Laboratories would provide further space, but this may not be sufficient in
view of the present growth of examination entries.
Attention was drawn to the need for provision of sound insulation for
the Swimming Pool, since it was likely to be used regularly in the early Summer
when the examinations would be in progress in the gYmnasium overhead.
Mr. Trundle and staff to plan the transfer of the Mechanical Workshop /
(Room 1) , Room 3 and the Instrument Repair Workshop.
Mr. de Lacy and Mr. Short to plan the transfer of Room 18 to IIMaguires"./
MART IN J. CRANLEY
Principal
19th October, 1960
Ql~L._.OY__ QUB.l'JlL_V.0g~T_~QtT~ T. Ep.TJC'~T12.N __ .C.9.l"fT'1~'IT~~
COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY
....~_._.
KEVIN STREET, DUBLIN.
COLLEGE ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR NEW BUILD ING
Minutes of the 28th Meeting held at 4 p.m.
Friday October 28th October. 1960.
Present:- Mr. M. J. Cranley (Principal)
Mr. H. de Lacy (Assistant Principal)
Mr. J. M. Forde (Honorary secretary)
The meeting noted the changes in Room Sizes and Positions which were
approved at previous meetings of the College Advisory Committee. . These changes
are detailed below, the figure in parent-hesis referring to the number of the
relevant meeting.
Changes in Room Sizes or Positions
Room Nos.
114 - 116 (3 Staff Offices) interchanged with 139 (Expansion Slass Room (2)
42 - 43 (Morse Rooms) increased by one grid unit each (4)
45 (Stores) reduced by one grid unit (4)
39 (P.O. Engineering Laboratory) reduced by one grid unit (4)
32 (Radio Service Workshop Junior) interchanged with 33 (Radio Service
Workshop, Senior) (4)
7 (Electric Motor Fitting Workshop) interchanged with 6 (stores) (5)
11 (Electrical Equipment Workshop) moved to end wall (5)
6 (Electrical Installation Stores) placed at the corridor end 0 f 11 (5)
10 (Armature Winding Workshop) increased by one grid unit (7)
21 (Electrical Engineering Store room) reduced by one grid unit (7)
84 (Sterilizing Room) increased by one grid unit (10)
82 (Bacteriology Laboratory) reduced by one grid unit (10)
83 (Incubator Room) increased by one grid unit (10)
139 (Expansion Classroom) reduced by one grid unit (10)
49 (Radio Classroom) interchanged with 104 (Mathematics Classroom) (is)
104 (Mathematics Classroom) became Mathematical Laboratory (15)
Four Demonstration Classrooms on First Floor (16)
44 (Aircraft Dispatch Room) became Junior Electricians' Laboratory (18)
and Air Navigation transferred to Room 13
Chaplains' Offices:
It was agreed to convert Room 136 on the third floor (small 20' x 20'
classroom) into two offices for the use·of the Chaplains and to re-site Room 136
between Room No. 102 and Room No. 103, The Chaplains' Offices would then be
located opposite the Exhibition Space on this floor which serves as a convenient
waiting place.
The layout of this was referred to Mr. Mayne and the layout of the
Mathematical Laboratory (Room No. 104) to Mr. Forde.
Mr. Mayne to be asked for details of the additional staff 0 ffices re-
quired and for his propo sals for using any free space s that may be available .•
Deferred Items (G .A. C. F. 3.)
Item No. 4: It was decided that a screened audio-frequency link should be
provided from Room 41 to the top two Lecture Theatres (Nos. 89 and 47) ani to
the Public Address Equipment in the Assembly Hall.
It was also agreed that aT. V. Aerial Link should connect all Lecture
Theatres with the T.V. aerial system on the roof.
M~TIN J.. CRANLEY
Principal
8th November, 1960
crry OF DUBLIN VOCh.T IONA1 EDUCh.l' ION COMMITTEE
COLLEGE OF TECHNJICGY!
KEVIN STREET', DUBLIN
COLLIDE ADVISORY COMMITrEE FOR NEW BUIIDOO
Minutes of 22th Meeting held
at 3.30 r.m. MOnday, 31st October, 1960
Present:- Mr. M. J. Cranley (Principal)
Mr. H. de Lacy (Assistant Principal)
Mr. J. M. Forde (Honorary Secretary).
A copy of the Preliminary Report and Recommendations on the Mechanical and
Electrical Services in the New College of Technology, prepared by the Con-
sulting Engineers, Messrs. Varming and Mulcahy, was received on 29th October,
1960. The First Part of the Report, dealing with the Electrical Installations,
was read and considered. The pertinent comments and queries are noted below
under the appropriate paragraph reference numbers.
tlhalf the normal level". Should this be less?
Noted "chemical" should read "clinical".
lover
Query tlRoo f onlyll.
College Advisory Committee to check. v
tI " " " " ,,/
Can supplies be reduced or standardized? VL.V. A.C./D.C.
Query "only'
110V A.C. (400 and 1,000 c.p.s.)
50V. A.C. (400 and 1,000 c.p.s.)
Starrlard Time and A.F. outlets. Details of distribution and
location required.
Is separate ear~ required in other laboratories, ego Electronics
Laboratory? (1)
Query title of paragraph?
Stabilization. Recommended Mes~rs.ld: Lacy, Scaife, Shorty
O'Connor meet Mr. Kinney for dlSCUSSlon.
A preliminary (and incomplete) survey showed that a minimum 0 f
58 extensions are required. (see Minutes of 18th Meeting).
Is 36V. necessary? J
Decision to employ a night watchman not yet made (see also 3.11.1.)
Porter's Office would be suitable position.
Query "only".
Query tlonly.
llOV D.C. from Mercury Arc or Battery? ./
6-24 v. A.C. (Variable frequency 30 - 60 c.ps.) Local supply or not?
Five' coin boxes located in four pos:itions required. (See Minutes
of 18th Meeting) •
Batteries necessary in some cases.
tltungsten at a later stage". Why not built in ab initio?
There may be other locations where H.F. interference might pr6sent
a problem. [See Deferred Item 71].
Noted "Nominal" should read "Normal". The additional lighting
for examinations is essential.
3.1.11
3.2.3.1-
3.2.41
3.2.5.4.
3. ,. 6.
3. 2. 7.
3. 2. 81.
3. 2. 8.3.
3. 2. 903.
3. 2. 10.
3. 2.11.1
3· 2. 12.3
3. 2.13.1.
3. 2.15.
3. 2. 16.
3. 3.l.l.
3· 3.1.3.
3· 4.4.1.
3. 6. 3.
3. 7. 1.
3. 7. 4.
3. 8. 1-
3.12. 1.
2
Clocks are not required in Demonstration Classrooms.
Catering referred to College Advisory Committee.~
Final decision on H.T. Laboratory pending.
Final decision on Radio Isotopes pending.
It was agreed that the remainder of the Report should be considered at
a future, meeting.
MARTIN J. CRANLEY
Principal
lOth November, 1960.
Kb"""'VIN STREEI' ,_ DUBLIN
COLLEGE ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR NF?:'L_m!.~:rp 100
~1jnutes of the 3J+:._.•~:·?eti..")g held at lu:~
on Wednesc!.a.v 2nd l;ovenber, 1960
Present:- Mr. M. M. Gleeson (Chief Executi78 Off~cer)
Mr. H. J. Healy (Ac.:.•::"nistration Officer)
Mr. D. O'Dwyer (Chief Accour~ant)
M~. R. Mayne (Mes~~s, Hoope~ and Mayne, Architects)
M~. M. J. Cra~ley (Principal)
Mr. H. de Lacy (Assistant Principal)
Mr. J. M. Forde (Ronorary Secretary).
Rt. Rev. Monsignor J. Canon Fitzpa+.rick sent a message regrett .; ~(7
inability to attend.
Mr. Cranley outlined the problem be:ore the meeting stating that du~::"ng
the first 3 - 4 years of the construc:':.ion of the New Building Temporary Ac-
COJ1lDX)dation to the extent of abo'-'.t 5,000 81. feot >v'ould be required, as was
recorded in the Minutes of the 26th I>:t3et.i::.g, '1':19 meeting was ask'3d to cOnf.ddcr·
the possibility of providing this accol!ll11C'dat.ion by
(1) Re-rrodelling the old buildings in the North East corner of the BUild:'_~g
Site.
(2) Erecting Temporary Buildings on the same site.
e3) Erecting Temporary Buildings on another site on the opposite side
of the street.
Mr. Mayne stated that the old buildings referred to in (1) would be
required as site offices for E.'1gineers, Architects and Builders and also for
Stores and Mess Rooms and that if they were not available for such purposes
the cost of providing suitable acconntdation vTould have to be met by the
Voca.tional Education Committee as par~. of the cost of the Building Contrac:
In the event of the Graveyard s:'.::.e beco::ling available, the conseque-:-.~ re-
siting of the Gymnasium and SV,!~T.rT-'1g Pool l.,rouJd create a furt:-.er difficulty.
Further, he explained that twin t~acks will be used for the cranes and this
\'tOuld reduce the area a';ailable for cc:~s·'-.ruction. The site was not generous
for a building of this ma.gn:·,t,-~de am t:1e prop0sals (1) a.nd (2) would reduce
the site still further.
Mr. Gleeson stressed that there would ~e a grave risk ,'-: c~ns~,derable
delay lin getting the new Building 12:c.er 1!8..y if the Vocational Education Com-
mittee were to depend on the Corporat,ion to prov.i.de a sic,e in the near future
across the street for the Temporary B'J.iJdj:.gs. It V!0uld be 'Wiser to use our
own available ground and proceed i..'1dependel1'jly of t~e Corporation.
Mr. Healy agreed with the Chief Executive Officer, stating that the
whole programme outlined in the Minutes of the 27th Meetirg of the Sollege
Advisory Committee were contingent upc..n events not under out control.
Mr. Cranley, referring to proposal (2), pob:ted out th~t since the
Temporary Buildings would be si: ;;-le stcrey '(,11e area required v/Ould be douLie
that occupied by the old buildings in (1). He added that a delay in erecting
the Gymnasium would present difficult:.es as neit'1er Examination Hall would be
available. The College Advisory Comr..:'+,tee l'fould consider the possibility
of using Expansion Laboratories etc. as temporary Examination Halls,
In reply to que stions 0 f CO st rt:. May:1e said that to "stop 0 ff" the erection
of the laboratory wing so as to avoid demolition of any of the prese:"1t buiJ.ding
might add £5,000 - £7,000 to the strueJvura:, cost of the l{ew Building and wo'".'.ld
considerably delay its completioa. Ti1e Temporary Buildings v.oliLd C08-:' abo'..:~
£10,000.
MART IN J. !JRA NLEY
(Principal)loth November, 19&J.
It was agreed that Mr. Mayne should prepare ,a comparative stat~ment ef
cost for proposals (1) and (2) for the next meetbg of Voc'3tional Ed'.1cati011 Com-
mittee and that it should be first presented to a~other meeting of those present
at this meeting. Mr. M. 0' Flanagan (Chief Inspector, Department of Educa·~.ion)
should al~ be invited to attend.
\
CITY OF DUBLIN VOCATIONAL EDUCJ..TION COMMITTEE
COLLEGE OF TECHNJIDGY,
KEVIN SI'REEr, DUBLIN
nOLLEGE f.DVISORY COMMITTEE FOR NEV BUILD ING
Minutes of the 31st Meeting held at
4.30 p.m. Fridav, 4th ~bvember,1960
Present:- Mr. M. M. Gleeson (Chief Executive Officer)
Mr. D. OIDwyer (Chief Accountant)
Mr. R. Mayne (Messrs. Hooper and Mayne,
f,rchitect s)
Mr. M. J. Cranley (Principal)
Mr. de Lacy (hssistant Principal)
Mr. J. M. Forde (Honorary Secretary).
The meeting considered a fourth proposal to provide the Temporary Accom-
modation referred to in the Minutes of the 30th Meeting of the College I\d-
visory Corrmittee, viz.
(4) Erecting a Temporary Two-Storey Building in "Maguire 1 s Yard".
Mr. Mayne first referred to Proposal (1) stating that he had examined
the old buildings since the last meeting and he decided that the restoration
would be uneconomical. J new roof was necessary, the 1st floor was unsafe and
the ground floor very bad. The windows were not standard sizes.
The new Proposal (4) would give a closer link with the College, as it
would be a simple matter to provide a corridor connection between the present
building and the top floor of the Temporary Building where the two Lecture
Theatres would be located.
The salvage value would not be as high as that of a single storey
Demountable Structure, but by using a steel frame, timber floors and standard
steel windows which could all be sold,a fair proportion of the cost could be
recovered. The great advantage of this proposal is that it leaves the site
clear and so is comparable with (3) without involving us with the Corporation.
The disadvantages in the present proposal (4) include the loss of Bicycle
fccommodation and a Store in the Installation Department.
It was agreed that Mr. MAyne should prepare a Cistery of (4) in addition
to a costing of Proposal (2) in the Minutes of the 30th Meeting.
It was also decided that efforts be made to ascertain the present occupier
of the Moravian Church building and to inspect it. If it proves suitable a
costing should be made for its conversion and this would form the basis of
Propo sal (5).
M/.RT IN J. IjRf"NLEY
Principa!
lOth November, 1960.
CITY OF DUBLIN VOCAtIONAL. )IlPCATION COM!1ITfEE
COLLEGE OF TECHt-Oj,DGY.
KEVINSTREEr, J, .r~t}B}:,IN
COLLEGE ADV!SORX COMMITT~ ,FOR, 1 NE;w, BUIlDltlJ
Minutes of 32nd Mee~fng h~lq! at 4 p_m.
c;>n Thursday, lOth Novemb~rt 196Ch
Present:- Mr. M. J. Cranley (Principal)
Mr. H. de Lacy (Assistant Principal)
Mr. J. M. Forde (Honorary Secretary)
The reading and examination of the Preliminary Report of the Consulting
Engineers was concluded am the following comments were made:-
Mechanical Installations
I
Constant Temperature also required for the Microbalance in the
Senior Balance Room.
Room 79. Calor Gas Not required. Is Oxygen required for the
cable-jointing Work$hop (Room 8) ?
Is an imepement exhaust system re quired for the Main Battery Reom?
Clarification required of what is intended.
It was noted that Fire Extenguishers were not mentioned in the Re~rt.
Further, it was agreed that Mr. Ki'nney's attention be drawn to the proposed
Government Regulations regarding 1l0V supply for Portable Equipment.
Staff Offices - A Review
Basement No Staff Offices. The Room originally intended for Mechanical
Plant was subsequently assigned to the Maintenance Electrician. The meeting
agreed that this room be known as IIMaintenance Workshop and Store" - It would
not be provided for the sole use of the Electrician.
The question was raised regarding lifts am it was decided to seek the
Architect's Views on this point.
The Battery and Generator Room (Room 22) was changed to Switch and
Battery Room.
It was asked if additional doors from the cycle store to the main ~rri.
dor would be desirable.
It was suggested that Motor Sco~ters and Motor Bicycles should not be
allowed to park in the Cycle Store but should park in the open.
This was deferred for further consideration.
Ground Floor 2 Staff Offices:-
Half of Room 24(a) say, Room 24 (b)
Room 18 (a)
120 ft 2
23) ft 2
Room 18 (a) originally Switch Room now in Basement .
The Porters I Office in the Rere shown on the, Sketch Flans·to ·be "s Shop am the
Porter acco~modated in small office in the Rere Hall.
1st Floor 3 Staff Offices:-
Half of Room 59 (a) say, Room 59 (b) 120 ft2
Head of Department Room 30 240 ft2
Senior Lecturer Room 31 140 ft2
2nd Floor 2 staff Offices:-
Half of Room 109 (a) say Room 109 (b) 120 ft2
Opticians' waiting Room cum
330 ft2Staff Office Room 117 lover
2The Offices 114 - 116 transferred to 3rd Floor.
3rd Floor 5 staff Offices:-
A small expansion Classroom to be
if possible nearly opposite the
2 Staff Offices:-
Room 114
Room 115
Room 116
•
Head of Department
Senior Lecturer
Senior Lecturer
2 Chaplains I Off:'ces
4th Floor
Head of Department
Senior Lecturer
Room
Room 54
Room 55
260 ft~
(ih68 ft2168 ft
to tall ing 400 .sq. ft •
used to provide the Chaplains Offices,
Exhibition Space on this floor.
170 ft~
110 ft
It v!as f.elt that a Room should be provided for Staff Teachers without
offices for t~e purpose of interviewing parents, etc. It was thought that
this could be provided on the second floor by using the Store, l26B, and possib1 J
part of l26A, Female Teachers' Common Room.
MARTIN J. CRANLEY
Principal
17th Nbvember,~96q~
CITY· OF DUBLIN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION COMMITTEE
Temporary Accommodation
Preseht:- Mri R. Mayne (Hooper and Mayne; Architects)
Mr. M. J. Cranley (Principal)
Mr~ H. de Lacy (Assistant Principal)
Mr. J. M. Forde (Honorarv Secretary)
Mr. de Lacy reported that:-
the Moravian Church Building had been acquired by Messrs. J. Boylan
and Sons Ltd., Leather Merchants, Carnden Street with a view to convert-
ing it into a Showroom and Stores.
COLLEGE OF TECHIDLOGY,
KEVIN SrREEr, DUBLIN
COLLEGE ADVISORY COMl'1IT'FEE FOR NEI/'i BUIID ING
33rd Meeting held at 4 p.m. on
Moniay J 14th December ,1960
(1)
(2) there is no accommodation available at the Kevin Street Garda Station
( 3) Mr·. I'1ayne, Mr. Cranley ani he inspe cted the premi se s 0 f Metal
Requisites Ltd. opposite the College on Saturday, November 11th and noted:-
Useful Areas
(a) Ground Floor 36' x 40'
(b) 1st Floor 60' x 25 1
(c) Top Floor 33' x 42' (overhead daylight)
(d) Miscellaneous small areas,some useful for stores and one or two
small classrooms.
Possibility of Workshop at (b) and one Lecture Theatre at (c). Neither (a) nor
(b) suitable for the second Lecture Theatre. General lighting and ventilation
very poor. Stairs in bad condition. Considerable renovation necessary to
make the premises· fit for occupation.
Mr. Mayne then put forward a further proposal,
(6) Two single storey demountable buildings to be erected.
One in Maguire's Yard and the other immediately behind the Public
Library.
This would not be quite as convenient as the Two Storey structure
(Proposal [4] ) but the single storey buildings would have a higher market value
or might be useful for extensions to another school or as pavillions in the
Vocational Education Comrnitt.ee Sports Grounds.
15th November, 1960.
Mt,RT IN J. CRA. flJLEY
Principal
CITY OF DUBLIN ,VOCfTIOIIJ:4L EDUcATION COMMITTEE
COLLEGE OF TECHNOIDGY!
KEVIN srREET, DUBLIN
COLLEGE ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR NNd BUILD ING
34th Meeting held on Monday 21st ~bvember
1960
Present:- Mr. M. J. Cranley (Principal)
Mr. H. de Lacy (hssistant Principal)
Mr. J. M. Forde (Honorary Secretary)
Temporary AccolIllnJdation
Mr. Cranley reported that since the last meeting of the College
~dvisory Committee, he had discussed the problem of temporary accommodation
with the Chief Executive Officer. Mr. GIGeson had suggested that such accom-
modation might be obtained in tho Collefe of Technology, Bolton Street.
Subsequently, the matter was discussed with Mr. D. O'Dwyer, Principal, who
stated that he would be able to provide one Lecture Theatre and the Aero-
nautical Engineering Laboratory which could be converted to a Mechanical
Viorkshop.
Further discussion of this possibility yielded the new suggestion
that part of the Art Room (No. 14) in the existing building could be converted
into a Lecture Theatre, leaving the other part of the ro0m as a classroom cum
drawing office. This,together with th~ space available in Bolton Stree~would
provide most of the requirements but had the disadvantage that (1) drawing office
space would be lO.st which would need to be replaced by a classroom cum drawing
office and (2) valuable examination space would be lost which again would need
to be substituted for at certain periods of the year,either by using space suc~
as gymnasia or assembly halls in other schools or renting such halls, viz.
Engineers' Hall in Dawson Street.
MART IT\! J. CR rt "J'LEY
Principal
30th November ,J9f:1) •
I
CITY OF DUBLIN VOCh.TIONt.L EDUCATION CQMMITTEE
,
COLLEGE OF TECHT\DLOGY
KEVIN srRE~, DUBLIN
COLLEGE iillVISORY COMLI1ITTIE FOR NEt! BUIW ING
Minutes of the 35th Meeting held at 3.JJ p.m.
on Mbnday, 12th December, 1960
Present:-
Mr. R. Mayne (Hooper and Mayne, ~rchitects)
Mr. M, J. CranleV (Princip~l)
Mr. H. de LacV (~ssistant Principal)
Mr. J. M. Forde (Honor~ry Secretary) r
lirising out of the Minutes of the previous meeting, Mr. Cranley explainEd
the plan to avail of the accommodation available in Bolton Street. Mr. Mayne
mentioned that reference had been ma~e to this matter at the Meetin? of the
Building Advisory Sub-Committee held in the To1"Cl Hall, Ballsbridee that morn-
ing. Mr. O'Dwyer (Principal of the College of TechnolofY, Bolton Street)
told this meeting that the hero Enrineering Laboratory had been offered to
Mr. Cranley as a temporary expedient.
Mr. Mayne agreed, from a superficial examination, that it would be
feasible to divide Room 14 of the present buildinp to provirle a Lecture Theatre
at one end) and a Dr'1.wing Office cum ClAssroom at the other. The Meeting agreed
that this matter should now be finalised by arranging a meeting between the
Principals of the Colleges of TechnolofY and the Chief Executive Officer.
Electrical Machines Laboratory - Room 17
Mr, Trundle joined the Meetine ~t this point. Mr. de LacV stated that
any eqUipment belonging to the College could be brought in nd out of this
laboratory via the 7' 4" wide corridor and the double 5' - 5'811 wide doore.
Howev~r, it W'1.S conceivable that in the future it mifht be desirable to
admit much lar€-,er equipment for Test on beh~lf of outside bodies. After a
long discussion on the best W1'1V of providing such facilities, it was agreed
that access to the laboratory for very l~rfe equipment should be arranfed
from the road on the South by means of an externrtl lortdinf bay with sliding
folding windows in the south w:ill of the laboratory.
Principal
19th December, 1960
CITY OF DUBLIN VOCA.TIONAL EDUCATION COr"lMITTEE
COLLEGE OF TECHIDLDGY
KEVIN SI'REEr, DUBLIN
COLLEGE ADVISORY COMMITTEE FUR NEW BUIWING
Minutes of the 36th Meeting held at
11.00 a.m.· on Monday, 19th December, 1960
Present:- Mr.·R.· Mayne (Hooper and Mayne, Architects)
Mr.· J. C. Kinney (VFtrming ani Mulcahy,
Consulting Engineers)
Mr. M. J. Cranley (Principal)
Mr.· H.· de Lacy (Assistant Principal)
Mr. J .. M.· Forde (Honorary Secretary)
The Meeting dealt with the notes and queries made at the 29th Meetinp
when the 'Ureliminary Report of the Consulting Engineers was considered.
3.1.- 7. "half the norffiA.llevel".· It was left to Mr., Kinnev. to decide
what fraction of the norm:tl lighting would be most suit'3.ble.
3 .. 1.10.. Mr. Kinney said that it had been agreed between the Chief
Executive Officer and the Consultants that duplicFtte lighting should not
be provided. Mr.- de Lacy stressed that Tungsten lightinr in the Electroni~j
Laboratories would be required ab initio.- It was proposed that half no!'mal
lighting should be provided with tungsten,. and that only sufficient fluores-
cent lighting should be add ed to bring the mixed lighting up to 10C1% norrnc.::l.
This solution would provide sufficient interference free lighting for exper".-
ments and would co st less than the solution to which the Chief Executive
Officer had Ftlteady agreed. The College Advisory Committee to check if ot~ur
laboratories should be equipped in this way • ..r
3.. loll Typing error. Agreed that the additional lighting is essential
3.2.. 3 .. 1 .. ) Referred to College Advisory Committee. vi
3. 2. 4. 1 .. )
3. 2. 5. 4. It was stressed that a Battery (with Rectifier for charging)
was necessary for the Electronics Laboratories, but that D.C. from a Recti f~.er
would be satisfactory in rrost other laborFttories. The College Advisory
Committee to supply list of (i) Laboratories which should be connected to tre
Battery, (ii) LFtboratories where D.C. from a rectifier woul1 be satisfactory.
The College f.dvisory Conmittee to consider the matter 0 f Rerrote Control ~:)r ¥"
the Battery.
3· 2. 6." )
3· 2. 7./ )
3. 2. 8. I '/ )
3· 2. 8. 3. )
3· 2. 9. 3/ )
3· 2.10. )
3· 2.11. 1.
3. 2.12. 3•./ )
3. 2.13. Iv' )
3. 2.15·.
3· 2.16.•
Referred to College Advisory Committee
Typing Error
Referred to College Advisory Committee
P!lragraph title, read "Inter ference Suppre sion"
Agreed this Meeting should be convened.
3. 3. 1. 1. It WA.S reported thqt the Chief Executive Officer ~ ,v::-.J.e
limit of 50 to the number of extensions. It WA.S proposed that an 80
extension exchange should be provided but thFtt it should be fitted out for
only 50 extensions initially •
lover
2The list of extensions is included in the Minutes of the 18th Meeting
of the Coll<;go .'.d7i S0 :::y Cor.u:ri.t tee.
3. 3. L 3~
3. 4. 4, 1.
3. 6. 3.
3. 7. 1,
3. 7. 4~
3.. 8. 1.
3·12. 1·
3.13. 6.
3·14. 1
t
J
F~vv Coin Box Telephones - agreed.
E:.~..j.., :~ics - Ma.in Batter,V
RQdio Officer Batteries for Marine Radio Equipment
5.71·1.11 portable batteries supplied by the College.
.'<...'J,..:i t,lat two v0rtic-"l.1 masts on the roof would accomnodate[,11 -"l.cri3.1s.
M'illT IN J. CRMJLEY
Principal
20th Dece.,btc .. 1960.
- --'-- ,-' '-
•CITY OF DUBLIN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION COMMITTE.E
COLLEGE OF TECHIDLOGY!
KEVIN STREET', DUBLIN
COLLEGE ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR NIDtl BUILD Ir-J3
Minutes of 37th Meeting
A series of Meetings, mainly concerned with Items deferred for considera-
tion, (see Documents.C.A.C. F.3, C.A.C. F.4 and C.A.C. F.5, dated 15/~60,
14/3/f:JJ and 31/5/60) were held on Thursday, 5th January, .1961, Wednesday,
11th January 1961, Thursday, 12th JanuarYi 1961 ~nd Monday 16th January,1961.
Messrs. Cranley and de Lacy were present at each of these meetings.
Mr. Forde was present at all except the last.
Mr. Mayne was present at part of the first Meeting.
·These four meetings are for record purpo ses being treated as one.
To ensure completeness each Deferred Item is listed in these Minutes even
though a decision on a particular item may have been reached at an earlier meeting
and recorded in the minutes of that meeting.
·1. High Tension Laboratory Room JIb .18 (1).
Delete since it occurs again as Deferred Item N3. 75 •
.2. Closed circuit T.V. or wiring for it (2).
Delete since it occurs again as Deferred Item Nb. 76.
3. Connection of T.V. Service Room with Lecture Theatre Block (4).
Decided at 28th Meeting •
.4. Screened AUdio-frequency link from Room 41 to Lecture Theatre block (5}.
Decided at 28th Meeting.
5. Telephone switchboard and operator (3).
Delete as it has been inclu:ied in Deferred Item. f'b. 107.
6. Employment of storekeepers (5).
Delete since it occurs again as Deferred Item. lb. 17
7.. Revised layout of office accommodation of First Floor (1) and (3).
Delete since it occurs again as Deferred Item. No. 86.
8. Provision of Office for Chaplains (1)
Location decided at 28th Meeting. Mr. Mayne asked for details in
letter 18/1/1961.
9. Siting 0 f Mathematics Laboratory (1) .•
Location decided at 15th Meeting. Mr. Forde asked for draft. layout
in letter 18/1/1961.
10. Siting of central battery charging room switch-room and battery.
The switch-room and battery-room are now located in the basement
of the lecture theatre block.
The question of providing a central battery charging room for
portable batteries throughout the building was discussed. It was
decided that such a room would not be required, but that battery-
charging requirements would be met as follows:-
4th Floor:- Batteries from all laboratories on this floor to be
charged in Room JIb. 46.
Third Floor t Second Floor and First Floor: - Batteries from all
laborator~es on these floors to be charged in Physics Department
on 1st Floor, say in Room 61, where battery-charging facilities
will have to be provided.
Ground Floor:- All batteries on this floor to be charged in Room
No. 20 where battery charging facilities will have to be provided.
:Ut E.Sm. Transformer site.(6)
Mr. Mayne asked for present situation in letter 18/1/1961.
12. Services in Lecture Theatre, Preparation Rooms and classrooms with demonstra-
tion benches. (2)
A questionnaire on this topic was sent to members of teaching staff.
Mr. Forde to ensure that all replies are to hand and to bring to
early meeting of Committee. /ove~
--------
13. Re-arrangement of roomSj office space. (1).
Delete as it has been included in Deferred Item Nb. 80
14. Small room in basement for permanent tradesmen.
Decided at 32nd Meeting.
15. Teachers' storage space. (3)
Referred to Mr. Cranley.
16. Cloakroom accommodation for evening students (4).
A long discussion took place at this meeting with Mr. Mayne on this
topic. It was agreed that storage of coats should be eliminated
from all teaching units, that lockers should be provided for all
whole-time students (including sandwich students). The roost serious
part of the problem woulrj be provision for part-time day release
students and especially, evening students. The suggestion that
coat-chains be used was thought to be a good one. Referred to
Mr. Cranley.
17. Employment of storekeepers. (5).
Referred to Mr. Cra~ey
18. Radio Isotope Work.
Referred to Mr. Cranley.
19. Forced extract ventilation in Room No. 5 (5)
Decided that this would not be required.
20. One or two sinks in forging and welding bays? (5)
It was decided that two sinks be provided.
21. Type of control panel for Rooms 14 and 15 am the question of fixing it
in the Preparation Room am the provision of a lead to the Machines Laboratory.
(5) •Delete since it occurs again in Deferred Item Nb. 93.
22. Need for Mobile Lifts, etc. (6).
At present it does not seem as if there would be a real need for
these. If they are needed, they should be dealt with un:l.er "Equipment".
An adequate supply of trolleys will be required throughout the
Buildings.
23. Ventilation fan in Room No. 46. (4)
Dealt with in Consulting Engineers' Preliminary Report - Mechanical
Services, Paragraph 2~7.3.
24. Services to Room No. 32 - Junior Electronics and Junior Radio Service
Workshops. (4)
Room No. 32 is the Junior Radio Service Workshop only (since separate
provision has now been made for Junior Electronics in Room 44).
Mr. Hodgens asked for draft layout in letter 18/1/1961.
25. Ventilation and dust from plastics in Room Nb. 4 (7).
Decided that this would not be a serious problem am therefore that
no action need be taken,
26. Details re Screening of rocms. (4)
It is understood that thi- information has been given to Mr. Kinney.
Mr. Kinney asked to confirm this in letter to him dated 18/1/1961.
27. Consideration of Rooms 23; 23A and 24 with Instrument Repair Mechanic (7).
Decided at llth Meeting.
28. Diagram of battery supply from Room 46 to Room 41 for Mr. Kinney (4).
Remarks as for 26 above.
29. Aerial Layout (4).
Delete as it occurs again under Deferred Item No. 64.
;0. Schematic wiring diagram for all rooms in Radio Department for Mr. Kinney (4).
Remarks as for 26 above.
31· Location of sockets in Room Nb - 5 (5)
Remarks as for 26 above.
32· Revised layout plan of Mechanical 1.~!orkshops. (5)
Mr. Mayne has been asked for draft layout in letter l8/J/1961.
33. Details of Test Board in Room No. II (6)
Decided at 21st Meeting-
34. Revised layout plan of Room No. 7. (7)
Mr. Trurrlle asked for this draft layout in letter 18/1/1961.
lover
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35. Provision of Kosangas in Room No. 10 (7).
Mr. Trundle asked for information on this in letter 18/1/1961.
37.
41.
44.
42.
36.
38.
39.
40.
43.
45.
Detalls re fixed machine s in Room No. 10 (7.) •
Remarks as for No. 35.
.. .
Information on H.F. heating equipment for plastics (7).
Decided 'that this equipment would .not be require?
Special requirements re voltage regulA.tion in Labora1Dr;iesand Workshops (6).•
Dealt with at 29th Meeting.
Completion of form, particularly with reference to all rooms dealt with
by the C.A.C.
Mr. ,Forde to check that all these forms have been returned am
brought to the attention of the College Advisory Committee:
Sources of Ice. (8).
Decided at 23rd Meeting.
Siting of fume cupboards in Room No. 68. (8).
Mr. Mayne asked to supply draft layout in letter 18/1/1961-
The number of gas taps on the central benches in Room 68 too great in
relation to the number of pillars (supporting the re-agent Shelf)~ Would
4-way gas taps be better? (8)
This item to be included in Deferred Item No. 101.
D.C. supply and other special Electrical Services to Room Nb~ 74 (8)
Delete as it occurs again in Deferred Item No. 102~
Is D.C. 110 V. supply required in Room No. 77? (8)
,Delete as it occurs again in Deferred Item No~ 103
Details of type of Compressor in Room 79 (8)
Delete as it occurs ag~in in Deferred Item No. 104.
A.6. Source of oxygen in Room 79 (8)
Decided 23rd Meeting.
47. Electrical Services for Room No. 79 (8)
1
Decided 23rd Meeting
48. Dangers in storing Ether and other highly infiammable materials. (9)
Decided 23rd Meeting.
49. Full information re-1uired about Filter Pumps (is 10 lbs/ in2 on Chemistry
floor sufficient?)
Decided 23rd Meeting. Noted in Consulting Engineers! Preliminary
Report.
50. Information required regarding Electric Stills (for distilled water) (8)
51. Information required regarding Electric Ovens (a)
52. Check loading of Drying Ovens in Room No. 72. (8)
Mr. Broderick asked to supply this information re 50,51,52 in
letter 18/1/1961.
53. Consider with Mr. Nolan and Dr. Scaife: gas, wat.er, waste and electrical
s&rvices to a pedestal in Roo~ Nb. 62 •. (9)
: . ,... .--
, Since the teaching stA.ff have failed to reach agreement this item
is ref~rred to Messrs. Cranley and de Lacy.
\
54. Hydraulics tanli for Room 16. (11)
Mr. Cronin asked for information in letter 18/1/1961.
55. Specification, for Co-axial Cables for Mr. Kinney (2)
56. Check (Room 35) total number of incoming co-axial and other cables
from other ~boratories. (12)
It is believed that this information has been supplied to
Mr. Kinney who has been asked to confirm this in a letter dated
18/1/1.961.
57. Consider with Dr. Scaife what additional Electrical Services are
required in Room No. 60 (9).
, Decided at 23rdMeeting, but see Deferred Item Nb. 105.
'/over
,.
58. Draft layout of Room 61 (9).
71.
6}.
72.
70.
67.
68:.
69.
Delete as it occurs again as Deferred Item No. 106.
59. Mains voltage or low voltage lamps for Microscopes (10)
Decided at 23rd Meeting_
6O~ Tiled walls in Photographic Dark Room - Room 66 (14).
Decided at 23rd Meeting.
61~ Draft layout of Room 8OA- Chemistry Prep. Room - (9)
62. Draft layout of Rooms 84 (Bacteriology suite), 82 and 83 (10)
In letter dated 18/1/1961, Mr. Mayne asked to supply
draft layouts [61 and 62J
Method of fusing low voltage circuits (9)
In letter dated 18/1/1961, Mr. Kinney asked to supply this
information for all rooms using low voltage.
Aerial diagram (12,4)
Details of Co-axial and Twin Screened leads (Rooms 36 and 38) (12)
In letter dated 18/1/1961, Mr. O'Connor asked to supply this
information [64 and 65J
Refrigerator in Rooms 81 and 8lA (10)
Miss Doherty asked for this information in letter dated 18/1/6l.-
Use of Refrigerator for cooling lenses mounted with pitch. (13)
Use of Portable and semi-Portable Vacuum Units"
Information regarding step-down transformer and rheostat units for
4-6-A volts supply, for Mr. Kinney (13)
Mr:. Culliton asked for this information (67,68 and 69)
in letter dated 18/1/1961.
Is an Earthing Line required? (9)
Referred to ~t 29th Meeting.
Radio Interference from fluorescent lighting (12)
Decided at 36th Meeting
Metering of gas or electrical supplies to particular laboratories or
special equipment (14)
Referred to Mr. Cranley.
No Item exists urrler this number.
75.
76.
77·.
78.
79-.
80.
Intercommunication between laboratories (e:.g. 17A and 17) to be considered
with Intercomm. Systems for the College. (11).
Delete as it has been included as part of Deferred Item N::>·.107
High-Tension.Laboratory.
See Meetings No. 1 A.nd 15. Referred to Mr. Cranley
Closed Circuit Television (15) am Closed Circuit T:. V. outlet on balcony
of Assembly Hall (17 and 2)
Referred to Mr. Cranley,
Communication, etc. (15)
Delete as has been included in new Deferred Item 1\0.• 107
Leasing of Assembly Hall for outside functions (17).
Referred to Mr. Cranley
Classrooms (15)
Mr. Mayne asked to supply draft layouts in letter dated 18/1/61-
Siting of Offices, Stores or re-siting same (15)
Discussed at meetings, No.l, NO.15, No.18 and N::>.32. The present
provision for staff offices appears just sufficient for existing
graded (administrative) teaching staff and also for such additional
staff as might reasonably be expected to be appointed within, say,
five years of the completion of the new Building. It seems, however,
,desirable that Higher Technological Teaching Staff should have some
limited office accommodation even if 'two or i'lhree of them were to ··share
a small office. Decided that this matter should be rliscussed with
Mr. Mayne. / over
81. Preparation of Draft 0uestionnaire on Fittings, Furniture and Finishes (15)
The questionnaire on Finishes has been prepared and circulated.
Most of the forms have been returned. Mr. Forde to see that all
forms are returned and then bring them to an early meeting of--
the College Advisory Committee. Questionnaire on Fittings and
Furniture to be prepared at an early date and circulated in
February, 1961.
82. Method of storing drawing boards and charts in Room 13 (18).
Mr. Mayne asked to recommend method for this in letter 18/1/1961-
83. Automatic IISchool Bell ll (19)
Decided at this meeting that this would not be required.
e 84. location of Corridor Clocks (19).
Decided at this meeting that clocks be provided above or beside
lift doors on each floor. In the classroom wing, it would be
necessary to provide either (a) a double sided large clock sus-
pended from the ceiling in the middle of each corridor or (b)
one clock at each end of the corridor f~cing down the length
of the corridor.
The question of rooms other than teaching rooms that might
require clocks was deferred.
85. Corporation approval of Projection Box in Assembly Hall (20)
In letter 18/1/1961, Mr. Mayne was asked to inform the Committee
r~garding the present position. It was again emphasised that the
layout of the Projection Box should be such as to make it suitable
for teaching-demonstration purposes.
86. Sketch of layout of Office Suite (22)
In letter 18/1/1961, Mr. Mayne was asked to supply draft layout.
87. Design of Mechanical Method of handling chairs and desks in Assembly
Hall (17).
In letter 18/1/1961 Mr. Mayne was asked to make recommerrlation
88. Mr. Kinney to report on a Magnetic Loop Call System for 20 individuals (19)
Delete as it has been included in new Deferred Item 107.
S9. Investigation of technical difficulties of using an angle of projection
some 170 off the normal (20)
In letter 18/1/1961, Mr. Mayne was asked to report on this.
90. Mr. Kinney and Mr. Trundle to discuss details of switching system in
Rooms 14 and 15 (22) .
In letters dated 18/1/1961 to Mr. Kinney and Mr. Trundle, they
were asked to supply this information.
91. Preparation of ~uestionnaire on Equiprr~nt (15)
It was decided that this questionnaire should be circulated in
March 1961-
92. Staff Offices (18).
Delete. Already dealt with under Item 80 above.
93. Siting of Control Panel in Room 14 and 15 (21)
In letter 18/1/1961, Mr. Trundle was asked to report on this.
94. Lecture Theatr.es and Associated Preparation Rooms (15)
Questionnaires on this have been circulated to teaching staff
concerned. Mr. Forde is to ensure that all replies have been
received ,qnd to bring them to the attention of the College
Advisory Committee as soon as possible.
95. Assembly Hall (15)
Decided at 17th Meeting.
96. Two Demonstration Class Rooms on each floor (15).
Remarks dS for 94 above.
97. Expansion Laboratories (15).
Referred to Mr. Cranley
lover
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98. Mr. O'Connor to prepare sketch layout (in duplicate) of Room 44 _
Junior Electronics (22).
Mr. O'Connor asked to supply this draft layout in letter
18/1/1961-
99. Soldering facilities in Room 44?
Refer to Mr. O'Connor.
100 Number of circuits required to distribute L. V. in Rooms 14 ani 15.
Mr. Trundle asked to deal with this in letter 18/1/61.
101. Central Trough in laboratory benches to be considered under
"Furniture, Fittings and Finishes".
Note include here also Deferred Item No. 42 (8). To be
considered under Fittings and Furniture.
102. Details re number of D.C. outlets and their location in Room 74 (23)
Item 43 (8)
103. Details re number of D.C. outleGs and their location in Room 77 (23)
Item 44 (8)
104. Details of type and capcity of compressor (23) Item 45 (8).
Mr. Broderick asked to report on these matters (102, 103, 104)
in letter 18/1/1961.
105. Why 13 D.C. outlets in Room 6O? (23) Item 57.
106. Layout sketch of Room 61 required. (23) Item 58.
Mr. Nolan asked to report on 105, 106 in letter 18/1/1961-
It wad decided as recorded above that a new deferred item should
be formed to deal with Internal Communications in the Building viz.
107. (a) Telephone switch-board ani operator (3).
(b) Intercommunication between laboratories (e.g. 17A ani 17) (3)
(c) Magnetic Loop Call System. (19).
MARTIN J. CRANLEY
Principal
18th January, 1961.
Ref. No.
26
28
30
31
55
56
Items
90, 93,100
CITY OF 'JUBLIN VOC'l.TION".L EDUGATION COMMITTEE
COLLEGE OF TECHNOIffiY
I
IGVIN STREEI', DUBLIN .
COLLEGE liDVISORt COMMIT1'1E FOR NEltJ BUILDING
Minutes of 38th Meeting
Meetings held on :-
Werlnesd~y, 25th Januar~, 1961 Rt 4 p.m.
Monday, 30th January, 1961 .q,t 3.30 p.m.
Jednesday, 8th Februar~, 1961 .q,t 3.30 p.m.
Present:-
M. J. Cranley,. College "f TechnolofY, Kevin street.
H. de Lacy 11 11 11
J. M. Foroe (Honorar~ Secretary)
Our letter to Mr. Kinney ann his reply daten 25.1.1961 were considered:-
Mesh size for screening: Dr. Scaife ann Mr. 0e Lacy to sUpply this
information.
Noted, Mr. Kinney has this information
Room 32 not yet completed
Mr. Trun le (letter on tape 27.1.61) asked to supply layout and
services of Electrical Installation Workshops.
Mr. de Lacy to give specification for co-axial anc1 turn screened cables.
(a) Mr. Mayne will supplJ
(b) Referred to Mr. O'Connor and Mr. de Lacy
(c) Referred to Mr. Hodgens
63 NOted. No objections to Mr. Kinneyls recommendations
90 Letter to Mr. Trundle on tape asking him to supply bench layout.
Replies from Messrs. Trundle, Nolan, Hodfens and Culliton were received
in connection with certain Deferred Items.
Mr. ~rundle submitted drawings which were referred to Mr. de Lacy
for checking with Mr. Trundle.
Mr. Tr~dle reminded the Committee that Variacs shoulrl replace Trans-
formers or the Test Board in Room 7 and that a double pole change over
switch should be included. (see 7th and 21st Minutes).
34 Battery charginr to be eione in Room 20 !'nd in no other room on thi~ fl or.
127 Mr. Hodgens replied shat 36V is not required. 0-6-12 volts by 3-wire
system giving 12V between outers and 6V between centre anti either outer
suggested.
67 Mr. Cullitonls request for a very small refrigerator approved.
68 NOted.
69 Clinical Transformers
105 Mr. Nolan state s that 3 D. C. outlet s are requirerl in Room 60 and not 13.
The completed Questionnaires (C.\.C. S.2) re "Fittings" in respect of
the follOWing rooms were considered:-
Rooms 1, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 14, 15, 20, 29~, 32,
33, 34, 35, 36, 38, 39, 41, 42, 43, 44 46,
56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 65, 6688A.
15th February, 1961
MART IN J. CRANLEY
Principal
CITY OF DUBLIN VOCf\.TIONAL EDUCATION COMMITTEE
COLLEGE OF TECHNJLCGY
KEVIN STREEI', DUBLIN
COLLEGE ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR NEJrl BUILDING
Minutes of 39th Meeting
A series of four meetings were held in the College on
the 6th, 8th and 9th March 1961 at 3.30 p.m. ~nd on
Saturday, 11th March at 11 a~m,
Present: -
IVJr • R.
Mr~ Mr
Mr. :-1 .
Mr. J.
Mayne CHooper and Ma,yne, Architects)
J. Cr~nley (Principal)
de Lacy (Assistant Principal)
M. FOlde (Honorary secretary)
For convenience trese four meetings are treated as one. The meetings
considered the Development Sheets prepared by the Architects and were largely
concerned with the positioning of Ducts. Minor modifications were agreed to
in order to accommodate these ducts.
Room No!
35
38
36
46
40
45
41
Best position for duets in centre bay corridor well. Move
centre bench towards window wall by 1 foot.
Extend storace cupbaord for 2 corridor bays and mount blackboard
on cupboard.
Best position for duct on corridor wall corner adjourning Room 54.
Second duct is required at opposite end corrirlor wall.
Duct in either bay corrirlor wall.
Re-space tables with, say, four 5' x 2'6" tables.
Best duct position end corridor bay adjoining staircase.
Enlarge space around counter and reduce wall storage fittings to
1$" deep low-level and 12" deep high level (max.ht. 7')~ Reduce
island storage fitting to 3' deep low level to 1211 deep high level.
Possible duct position in either corridor bay.
These rooms can be re-arranged with elimination of small front
5' x lit benches. Both rooms can have left-hand lighting for
student s. Reduce 7' x 4' bench to 7 I X 3' 3".
Intercomm. door o.k.
Duct s in Bays 1 an? 5,
Suggest six 5' tables instead of two 15' tables. The 10' x 5' space
for lifeboa.t set not critical. Note some space required arounci auto
alarms. Both on R.H.S. of Marconi sets.
34 Bay 18 cancelled for door positions.
Best door position end bay adjoining stairs. Omit Hand C sink.
33 Frcm working place 5 beside working place 4 mnit sink
Duct in Bay 1 ?
74 Bay 6. Corridor for riuct and/or Bay 1
Deionizer close to H. and C. sink
72 Bay 6. or if duct in corner ) 6'x 4'BlackboardsBay 1. move sink to wall ) for Labs"bench in bay 1 near oor.
de-ionizer a10ng~iJe sink
7' Fume cupboard Bay 6.•
Room No.
73
143
75
77
79
142
68
69
70
80
80a
81
8lA
85
2
H. and C. sink and de-ionizer beside corridor with Duct in p.qy 1
7' Fume cupboard in Bay 6.
5" re-agent shelves in Bay 3 and 5.
Ducts. Bay 1 and Bay 6.
No ducts
Cubicle Bay 2. corner.
More adjacent door. Opens one way only.
Possibly no duct
Fume cupboard Bay 3. 12' x 51
One island bench 12 I x 5' in~teBd o.:r two, but cont inue wall bench 2 I 611 along
dividing wall to Room 74.
Sink Hand C. ,de-ionizer in Bay L
Duct in B,W 3
One central 5' x 12' bench with dividing a!'lbe'stos wall
3 wall benches 2 16".
H. and C. sink Bay 1.
Dlict s '. Bay 1 and Bay 6•.
Fume Cupboard at each end Bay 1 and 6 corridor -
Duct in Bay 1 and Bay 6
Door to Balance Room moved further away from corridor
Wall bench runs from this door around to other fume cupboard
Similar to 68
Door positions changed (see 68). Balance shelf around on
4 walls.
Radiators undern eath.
Duct in Bay 1 or 2, if required
Change door to Bay 2.
Duct in Bay 1.
Ducts in bays 1 and 6.
H. and C. sink as sketch plans
sl3.me as 81
Alternate duct position to 81 and 8lA - in either bay of th is
preparat ion rL om •
Make door to cC'rridor in Bays 1 or 2.
Interchange Roon 86 and 112.
86 Duct s Bay 1 and/ or 6 (Exp •. Lab)
112 Layout as typical Biology Laboratory
4 Island and 2 Wall Benches
Special equipment on one end wall
Demonstration Bench not required
Provision for 7 1 fume cupboard 6'x 41Blackboard on corridor wall.
Try to arrange rluct in Confectionery DecorAtion - 111 - if not
Duct Bay 2 with cl.~ckbop.rd on fl'l.ce or similarly in BI'l.Y 5. .void Bqy 6
107
117
87
Duct in Bay ~
Or.1it dosk
Du,- ... in Bay I·
Surfacing Tool Rl3.ek in front .of Duct
Door in Bay 2.
•3 -
Room No.
56 4 island benches as sketch plan
Duct s Bay 1 and 6
Shallow presses Bay 2 and 4
Blackboard Bay 3.
57
61
60
e .141
63
64
62
58
59
109
110
ill
17a
17c
24
16
14
15
4
29a
10
6
11
32
Layout as in Room 56
Duct s 1 Md 3 if essential
Layout as Room 56
Ducts Bays 2 and 6.
Duct in Bay 4.
Duct Bay I and Bay 6 (cubicle) any other rlucts allowable in Bays 3,
4 or 5.
Ducts Bays 1 and 6.
Duct s Bay s 1 and 6 pre ferred
Duct in Bay 6 and if necessary then "lIs.. Bay 1.
Ducts in Bays 2 ann 6
Duct in Bay 1
Duct in Bay 2
change door to Bay 5., Duct Bay I
Duct in BftY 2
Duct in Bay 2
Duct in BA.y 2
Duct in Bay 4
Ducts in BRys 1 and 6
Duct in Bay 4
Duct in Bay 3, move door to BAY 2
Duct in Bayl. Door to BA.y 2.
Duct in Bay 3. (D')or i9 in BAY 1)
Ducts :"n Bays 1 and?
Duct in Bay 1, Door in. BA.y 2.
Mi\RT Il'f J. CR/..NLEY
?rincipA.l
Date:- 18th March, 19f1
CITY OF DUB LIN VOC \T ION'l.L EDUCr,T ION COMMITTEE
COLLEGE OF' TECHNOLOGY
~VIN STREET,DUBLIN
COLLEGE ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR NEW BUIIDIMJ
Minutes of 40th Meeting
Held ~t 4 p. m. on 1st May, 1961
in Principal's Office, Kevin street
Present:- Mr. R. Mayne (Hooper and Mayne, ~rchitects)
Mr. M. J. Cranley (Pr'incipal)
l1r. H. de Lacy (~ssistant Principal)
Mr. J. M. Forde (Honorary secretary)
Floor Finishes was the subject for discussion at this meeting.
It was agreed that suites of adjoining rooms should, where possible,
have floors covered in the same material. The other decisions are
summarised hereunder.
th Floor Laboratory Block. P.V.C. except for Battery Charging and Generator
Room Which will be ~cid Resisting Tile.
3rd Floor Wood Block throughout.
2nd Floor West side. Wood Block
East Side. P.V.C.
Bacteriology: P.V.C.
1st Floor P.V.C. throughout
Ground Floor Mechanical Workshop:
Forging and Welding :
Cable Jointing:
Electrical Equipment:
~rmature Winding:
Motor Fitting
Stores
'Whole 0 f We st Side:
Chemical Process
P.V.C. on concrete
Steelcrete
Steelcrete
Wood Block
Wood Block
Wood Block
Concrete
P.V.C.
Wood Block
~ll staff offices and classrooms Lino (or P,V.C.
~ll corridcrs, landings and stairs - Rubber.
ministrative Block
Low level fittings on three walls
Desk and Table match in size to make a large table
Ca,rpet
"
Vice Principal Low level fittings on three walls
Carpet
Conference Low Level fitting on one wall
Carpet
Small Toilet For use of Principal, Vic~ Principal and Conference onLY~
Hall, Public Lobbl, General Office, Chief Clerk, Secretary - Rubber
Duplicating Counter of General Office to run all way rlown to main wall at Gallery
with Hatch at Duplicating and no door.
Mt.RT IN J. CRANLEY
, Principal
8th May, 1961
~JTY OF ~UBLIN VOC~ION!~.k EDUCf.TIOLC01'-1MTIJEE
COLLEGE O~ TECHNOLOGY
KEVIN STREET ,DUBLIN
COLLEGE f.DVISORY COMMITTEE FOR NEW BUILDING
Minutes of 41st Meeting
Held on 3rd November 1961 in
Principal's Office, Kevin Street
Present:- Mr. R. Mayne (Hooper ~nd Mayne, ~rchitects)
r1r. H. de V'Icy (Assistant Principal)
Mr. J. M. Forde (Honorary Secretary)
It had been decided that a third Junior Magnetism and Electricity
Laboratory and one Intermediate Electrical Laboratory would be necessary.
The meeting decided that these two laboratories could be provided in the
following manner.
(1) Change G.R.12, G.R.13, G.R.14, (grid lines 8 - 14) into a third
Junior Magnetism and Electricity Laboratory fitted as G.R.16 and
G.R. 1$.
(2) Utilize Expansion Laboratory G.R.6 as the Intermediate Electrical
Laboratory provided with one island bench 101 x 51 and a continuous wall
bench 2' 611 deep along four walls.
(3) Change Store B.R.4 into Instrument Repair Department as G.R.12, G.R.13
and G.R.14 but make the Workshop one bay less.
As a result of these changes the following Room changes occur:-
Room Description Old No. New No.
Instrument Repair Workshop G.R. 14 B.R. 4
Instrument Calibration G.R. 13 B.R. 4b
InstrQme~~ Be~~ir Store G.R. 12 B.R. 4a
Junior Magnetism and Electricity (New) G.R. 12
Advanced Mechanics G.R. 15 G.R. 13
Junior Ma~~etism and Electricity G.R. 16 G.R. 14
Preparation Room G.R. 17 G.R. 15
~unior Magnetism and _llectricit~r G.R. 18 G.R. 16
Main Entrance Hall ---- G.R. 17
Porters' Office G.R. 19 G.R. 18
Lobby G.R. 20 G.R. 19
Foyer to .\ssemblY Ha._l G.R. 21 G.R • 20
Store G.R. 22 G.R. 21
Store G.R. 23 G.R. 22
Assembly Hall . G.R. 24 G.R. 23
stage G.R. 24a G.R. 24
~
Room 2.R. 30 to be increased by one bay (6 I 811 ) and Room 2.R. 29 to
be dec~e~sed by the same amount. A bench to be provided on window wall in
the Cflemical Process Laboratory with q double door to the corridor.
Date: lOth Noverrber, 1961
MI\RT IN J. CRl...NLEY
Principal
CITY OF DUBLIN VOCA.TIONA.L EDUCATION COMMITTEE
COLLEGE OF, TECHNOl.(X}Y
KEVIN STREET, DUBLIN
COLLEGE ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR, NEW BUIIDIID
Minutes of 42nd Meeting
c
A series of ten meetings was held at Upper Merrion Street, the Offices
of Messrs. Hooper and Mayne" Architects, 'on the following de:ttes;-
1 Monday, 6th November 1961 at 10.30 a.m.
2 Monday, 6th November 1961 at 2.30 p.m.
3 Thursday, 9th November 1961 at 10.30 a.m.
4 Thursday, 9th November 1961 at 2.39 p.m.
5 Tuesday, 14th November 1961 at 10.30 a.m.
6 Tuesday, 14th November 1961 at 2.30 p.m,'
7 Friday, 17th November 1961 at 10" 30 a.m,'
8 Friday, 17th November 1961 at 2.30 p"m.
9 Wednesday, 22nd November 1961 at 10.30 a.• m.
10 Wednesday, 22nd November 1961 at 2.'30 p.m'
The meetings were attended by:'-
. .
Messrs. R.Mayne and'P.Healy (Messrs. Hooper and Mayne, Architects)
n B~ Reilly, J •Kinney ,) V' d Mul h C ult· En'
O Gill' i d P' Ka h) armmg an ca y, ons l1lg gllleers.• gan an • vanag
Mr. H. de Lacy ) College of Technology, Kevin Street
Mr. J. M. Forde )
(Honorary Secretary~ )
For the convenience of the records all these meetings are treated as one.
The Mechanical and Electrical Services to all Laboratories, Workshops and
Preparation ~ooms were considered in relation to the layout of Furnitu~e and
Fittings as shown on one-eighth scale draWings prepared by the Architects.
In most cases only minor modifications in the Service's were necessary 0 In a
few instances the original Minutes were set aside and the Services were re-
stated,pnd in other cases the Services had not been considered previously.
;rn what follows the ALTERATIONS ONLY are shown and it is understood that all
other decisions recorded in the original Minutes hold good. Many of the
Deferred Items were disposed of in the course of these meetings.
B~R.4
(
Room 23. Instrument Repair Workshop. 11th Minutes
This room 1 bay less and in basement.
5 double gas outlets (for 8 singles)
6 13A 3 pin Sockets (for 8)
2 30A 1l0V D.C. Outlets (for 4)' .
2 outlets from 1 Variac 0 - 250 V A.C~ on control panel near door
1 4 wire connection from this panel to Machines Laboratory
4 extra outlets for angle poise lamps, ~
B~R.4a
B.R.4b
Room 24. Instrument Repair Stores
3 13A 3 pin sockets (for 2)
Duct and Extract fan through B.R~4b to outside~
Room 23A. Instrument Calibration Room
Natural Ventilatio.n.1 1.10 fan to outside',Venetlan 1::l1111ds la!' l::l1.aCKout.
1 double gas outlet on bench (for 1 single)~
11th Minutes
11th Minute s
B.R. 7
- 2 -
Maintenance Electrician Workshop
1 gas outlet
2 13A 3 pin Socket s
1 3 phase outlet
1 Test panel, to be designed by Mr. Kinney!
No Minutes
G.R.l Room 76A. Store
G.R.2
G.R.3
1 Single gas outlet
1 laboratory sink
1 2-gang 1% 3 pin 00 cket •
Room 76 Chemical Process Laboratory
Wall tiled to 4 ft.
P.V.C. Floor. Floor channel along one wall.
Mecnanical Services
6 Single gas outlets along channel
6 double gas outlets around wall bench.
3 single gas outlets on column
6 water outlets (large bore) along channel
3 water outlet s on column
5 laboratory sinks on wall bench.
1 H. and C sink.
Electrical Services
6 2-gan.g13A 3 pin socket s along channel
6 2-gang 13.\ 3 pin socket s on wall bench
3 2 gang 13A 3 pin socket s on column
6 3 phase 15A outlets on channel
3 3 phase 15A outlet s on column
Auto fire alarm
Clock
Room 19 Servomechanism Laboratory
No Minutes
11th Minute s
No g~s
1 laboratory sink (for H. and C Sink) No air?
Room now has 17 working piaces (for 13) each with:-
1 4 gang 13A 3 pin socket, 1 15A 3 phase outlet.
17 sets of specialservices(a) (d) looped in pairs with 9 sets of
wires going back.
G.R.4
G.R.5
Room 17 Electrical Machines Laboratory
Room 17 Control Room
35th Minute s
35th Minutes
No gas
2 H. and C. sinks on wall bench
4 waste+water outlets to 4 machines.
7 131\. sockets on wall bench
1 1% socket at each machine position (total 16 to 18)
G.R.6 Room 18. Intermediate Electrical Laboratory No Minutes
1 single gas outlet
1 Laboratory sink
12 working positions each with:-
4 13A. 3 pin so cket s
1 3phase and N (lOA per phase) (terminals)
4 wires back to distribution board
3 groups of 4 wires from n.B. to D.E. in Machines Laboratory
Radi.qtors under bcnc~s but no grille .
24 stools
Clock.
G.R.10
3 -
Room 17 c (37) Illumination Laboratory
No vibration-free slab
1 l3A 3 pin socket at end of T-bench (additional)
11th Minutes
11th Minutes
11th Minute s
G.R.ll
(}.t{. 9
G.R.12
Room l7b (37) Electrical Standards Laboratory
Room l7a (37) ElectricRl Meapurements Laboratory
1 vibration-free slab (for 4)
No gas outlet (for 1)
18 student positions ~ach to have:-
1 4 gang l3A 3 pin socket
1 3 phase and neutral (6 KW) outlet (terminals)
8 lead connections (wired in pairs) to Distribution Board
in standards Laboratory (32 wires go back)
1 co-axial outlet
1 special earth.
No D.C. (for 2)
Partition Wall, NOT glazed.
(New) Junior Magnetism and Electricity Laboratory
Services as for G.R.16.
G.R.13 Room 16. Advanced Mechanics 11th Minutes
G.R.14
G~R.15
G.R.16
4 single gas outlets on face each bench. Total 8 (for 6)
1 double gas outlet on wall bench (for one on D.B.)
2 l3A 3 pin sockets at ends each island bench - total 4
1 13A 3 pin socket at tank 1 131\ 3 pin socket at wall bench.
2 15A 3 phase outlets (for 1)
Room 14. Junior Magnetism and Electricity Laboratory
Services as for G.R.16
Room 20. Preparation Room 5th Minute s
1 Compressed Air - out
3 special outlets (as minutes) from Junior Magnetism and Electricity
Laboratory
Thermo heating cabinet ~.
Room 15. Junior Magnetism and Electricity Laboratory
5th and 21st Minutes.
No demonstration bench
2 double gas outlets on central benches (for 2 singles)
8 single gas outlets around wall (for 10)
8 outlets for special Elec. Services (a), (b), (c) on wall benches
4 outlets for special Elec. Services (a), (b), (c) on each island
bench.
3 l3A. 3 pin sockets a.round wall benches
1 l3A 3 pin sockets on each island bench - total 3
Test Panel 2' x Ji I X 9" in Laboratory (Item 93 in 37th Minutes)
Control Panel on duct.
G.R.26 Room 11 Electrical Equipment Workshop 6th and 21st Minutes.
6 double gas outlets around wall bench (for 10 singles)
4 compressed air outlets
7 2 gang 13~ 3 pin sockets on window wall
3 single 13A 3 pin sockets on corridor wall (additional)
'G.R.27
G.R.28,
Room 6 Electrical InstallRtion Stores
fl.s Minutes
Room 5 Electrical Installation Workshop Senior
13 gas outlets on isla.nd benches
3 gas outlets on winnow wall
2 lY. 3 pin sockets on each island bench - total 26
5th Minutes
5th Minutes
lover
G.R.28
(conta. )
4
3 13A 3 pin sockets on window wall bench
1 13A 3 pin socket at each cubicle - total 8 ,
2 3 phase 15/i. outlets (for 3)
Isolator Switch
G.R.29 Room 5 Electrical Installation \t orkshop Junior 5th Minutes
3 gas outlets on window wall bench
11 gas outlets on other benches - total 14 (for 8)
2 13A 3 pin socket s on each island bench - total 22
1 13A 3 pin socket on window wall bench
2 3-phase 15/1. outlets (for 3)
1 Test Board
Isolator Switch
G.R.30 Room 8 Cable Jointing 5th and 21st Minutes
No Partitions "
Air duct and hood over centre portion of each bench (about 6')
Kosangas outlets - out
Room 9. Cable Jointing Store
No Services
Room 7. Motor Fitting 7th and 21st Minutes
As Minutes
Room 10. Armature Winding 7th Minutes
4 single gas outlet s (for 6)
4 compressed air outlets (for 6)
1 compre ssor
4 13A 3 pin sockets (for 6)
4 12V D.C. outlets (for 10)
4 250V variable D.G. outlets to control panel in G.R.33
1 3 phase 151\ outlet (for 5)
No 4-wire
No clock.
G.Rd5 Room 21. Electrical Engineering Stores No Minutes
No Services
G,R.36 Room JL Mechanical Workshop Junior 5th Minutes
G.R.37
G.R.38
G.R.39
Total 9 g~s outlets as minutes (no octagon~ bench)
8 compressed air outlets
1 compressor
6' Hood at two soldering positions
14 l3A 3 pin sockets (for 19)
11 single phase outlets for fixed machines (max. 1 h.p.) (for 10)
1 3-phase 15A outlet for saw.
Isolator sWitch on blackboard wall.
Welding Bay
1 131\ 3 pin socket on window wall bench
Forging Bay
1 metal H. and C sink (for 2)
2 2-gang 13A sockets (for 2 singles)
Extractor in Forge
Tool Store
2 1311. 3 pin sockets on island bench ..
5
G.R .40 Material store
1 13A 3 pin socket
G.R.42 Room 2 Mechanical Workshop Senior 5th Minutes
Services as for G.R.36 but no
3-phase outlet for saw
G.R.44 Room 4 Woodwork and Pl"3.stics 7th Minutes
No Demonstration Bench
5 single gas outlets on wall benches ) for 8
6 single gas outlets on island benches)
5 compressed air outlets
1 H. and C. sink
1 compressor (air c~led;)
5 13~ 3 pin sockets on wall bench )
1 l3A 3 pin socket on each island (total 6) ) for 9
1 13A 3 pin socket for thermo. tank with H. and C.
1 13A 3 pin outlet for compressor
7 3phase outlets for fixed machines (for 6)
Isolator switch.
G.L 45 Room 4a.
As Minutes
store
I.R.IO Room 56. Junior Physics Laboratory 9th Minutes
2 double gas outlets on each central bench - total 6 (for 12)
8 single gas outlets around wall benches.
4 laboratory sinks on wall benches
1 laboratory sink on each island .bench
4 l3A 3 pin sockets Cllong wall benches )total 10 (for 8)
2 131\ 3 pin sockets on each island bench)
2 110V 30A D. C. outlet s
0-14V variable A.C./D.C. to 14 outlets (for 16)
I.R.ll Room 61. Preparation and Store 9th Minutes
1 single gas outlet
1 double gas outlet
1 single (large) gas outlet for glassblowing
1 laboratory sink on central bench - OUT
1 compressed air for glassb10wing on wall bench
1 compressed "3.ir elsewhere.
4 13A 3 pin sockets on island bench )) Total 7
2 l3A 3 pin so cket on wall bench (
1 l3A 3 pin socket ne"3.r door ) for 8)
2 13A outlets for fixed machines (for 3)
Panel for Special Services (a), (b) and (c) on duct.
I.R.12 Room 57. Junior Physics LAboratory
Services as for I.R.IO
9th and 23rd Minutes
Item 57
Intermediate Physics Laboratory60.
1\11 Service s as for I.R.10 with addition al
Electrical services:-
4 1% 3 pin sockets to each island bench total 12 (for 12)
8 l3A 3 pin sockets along wall benches (for 18)- misprint
1 30A 110V D.C. outlet on each island bench =-total 3
1 3 phase (6 kw) S.F. outlets on each island bench total 3(for 2)
4 wire from Co ltrol. panel to panel in I.R.1l
RoomI.R.13
I.R.14
I.R.15
Room 141
Room 63.
6 -
Expansion LAborRtory
Physics Research Laboratory No Minutes
9 double gRS outlets
2 l~boratory sinks
3 anti-vibration mountings
9 2-gang 13A 3 pin sockets
2 15A 3 phase outlets
2 110V- D.C. outlets
9 4-wire o·utlets (on two circuits) 8 wires to separate earth
at every alternate position
4 co-axial outlets back to panel and one b~ck to Electronics Inb.
1 clock
Room 64 Light Laboratory 14th Minute s
Safe lights - provision of low level p~ssage lighting
I R. 35:"",---.::r Switches for 110V DJC. and 3 phase on corridor wall
-I.R.36 Room 66 Dark Room 14th Minutes
I.R.37 Room 66 Dark Room
1 2 gang 13A 3 pin socket each cubicle total 3 (for 6 single s)
I.R.38 Room 65. Preparation and Store lOth Minutes
3 co-axial outlets for (a), (b), (c) from I.R. 39
I.R.32 Room 62. Adv~nced Physics Laboratory 9th Minutes
1 W~ter outlet with waste at wall adjoining Dark Room
10 double gas outlets around wall (for 20 singles)
2 double gas outlets on each island bench - total 4.
52-gang 13A 3 pin so cket s around walls (for 10)
2 2-gang lY, 3r piQ sockets on eRch islar!d bench - total 4.
0-40V A.C./D.C. from local unit using 3 circuits, providing:-
2 outlet s on each central bench - total 4
5 outlet s on wall benche s (for 10)
~ earth terminals around' walls
1 15A 3 phase outlet for X-ray Unit.
Control Panel removed from Room 61 with Special Services (a), (b),
(c) distributed to one position adjacent to panel, but 4-wire
distribution has 3 outlets on wall benches
1 4 wire outlet on each island bench
1 4 wire outlet on pillar (these outlets on a second circuit)
Services to Pillar
1 cold water outlet and waste
2 double gas outlets
1 4 gang outlet on each face - total 4
1 15A 3 phase outlet
1 4-wire outlet (to include 110V D.C.)
1 0-40V A.C./D.C. outlet
1 Sp6.cial earth.
Room 58. Junior Physics LAboratory
Services as for I.R.10
Room 69. Junior Mechanics LaborRtory 11th Minutes
loR. 54
Two 3' long (for 5') 3/4" diam. (for 1") parRllel steel b~rs
Two pendular brackets on corridor wall at 5' level (for 3)
2 double recessed gas outlets on each island bench - total 6
No recessed laboratory sinks
1 13A 3 pin socket Rt each end of each island bench - total 6
1 30~ 110 V D.e. outlet at end wall opposite flYWheel
Room 12.. Junior Drawing Office No Minutes
Blackboard lighting
No Special Services.
---------::--------
2.R.IO
2.R.ll
- 7- -
Room 81. Biology Laboratory lOth Minutes
No demonstration bench
4 4-way gAS outlets on each centr"3.1 bEn ch - total 12
9 double gas outlets along two walls.·
2 concealed laboratory sinks to ea.ch island bench total 4
Raised trunk down centre each island bench with socket outlets
on vertical face.
8 13". 3 pin sockets to each isl;:md bench total 24
16 13t 3 pin sockets on wAll benches.
7 ft.::3 Refrigerator
Room 85. Preparation and Store No Minutes
2 double gas outlets on window wall bench
1 H. and C. sink
1 2-gang 13A 3 pin socket on' window wall
1 V~ indow extrAct fan.
Room 814..' Biology LAboratory
Services as for 2.R.IO
loth Minutes
Room 112. Experimental Bakery and Cereal Testing No Minutes
10 single gas outlets around wall benches
6 double gas outlets on island benches,
2 double gAS outlets in fume cupboard
3 lab. sinks with drinking water on wall benches
1 lAb. sink with drinking water on each islAnd bench
1 H. and C. sink
10 2-gang 13.1\ 3 pin sockets arounn wall benches
1 2-gang 13A 3 pin socket at each end of each island bench
tot8.1 6
1 2-gang 131\ 3 pin socket in fume cupboard.
Room 107. Ophthalmic Opticians Workshop 13th Minute s
2.R.26
2.R.27
Extract fan over polishing machines etc.
1 double gas outlet for soldering
1 double gas outlet at lens surfacing bench
1 H. anc C. sink
9 13A. 3 pin outl.et for fixed machines (instead of 3 phc"se)
4 single 13A 3 pin sockets on Hand Work bench (for 2 2-gang)
Room 117. OphthA.lmic OpticiMs' v~aiting Room.
Room 117. Office
1 2-gang 13A 3 pin socket near desk.
Room 87. Clinical Laboratory 13th Minutes
Cost of illuminated ceiling too great: indirect lighting
from top of cubicles recommended.
2.R.29 Room Ill. Confectionery Decoration No Minutes
5 gas outlets around wall benches
1 3' stainless steel sink
1 Hand C handbasin, foot pedal taps 8.nd electric hand dryer.
4 13A 3 pin socket s around wall benche s
1 4 Kw outlet for Fond;:> nt Machine
1 Coil heater in drying cupboard
Room 110. Confectionery B~kery 14th Minutes
1 gRs ring in prover
ExtrA Hand C sink not required.
Electric HAnd Dryer
Foot-operated taps to hand basins.
2.R.31
2.R.32 Room 110A
8 -
Bf1.kery stores 14th Minutes
2.R.42
2.R.43
1 g8.S outlet
1 131\ 3 pin socket
both on window w8.11 bench (for centre bench)
Room 109 Bre~d Bakery
I\s Minutes
Room 84. Bacteriology store
No services
Room 84. Sterilizing Room
Hood with extr~ctor fan.
Fully tiled
1 gas operated A.utoclave (for 2)
1 gas outlet for autoclave (for 2)
2 double gas outlets (for 3)
3 2-gA.ng 131\ 3 pin sockets. (for 7 singles)
Room 82. BA.cteriology lP,boratory
14th Minute s
lOth Minutes
lOth Minutes
lOth Minutes
2 4-way gas outlets on e'l.ch islA.nd bench. total 6 (for 12)
5 double gas outlets on wA.ll benches (for 7 singles)
2 laboratory sinks on wall bench
3 laboratory sinks on each islA.nd bench - total 9
5 2-gang 13A 3 pin sockets along wall bench (for 12 singles)
1 13A 3 pin socket on wqll to Sterlizing Room.
Room 82. Incubator Room loth Minutes
3 single gas outlets
4 2-gang 131\ 3 pin sockets (for 7 singles)
Air sterilization for the walk-in incubator only
3.R.IO
Room 82. v/ash-up
2 electricallY operated hAnd dryers.
------- .. -------
Room 68. Junior Chemic8.1 Laboratory
No Minutes
8th Minutes
Only 3 centrql benches (for 4)
1 double gas outlet per bay - total 9 (for 10)
4 double gas outlets on each side of each central bench total 24(for
3l)
No demonstration bench
4 cold water outlets e~ch with dual control along centre island
bench - total 12.
2 13A 3 pin sockets on each side of central benches - total 12
9 13A 3 pin sockets .!lround WA.ll benches - (for 6)
1 131\ 3 pin socket on e~ch fume cupboard - total 2
l·R.ll Room 70. Junior Balance Room 8th Minutes
Blowers in Balance Room to heat Junior Chemical Laboratories
4 l3A 3 pin sockets.
Room 69. Junior Chemical lAboratory
Services as for 3.R.IO
8th Minutes
Room 80a. Preparation Room 9th Minutes
4 13A 3 pin sockets (for 3),
1 13A 3 pin socket at fume cupboard
1 13A 3 pin socket for drying oven.
3.R .14
3.R.15
1·R.16
3.R.17
9
Room 80a Lcbby
Room 80 Central stores 9th Minutes
Room 80b Organic Chemistry Store 9th Minutes
Room 73 Organic Chemistry laboratory 8th Minutes
8 double gas outlets along wall benches (for 10 singles)
8 13A 3 pin sockets along side benches (for 10)
1 2-gang 13A 3 pin socket on fume cupboard
1 13A 3 pin socket for refr~gerator.
Room 143
Room 78
Expansion Laboratory
Preparation Room
No Minutes
No Minutes
3.R .29
1 Hand C Sink
1 gas outlet
1 13:'\ 3 pin socket
Room 79 Glassblowing 8th and 23rd Minutes
To accommodate 14 students (for 16)
1 single gas outlet at each student position - total 14 (for 20)
1 compressed air outlet at each student position - total 14 (for 20)
1 compressor
4 13A 3 pin sockets on central bench
3 13A 3 pin sockets on wall benches (for 2)
1 3 phase outlet for compressor
Room 77 Chemical Research Laboratory 8th Minutes
One central bench
4 double gas outlets on each side central bench,total 8 (for 16)
7 double gas outlets along wall benches (for 10 singles)
4 laboratory sinks (covered) on wall benches with one double
water tap to each (for 2)
7 13/ 3 pin sockets around wall benches (for 8)
No D.C.
Room 74. Physico-Chemical Laboratory 8th Minutes
9 double gas outlets along wall benches (for 5 singles)
6 13A 3 pin sockets on window wall) total 12
6 13A 3 pin sockets on end wall ) (for 12)
21 outlets for 0-40V A.C./D.C. (6 circuits) from local unit
21 outlets for 0-250V A.C./D.C. (6 circuits)
Small panel for above and 2 wires back to Machines Laboratory
2·R•33
Room 75. Senior Balance Room
Microbalance and Cubicle not required
Room 72. Inorganic Chemistry Laboratory
8th Minutes
8th Minutes
4 additional laboratory sinks on side benches
8 double gas outlets on side benches (for 10 singles)
2 double 13A 3 pin socket s on wall benche s) for
6 single 131\ 3 pin sockets on wall benches) 10 singles
2 13A outlets for drying ovens included above
1 double 13~ 3 pin socket on fume cupboard
-------- .. --------
4.R.5
- 10 -
Room 104. Mathematics Laboratory No Minutes
/\.coust ic treatment
No gas and no water services required
2 2-gang 13A 3 pin sockets wall opposite blackboard
1 3 phase 15~ outlet at wall opposite blackboard
4 2-gang 13.1\ rockets along glazed wall bench
3 2-gang 13A sockets along corridor bench
Room 34. Television Workshop 4th Minutes
(The Minutes of the 4th Meeting do not apply)
15 4-gang 131. 3 pin sockets around wall benches
12 13A 3 pin sockets on face of wall benches
4 2-gRng 13~ 3 pin sockets on central bench
12 13A 3 pin sockets with 1-1 Isolating Transformers (150 watts)
with switched primary and warning light.
24 co-axial socket outlets for TV, FM and Sound Broadcasting.
Omit the pre-amplifier as one will be installed in the Roof.
Clock
Cubicle
2 4-gang 13/1. 3 pin so cket s
1 13A 3 pin socket on face 0 f bench
1 134 3 pin socket with Isolating Transformer as above
2 Co-axial sockets as above
4.R.ll Room 33. Radio Service Workshop Senior
(The Minutes of 4th Meeting do not apply)
Services as above for 4.R.10
Room 32. Radio service Workshop Junior
4th Minutes
No Minutes
No gas or water services required
15 4-gang l3A 3 pin sockets around wall benches
8 4 gang 13A 3 pin sockets on main island bench
12 13A 3 pin sockets on face 0 f wall benches
4 2-gang 3 pin sockets on small ·islana bench· --
12 co-axial socket outlets (100 kcs - 2 Mc/s, fed from
aerial amplifier) around wall benches.
Room 32/\.. Preparation Room No Minutes
2 single gas outlets on side wall bench
10 4-gang l}\ 3 pin sockets around benches.
Room 44. Junior Electronics Laboratory 4th and 22nd Minutes
5 50V D.C. outlets around wall benches 5~ from local amplifier
13 positions around. wall and 12 positions on island benches
each to have;-
1 4-gang l3A 3 pin socket
2 250V D. C. outlets. 100 rnh. fuse
1 6. 3V A. C. 31. outlet
1 earth.
4.R.15 Room 41. Radio Receiving Room 4th Minutes
1 2-gang 13~ 3 pin socket at each end of each
Transmitter bench - Total 4.
6 2-gang 13/\. 3 pin sockets along window wall bench
1 13.1\ 3 pin socket Along window wall bench on vertical
face for soldering in 1st two and lA.st two bays
Total 4.
Earth wire around room (Bare. Copper Strip)
2 clocks with sweep seconds hand one at each end.
The ;spec:ialiS0d '·Tiring.: shown on draWing supplied to be revised
with Mr. nodgens at latest possible date.
4.R.16
4.R .17
- 11
Room 46. Battery Room
1 sink with cold water
1 •C. outlet (600 watt s) for Battery charging
Room 46. Generator Room
~coustic treatment
~nti-vibrationmountings for generators
2 3 phase (10 kw) outlets
2 13~ 3 pin sockets for inspection lRmps.
Room 40. Radar Room
4 2-g~ng 13~ 3 pin sockets on corridor banch
1 13Jl 3 pin socket~ in e'<>.Ch bay at glazeci wall - total 4
Earth wire along glazed wall
Clock
The specialised Wiring shown on draWing supplied to be revised
with Mr. Hodgens at latest possible date.
Room 43. Morse Room 4th f'.1inutes
2 2-gang 1}1\ 3 pin sockets on Te9cher' s Desk on vertical
face at blackboard side
1 3-gang 13A 3 pin socket ~ in cupbo8.rd at Receiver desk
3 1}1\ 3 pin sockets at back of Receiver table.
Special bell-wiring for morse keys as shown on drawing supplied
4.R.24 Room 42. Morse Room 4th Minutes
4.R.25
Services as for 4.R.23
Room 39. Post Office Engineering Laboratory No Minutes
No Mechanical Services required.
12 4-gang 131\ 3 pin sockets around walls.
6 50V I\.C. lOA outlets (terminals)
1 3 phase 5~ (sw. fuse qnd n) on clear wall
1 bOV Rectifier Unit on wall near door, mounted high
4.R .26 Room 45. Department Stores
No Services
No Minutes
4.R.27
4.R...28
Room 38. Electronic Measurements In.boratory 12th Minutes
services as shown in Minutes of 12th Meeting except:-
5 15t. 110V D. C. outlet s (sw. fuse c>.nri terminals) around
wall benches (for 4)
2 co-axial sockets on "opposite" wall bench (for 6)
2 co-axial sockets on glazed wall bench (for 3)
Room 35. Radio Engineering Workshop and Preparation Room
12th Minutes
H. and C. sink now on wall of cubicle
4 4-gang 131\ 3 pin sockets around wall benches (for 5)
For screened cubicle see 4.R. 29
Room 36. Radio Engineering Laboratory 12th Minutes
13 4-gang 131\ 3 pin sockets '1ToUnd wall benches (for 14)
4 30A 4-terminal blocks on side benches (for 5)
9 co-axi81 sockets around wall benches (for 10)
4 special earth terminals on island benches
6 special earth term; n.,l ': '.'ll "'iJ11 hAn('hes.
Room 13.
12
Senior DrA.wing 0 ffice 18th Minutes
1 3-gang l3A 3 pin socket at corridor wall end of press
Special bell-wiring for morse keys as shown on drawing supplied.
R.R.l Television Transmission Room No Minutes
1 60 3-phase supply
Connection to Lecture Theatre, Demonstration Classrooms
and 4ssembly Hall.
MARTIN J. CRANLEY
Principal
December, 1961
crry OF DUBLIN VOCATIONl\L EDUCf.TION COMMITTEE
COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY
KEVIN STREET, DUBLIN
'.
COLLEGE fJJVISORY COMMrrTEE FOR NEW BUILDING
Mintit es of 43r.d. Meeting
Held on 12th December 1961
Present:- Mr. M. J. Cr~nley (Principal)
Hr. H, ce L"lcy (f\.ssist"lnt Princip~)
:K~. R. MA,yne (hooper and i\rchitects, Architects)
The meetjng again considered the matter of staff offices ~nd the
re sult s are tabulat t d below.
,
Room Old Dimens.l.ons Area Type of Teacher(s)
No. No. ft2 Office
G.R.46 24b 19 1 x·e' '6" 161 Single L. Trundle
G.R.54 18a 11' xC 3" 613 Single J. J. Farreil
G.R.55 18b il' x L I 3" 68 Single 'I:" Short
~;,
LR.42 59b 19 1 x r,l 6" 161 Single F. Nolan
LR.51 31 14' x 6 1 311 87 Single J. M. Forde
I.R.52 30 14' x 6 311 87 Double •S. E.Hickson +11 Physic 5"
LR.53 30a 14 1 x 6/ 311 87 Double T. Cronin, J.M.Flood
!z.R. 34 109h 19: x 8 1 6" 161 Single S. Anthony
2 .R. 48 114 14' x 6' 311 87 Double Miss DohertY,Dr. N::llan
2.R.50 115 14 1 x 6' 3" 87 Single Chaplain
2.R.51 116 14' x 6' 3" 87 Single Chaplain
3.R.34 71b 19' x 8' 6" 161 Single Vi. Broderick
3.R.42 139 14' x 61 3" 87 Double T. Ambrose + "All
3.R.43 139 14' x 6' 3" 87 Double E. J. Rothery + "B"
3.R.44 139 14 1 x 6'3 11 87 Double "Electronics ll +"C"
3.R .45 139 14' x 6 1 3" 87 Double "DII .j!'EII
4.R .32 55 14' x 7' 6" 105 Single M. J. Rice
4.R.31 54 14' x 8' 6" 119 Single B. J. O'Connor
MART IN J. CRANLEY
Principal
19th December, 1961
CITY OF DUBLIN VOC~TION~L EDUC~TION COMMITTEE
COLLEGE OF TECHNJLOGY
KEVIN STREET, DUBLIN
COLLEGE ADVISORI COM:vIITTEE FOR NEW BUILDING
MINUTES OF 4/~th MEEr IN}
HELD ON ill ''1 J A.nuary 1962
Present:- Mr. M. J. Cranley (Principal)
Mr. R. M~yne (Hooper Rnd Mayne, ~rchitects)
Mr. H. de Lacy (AssistA.nt Principal)
Temporary Accommodation
The meeting considered the position in regard to Temporary ~ccommoda­
tion in the light of the proposed building programme. The requirements to
be met are those listed in the Mil1utes of the 26th Meeting.
1. The accommodation required could be provided by temporary bUildings
in Maguire' s Yl'\rd as indicate'l in Mr. MAyne's sketch. This would give
5,800 sq. ft. I'\S agains-:' 6,lCJ sq. ft.
2. Room 14 to be partitioned co give one Lecture Theatre of A.pproximately
800 - 900 sq. ft. The remainder to be used as a DrA.wing Office.
3. Room 1. Metalworkshop to be re-censtructed to provide replacement
accommodation for (a) Room 18 - Measurements
(b) Room 3 - Junior Ele ctrical Cla ssroom ann LaboratoI'.1.
4. Provision of (i) a Physics Preparation Room on 1st Floor of existing
building
(ii) a Chemif,t,ry' )"reparation Room on 3rd Floor of existin€;
building •.
Physics, present ))0, possible 100 sq. ft. Chemistry, present 240,
possible 100 sq~' ft,
5. Provision of an office for the Chaplains. Originally suggest€d be
placed in closed off corridor at back of ground noor. This corridor
now required as passageway to temporary buildings.
6. Temporary Examination Accommodation will be required for
(i) G.C.E. examinations, City and Guilds and Department of Educai ion.
(ii) University of London Examinations.
7. t\ccommodation for the Caretaker.
22nd JAAua~.v, 1962.
MtffiTIN J. CRANLEY
Principal
URGENT
COLLEGE iJ)VISORY COHUTTEE FOR NEW BUILDING
Pho.sf1 HI - 12 fleeks
Princ i'pa1
Education Committee on
15th 1{arch" 19$2
May, 1962
1st June J 1962
lst July, 1962
lst August, 1962
or 1st September 1962
MART lli J • CRJIoN LEY
20 Weeks
6 months m:inimum~ pass ible 9 - 12 months
Phase IT -
Final documents of the Eleotrical Contract may not be ready until
the end of August.
Phase T -
22nd January.._~
Erection of Classroom Block.
The roof to be completed by end of 1963
Clearing of site" construotion of roads" paths" sewers and foundations
to ground floor.
This phase (on minimum) to Maroh 1963.
BUILDllW PU r
S incrJ Phase I includes the demolition of the rare portion of the
existing Colloge, the Temporary l ..ooomrnodo.tion (26th" 44th Uinutes) to be provided
under the Pre:iminary Contrac'b t must be ready by the end of August, 1962.
Ereotion of superstruoture of Laboratory Block by Speoialists while the
Lecture Theatre Blocks and Swimming Pool are constructed by the General
Contractors.
CITY OF DUBLIN VOClloTIONl~L EDUClloT ION COMMITTEE
COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY.
KEVIN STREET. DUBLIN
M:inutos of 45th Hooting:
Held in Tovm Hall~ Ballsbridgo on
Monday~ 15th January 1962
Present:- Ur. R. Mayne (Hooper and Maync" Architects)
Mr. Ill. ~~. Gleos on (Chiof Executivo Officer)
Mr. M. J. Cranley (Princ ipal) •
Contract Drawings for March N"cot:ing of Vocational
Hr. Hayno reported on the progress be:ing made in the preparation of
the Contract Drawings and announced a Build:ing PIon,. the details of which follow:
Department of Education approval by end of
Tender
Jlollow four woeks for pricing; Roceipt of tenders
Report on tenders" approvo.l of Department
Building to commence 3rd Week of August
---------------""------
Note:
CITY OF DUBLIN VOC· TIoNAL EDUCATION COMMITTEE
COLLEGE OF T:b';HNOIDGY
KEVIN STREET DUBLIN
COLLEGE ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR NEW BUIID ING
'-IlJtMINUTES OF MEEI'INGHElD ON 2 nd MARCH 1962
Present:- Mr. M. J. Cranley (Principal)
Mr. H. deLRcy (~ssistant Principal)
Mr. J. M. Forde (Honorary Secretary)
Mechanical and Electrical Services to Lecture Theatres
And DGmonstr~tion Cla~srooms
A.fter due consideration of the Completed Forms S.l returned by the various
Sab-Committees, the meeting made the recommendations which follows.
GR.7 Room 25 Eleetric"3l Engineering Lecture Theatre
1i~Room 47 Radio Lecture Theat.re
Mechanical Services
2 double recessed gas outlets on lecture bench
1 recessed and covered lRboratory sink with folding double tap.
Electrical Services
8 l3~ 3 pin sockets
2 3-phase and neutral 30~ sockets
2 110V 30A D.C. sockets
1 4-terminal block with connection to machines laborp.tory
1 ?·-tcrminal block for low voltage D.C. from (0 - 24 volt variable)
locRl unit (minimum lO~)
1 2-terminRl block for low voltRge A..C. from (0 - 24 volt variable)
local unit (minimum lOA.)
1 1 scree:1ed cC'-a~ciRl outlet from T. V. Transmission Room R.R .1.
1 1 screened co-axial outlet from Electronic Measurement s Laboratory 4R2~'
1 1 ~creened co-~ial outlet from Radio Receiving Room 4R 15.
1 E~rth Terminal
Cloc~{
~ R 8 Room 88 PhYsics Lecture Theatre
Mechanical Services
4 single recessed gas outlets equally spaced along the lecture bench
(controls below blackbo:trd side edge of bench)
1 lRrge lRboratory sink at end of lecture bench with three taps
2 small rec~ssed and covered laboratory sinks each with one folding
tap in middle ) L ~ c:"lch. One near centre 0 f bench, other at
opposite end to large sink.
2 5/16" diameter pipes from bench to Prepl'1r"'l.tion Room, one for
V;:\CUUin "'lnd other for compressed air.
~lect~ical Service~
\s for ElectricRl Engineering Lecture Theatre GR 7.
2 R 8 Room 90 Biolo,~· and BA.cteriology Lecture Theatre
3 R.8 Room 89 Chemistry Lecture The~tre
"
from T.V. Transmission Room R.R.l.
from RarHo Receiving Room 4- R.15
1 small recessed .<lnd covered lRborAtory sink (for 2)
to be placed near the end opposite the lA.rge sink.
pipes for vacuum etc. not required.
13 ~ 3-pin sockets
3-ohAse and neutral 3O~ socket
110V. 30~ D.C. socket
2-terminal bloc~ for low volt~ge D.C. or \.C. from loc~l unit in
PrepA.ration Room.
1 screened co-axiA.l outlet
1 screened cO-A.xial outlet
1 Earth terminal.
C....cck.
5
1
1
1
P,-dio Demonstration Cl~ssrooms
ElectricAl Demonstration Classrooms
~s for ElectricRl Engineering Lecture Theatre ~.R.7.
Ph.vsics DemonstrA.tion Ch ssrooms
2 -
MechA.nicAl and ElectricA.l Services
Electrical Services
Fume cupbo~rd in PreparAtion Room with direct access from Lecture Theatre
through partition wall ~nd neA.r glA.zed wall.
4- double recessed g~s outlets equallY sp~ced ~long the lecture b~nch
(controls below blackboA.rd side eoge of bench)
1 lA.rge lRborA.tory sink at end of lecture bench, with three taps.
2 small recessed and covered lRbor~tory sinks, each with one folding
tap, in middle of bench, one near centre of bench and other at
opposite end to large sink.
2 5/16" -:' diAmeter pipes from bench to Prep~r~tion Room, one for
va.cu.um and other for compres~ed Cl.ir.
\s for Chemistry Lecture TheA.tre 3 R.8.
No fume cupboa rd .
ElectricAl Services
t\s for Chemistry Lecture Theatre 3 R 8
MechanicAl Services
~s for Physics Lecture Theatre I.R.8.
\s for Physics Lecture Theatre r.R.8 except -
(a)
(b)
Electric~l Services
Mech~nicR.l Services
4- R.6
4- R.7
LR.5
Y:R:6.
•2 R.6
---
~ it 7.
3 R.6
3 R.7
3
Biology Demonstr,qtion C1A ssroo'fl
BAkery A.nd Opticilms DemonstrA.tion Cl~ssrooms
MechanicAl 2nd Electric~l Services
'\S for Chemistry Demonstr~.tion Classrooms 3 R.6 and 3 R.7 except
fume cupboprds not required.
Chemistry Demonstration C1A.ssrooms
Fume cipboA.rd with usual gA.S, w~.ter A.nd electricAl services.
Mechanicql Services
\s for Chemistry Lecture TheA.tre 3 R.8 except-
(~) 1 small recessed ,qnd covered lp.borA.tory sink (for 2)
to be plA.ced neAr the end opposite the l,qrge sink.
(b) pipes for v,qcuum etc. not required.
Electric,ql Services
~s for Chemistry Lecture TheAtre 3 R.8 except
3-phAse ,qnd D.C. not required.
----0000000----
·cm OE DUBI,.Dl VOO \TIOlTAL mUCIDl' Q.Q11 :IT'I'r;;~
QOLLEGB; OF TECHNOLOGY
KEVDT STREET DUBLDT
COLLEGE ADVISORY COMMIT~EE FOR NEW BUILDING
MINUTES OF 48th MEEl'DTG
HELD ON 6th HARCH- 196'3
Present:- Mr. R. Mayne) (Hooper and Mayne,
Mr. R. R. Patterson) Architects)
Mr. O. Gilligan (Varming and Mulcahy,
Consulting Engineers)
Mr. H. de Lacy (Acting Principal)
Mr. J. M. Forde (Honorary Secretary)
Facilities for Film Projector in the Assembly~
Reports were received. from Messrs. Westrex and Messrs. Dixon and
Hempenstall. The latter firm were in touch with several SwisS, German
and English Optical Instrument companies, none of which would undertake to
design a system of projection from the projection box in its present position,
It was agreed that the Projection Boxshould be re-sited centrally under
the balcony with exit to the Assembly Hall foyer since only 16 mm. films wou~4
be used} The Curtains and Cine Screen to be motor operated. '
The following items of equipment to be provided under the Electrical Contrac~:
(A) In:Pr.ojeot·ion Box
1 16~. Sound (Arc or Xenon) fixed Projector (e.g. Leitz H3) with
provision for a second·.
1 Epidiascope (e·.g·. Leitz IllS)
1 Slide (2 x 2) Projector with Auto Change.
Small monitor; intercommunication; master dual control of lighting."
(B) In Assembly Hall
1 Large Overhead Projector (on castors) (e.• g. Leitz xnZ)
Socket outlet on main floor level for this.
(C) In Lecture Theatres
3 Portable Overhead Projectors (e.g. Lawes and Rabjohns' "Tutor")
5 Slide (2 x 2) Projectors with Auto Change.
2 16 mm. Sound Portable Projectors.
It was also agreed that the lighting in the Lecture Theatres should
be provided with switch control and not continuous dimmer.
13th Maroh, 1963.
Eugh de Lacy
Acting Principal
C.]l..C. F.3·
SITY_ OF DUBLIN VOC~TIO~~L EDUCATION COMMITTEE
COLLEGE OF TiCHNOLOGY,
KEVIN STrEET, DUBLIN
COLLEGE ADVISORY COtJJrJlITTEE FOR THE NE' t BUIIDI~
Matters arlslng from the first seven meetings of the College Advisory
Committee (C.A..C.) for the preparation of 1.rorking dra1.rings of the Ne1.T Building
at Kevin Street which have been'deferred pending further consideration by
( I)
(11)
(Ill)
(IV)
(V)
(VI)
(VII)
Chief Executive Officer and Principal,
~r. Mayne and Principal,
Principal and Senior Staff
Mr. de Lacy,
Mr. Hodgens,
Mr. Trumle ,
Staff Co~mittees and Sub-Committees.
The figure in brackets after each item refers to the number of the
meeting at ,<7hich the matter arose.
(I) Chief Executive Officer and Principal
1. High Tension Laboratory Room No.18 (1)
2. Clo sed ch'cuit T. V. or 1.riring for it. (2)
). Connect:i 0T'\ ,.. ~ T. V, ~ervic~ ;I.oonl 1".l.::'h Lecturf' Theac,re block. (4)
4. Screened nudio-frequency link from Room 41 to Lecture Theatre block (5)
5. Telephone sv.ritchboard am operator (3).
6. Employment of storekeepers, etc. (5).
(11) ~r. Mayne and Mr. Cranley
7. Revised layout of office accornrrodation of First Floor (1) and (3).
8. Provision of Office for Chaplains (1)
9. Siting of Mathe~atics Laboratory (1).
10. Siting of central battery charging room, s1.ritch-room and battery.
11. E.S.B. Transformer site.
(~II) Principal and Senior Staff
12. Services in Lecture Theatre, Preparation Rooms am classroorrs 1.rith
dermnstration benches. (2).
13. Re-arrangement 0 f rooms; 0 ffice space. I
14. Small room in basement for permanent tradesmen.
15. Teachers I storage space. (3)
16. Cloakroom accomrrodation for p.vening students (4)
17. Employment 0 f storekeepers. (5)
lover
18 ..
19.
20 ._
21
22.
23
24·
25·
Radio Isotope '·'ork.
Forced extract ventilation in Room No.5 (5)
One or two sinks in forging and 1.relding bays? (5)
Type of control panel for Rooms 14 and 15 and the question of fixing it in
the Preparation Room and the provision of a lead to the ~achines Laboratory
(5) .
Need for Mobile Lifts, etc. (6)
Ventilation fan in Room No. 46 ( 4)
Services to Room No. 32 - Junior Electronics ani Junior Radio Servioe
Morkshops (4)
ventilation and dust from plastics in Roorr Io. 4 (7)
,2
(If) Mr. de Lacy
26. Details re Screening of roo~s.
27. Consideration 0 f Rooms 23, 231 am 24 "rith Instrument Repair f>~echanic (7)
(v) Mr. Hodgens
28. Diagram of battery supply from Room 46 to Room 41 for lV'r. Kinney (4)
29. kerial Layout (4)
30. Schematic "riring diagram for all rooms in Radio Department for lVfr ,Kinney
( 4)
(VI) Mr. Trumle
31. Location of sockets in Room No.5 (5)
32. Revised layout plan 0 f ]Vfechanical ,.Torkshops (5)
33. Details of Test Board in Room No.ll (6)
34. Revised layout plan of Room No.7 (7)
35. Provision of Kosangas in Room No.lQ (7)
36. Details re fixed machines in Room No.lQ (7)
37. Information on H. F. heating equipment for plastics (7)
(VII) Staff Committees am Sub-Committees
38. Special requirements re voltage regulation in Laboratories am ,.Torkshops
( 6)
39. Completion of form, particularly "rith reference to all roomS dealt 1.rith
by the C." . C.
T'JT'.RT I J J . CR r \lLEY
Principal
15th February, 1960.
1. ~ables for ~11 clGssrooms.
npril, 1 '2
• Healy,
a. ne apd
It was a reed that the contract should ' ncl ude:
2. ables nd chairs in GeneI' 1 O~ ice.
Pu ose: to (ec' de at fu niture I' 0.. e ..uipment in the
new b~':"l ing s ould be included in the i ding
Contract and That should be inc_uded in the estimates
for new eQ.uipment.
Cl
Lecord of e~t~ ry held i. Eead f ice 0 1
( To ID a 1, l:errion 0 ,Ballsbridge) bet ;een .
~_ssist n ief :::::ecutive Office a d "essrso
H. de Lac 0
3
0
C ..airs for Chie: C ere and ~e~re l' 's f~·ces.
•
Desks, ~ables, ccairs, coat I' cks, etc. - I inci~ l's
ssistant _1" c':"pal's f ices nd onference 00'.
It T s f ther acreed that the esti tes for Ue E1 ip e t
shoul inc 1.1 e:-
•
Chairs or a.l Classrooms for stud ts and te chers •
2. stoo s for _ '0 kshops an 9.bor tor' so
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